
...4.11.• 4,41
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IA

U.S. MANNED 
SPACE FLIGHTS

ASTRONAUT 
MO. DAY YEAR 

REVOLUTION
S

FLIGHT TIM
E

(Hr:Min)

-0

SPACECRAFT

SHEPARD
5 5 1 961

SUB-ORBITAL
00:15 FREEDOM 7

GRISSOM
7 21

SUB-ORBITAL
0015 LIBERTY BELL 7

GLENN
2 20 1 962

3
04:55 FRIENDSHIP 7

CARPENTER
5 24

3
04:56 AURORA 7

SCHIRRA
10 3

6
09:13 SIGMA 7

COOPER
5 15-16 1963

22
34:20 FAITH 7

GRISSOM, YOU
NG

3 23 1965
3

04:54 GEMINI-111

McDIVITT, WHITE
6 3-17

62
97:59 GEMINI-IV

COOPER, CONR
AD

8 21-29
120

190:56 GEMINI-V

SCHIRRA, STAF
FORD

16 15-16
16

25:51 GEMINI-VI-A

BORMAN, LOVELL
12 4-18

206
330:35 GEMINI-VII

ARMSTRONG, S
COTT

3 16-17 1966
6.5

10:42 GEMINI-VIII

STAFFORD, CER
NAN

6 3-6
45

72:21 GEMINI-1X-A

YOUNG, COLLI
NS

7 18-21
43

7047 GEMI NI -X

CONRAD, GOR
DON

9 12-15
44

71:17 GEMINI-XI

LOVELL, ALDRI
N

11 11-15
59

94:33 GEMINI-X11

SCHIRRA, EISELE,
 CUNNINGHA

M 10 11-22 1968
163

260:09 APOLLO 7

ANDERS, BORM
AN, LOVELL

12 21-27
10 LUNAR ORBIT

S
147:00 APOLLO 8

SCHWEICKART, 
McDIVITT, SCOT

T 3 3-13 196 9
151

241:00 APOLLO 9

STAFFORD, CER
NAN, YOUNG

5 18-26
31 LUNAR ORBI

TS
192:03 APOLLO 10

ARMSTRONG, A
LDR1N, COLL

INS 7 16-24
FIRST MANNED 

LUNAR LANDIN
G 195:11 APOLLO 11

CONRAD, GO
RDON, BEAN

11 14-24
SECOND MANN

ED LUNAR LAN
DING 244:36 APOLLO 12

LOVELL, SWIGE
RT, HA1SE

4 11-17 1970 ABORTED IN TR
ANSLUNAR FLIG

HT 142:55 APOLLO 13

SHEPARD, MIT
CHELL, ROOSA

1 31-9 1571 THIRD MANNED
 LUNAR LANDI

NG 216:40 APOLLO 14

Scott, Word
en, Irwin 

7/26/71
Apollo 15

L.-
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January 6, 6, 1972

PERSONAL 

Honorable James C. Fletcher
Administrator
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Jim:

I have just read the NASA release of January 5 on NASA
program reductions. I realize the deep regret you and
all of NASA must feel at the need to curtail so many
activities. However, you have done an outstanding job
in serving the President and the country by reacting to
this crisis in a highly responsible and most admirable
way. The release was very well done.

You have my congratulations and admiration.

Sincerely,

/4/

/
Clay T. Whitehead

cc:
DO Records
DO Chron
Eva

CTWhitehead:jm
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RELEASE NO:

NASA PROGRAM REDUCTIONS 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D. C. 20546

FOR RELEASE:
4:00 P.M. EST
JAN. 5, 1973

NASA is starting today to make a number of program

reductions to adjust its activities in space and aeronautics

to a lower spending level. These reductions are necessary as

part of all the actions required to reduce total Government

spending to the $250 billion target set by the President for

fiscal year 1973.

Every effort has been made to continue the essential

elements for a balanced and productive space and aeronautics

program within tight fiscal constraints. This includes retention

of the Skylab experimental space station, the Space Shuttle,

the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Viking, the Mariner Jupiter-

Saturn mission, and many applications and aeronautics projects.

NASA will proceed with development of a new front fan for

reducing the engine noise generated by jet aircraft.

-more-
January 4, 1973
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The actions announced today are being taken in the context

of NASA's planning for FY 1974. Details of the revised programs

and spending plans for FY 1973 and FY 1974 will be submitted to

the Congress later this month. Today's actions are taken in

advance of that time in order to save the maximum amount of

money in this fiscal year.

NASA:

The following is a list of major actions being taken by

• In Manned Space Flight, the manpower buildup on the

Space Shuttle will be slowed down, with some resulting

delay in the Shuttle's first orbital flight.

• In Space Science, work on the High Energy Astronomy

Observatory (HEAO) project is being suspended for the

time being.

• In Space Applications, NASA will phase out of its work

on communications satellites.

• In Research and Technology, work on nuclear propulsion

will be discontinued and work on nuclear power will be

sharply curtailed. The Plum Brook station will be

closed.

• In Aeronautics, an experimental Quiet Propulsive Lift

Short Takeoff and Landing (QUESTOL) research aircraft

-more-
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will be cancelled. However, quiet propulsive lift

technology will continue to be developed.

Here are some of the reasons for making these specific

reductions:

• The Space Shuttle is the key to the U.S. future in

space, and its development will proceed. However, at

the overall slowed pace of the U.S. space program,

Shuttle development will also be slowed somewhat so

that it will not require an inordinate share of the

available resources.

• HEAO is designed to explore the unknown through the

eyes of high-energy astrophysics. Although much is to

be learned in this field, it is not essential to move

out at any specific pace. Since HEA0 is just now

getting under way, it is possible to suspend work on

this project without a great deal of wasted costs.

During the period of suspension (expected to last at

least one year), NASA will study ways to meet some of

HEAO's objectives at lower costs. In the meantime,

some work in high-energy astrophysics will continue

with spacecraft such as the Small Astronomy Satellites.

-more-
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• NASA has been the catalyst in bringing into being a

commercially viable communications satellite business.

The technology of communications satellites is being

developed further with the flight testing of ATS-F

(Applications Technology Satellite) now scheduled for

1974. Further advances in satellite communications

research and development can be accomplished by

industry on a commercial basis without Government

support. NASA will, therefore, phase out of its in-house

and contracted communications satellite work, and will

cancel ATS-G which is just now getting under way as a

follow-on to the ATS-F project.

• NASA's research and technology program provides the

building blocks for future space flight projects. Here

new instruments are invented, new propulsion systems

are developed, and satellite technology is advanced.

The rate of development of technology for advanced

space missions, however, can be slowed, consistent with

the likely timing for such missions. In making these

reductions, NASA is seeking to retain projects which

are expected to pay off in the near term future and to

make the reductions in those with much longer term

-more-
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expectations. In particular, work on nuclear

propulsion and large scale nuclear power sources is

being terminated because all prospective applications

are in the very distant future. And since NASA's

Plum Brook station near Sandusky, Ohio, is the principal

NASA installation devoted to the testing of nuclear

power sources and related work, it will be closed.

• In aeronautics, it is NASA's role to do the basic

research and technology required to maintain U.S.

superiority in civil aviation, and to support military

aviation developments. Much of this work is done on

the ground--in wind tunnels, on computers, etc.--but

some is done in flight with experimental aircraft. One

of these experimental aircraft projects--the QUESTOL,

for experimenting with quiet propulsive lift technology

for short haul aircraft for civilian use--is being

cancelled because of its lower priority relative to

other NASA aeronautical activities. Since this project

is only just getting under way, there will be little

wasted effort. Because of uncertainties in the timing

of the need for commercial STOL aircraft in the 1980's,

the QUESTOL project can be deferred at the present time.

,••••••••••••••••••••/.........m.

-more-
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Nevertheless, in order to keep the country's options

for the 1980's open, NASA will continue work on a

quiet propulsive lift engine and on research and

technology applicable to STOL aircraft. NASA will

also follow closely the progress of the Air Force's

Advanced Medium STOL Transport program and will take

advantage of information from that program.

These are the principal areas immediately affected by NASA's

program reductions. Others will be affected to a lesser extent.

In most cases, the necessary cut=back actions will be taken at

once in order to gain the maximum possible savings.



Wednesday 6/13/73 LUNCH
0/2/73
1:00 p.m.

10:30 Dr. Fletcher's Office called. The next NASA lunchwill be on ;:onday, July 2, at 1:00 p.m. Told themthe calendar was clear so far, and that we'd cill onlyif 7ir. Whitehead could not attend.
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AGENDA

NASA MONTHLY MEETING

July 2, 1973

1. Skylab

a. Skylab 2 results

b. Skylab 3 preparations

2. Congressional Status

a. House - Senate Conference on NASA Authorization

Bill

b. Vote on the NASA Appropriations bill

c. FY '74 Apportionment problems

3. Shuttle Status

a. External Tank SEB 19-20 July

b. SRM RFP Release

C. Summer Study (NAS)

4. ATS-F HEW Meeting

5. CAS-C Status

6. Johannesburg Tracking Station

7. Prospects for FY '75 budget guidelines



House  Appropriation Committee and Senate Subcommittee Actions on Appropriation Bill (H.R. 8825) 
(In Millions of Dollars)

House Committee:

R&D - Reduced Advanced Supersonic Technology to FY 1973 level (-$16..3). Added 13.3 to be ap;:Iied
as follows: +2.5 for replacement of the Convair 990. The remaining amount of +10.8 isundistributed for continuing a low-level nuclear program within the total funds appropriated,
proceeding with ERTS B, and continuing development of QUESTOL.

CoF - Reduced Space Shuttle Facilities -$24.2. MIchoud Assembly Facility -$3.3 and -$20.9 fcrKennedy Space Center Orbiter Landing Facility.
RUM - No change from Agency request.

Senate Subcommittees:

R&D ▪ Accepted House dollar mark. Advanced Supersonic Technology limited to FY 1973 level of
$11.7 (a reduction of $16.3). A 13.3 increase is undistributed but is to be used for:
ERTS B, QUESTOL, JT3D, Nuclear work, Replace 990, and Energy Studies.

CoF • Reduced Space Shuttle Facilities -$10.9. All projects fully funded except for the KSC
Orbiter Landing Facility which is included at $17.3.

R&PM - No change from Agency request.

BT-1
6/281'3



A510NAUTICS AND SPACE &MINISTRATION

Status of Fiscal Yenr 1974 Authorization and AulE9lyintion Bills 

(In ML1lions of Dollars)

6/28/73
.

MTDC ET I Tai
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Space Flight Ops....
Space Shuttle 
Advanced Missions, 

Splce Science 
Physics & Astronomy 
Lunar & Planetary
Explorati-m 

Launch Vehicle Proc.

Applications 

Aero. & Space Tech...
Aero. Res. & Tech....
Space Res. & Tech....
Space & Nuclear Res.
& Technology 
Nuclear Power and
Propulsion 

IIEsking  & Data Acq...

Technology Utilization

Total R&D 

CONSTRUCTION OF 
FACILITIES 

AGENCY  I AUTFORIZATION BILL H.R. 7528  APPRO-PRIATION BILL H.R.8825
-----• ..wwwww ~0.1. tars
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House Senate ence
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May 15, 1973

Bruce Krasker, Esquire
Legal Department
Room 7909
General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bruce:

In our recent meeting concerning the feasibility of
NASA launch insurance you requested answers to six
questions. On the basis of information supplied by Mr.
E. H. Shafer, NASA's Associate General Counsel, I am
pleased to be able to reply.

1. Do NASA's launch fees go directly into
Treasury? No, they are credited to ap-
propriations, with the exception of one
small part of the launch fee which goes
into Miscellaneous Receipts.

2. When does title pass to contracting party,
e.g., Comsat? It never passes. The con-
tractor buys NASA's services t only the
risk of loss, not title, passes.

3. What is NASA policy re destruction by
Act of God? It is the same as the risk
of loss, generally.

4. How does NASA purchase launch vehicles?
Individually, in lots, etc.? In lots.

5. Contractor's fees (e.g., Comsat' s) in-
cludes NASA's costs for launch vehicle,
does it not? Yes, it does.

6. Has NASA, to your knowledge, held itself
out publicly as being authorized to
launch for others beside Comsat? Yes,
often.
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The NASA people tell me that they have supplied a
great deal of information on this subject to GAO, and
that Mr. Don Erich (Audit) and Mr. Bob Wright (Legal)
are both experts on this subject. They may be able to
make your job a little easier.

Please let me know if there is anything else that
we can supply.

sincerely,

P. S. Ruddy
Counsel

cc: DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead
Eva v'
GC Subject
GC Chron
Ruddy Chron

FRuddy:pb:5 -15 -73
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Log No.

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

March 23, 1973

SUBJECT: NASA Guaranteed Launch Insurance

TO: The Director 
7

THRU: Seb Lasher
FROM: Vince Sardella

BRIEF SUMMARY:

Mr. Fletcher's February 1 letter recommended a policy on lau
nch insurance

and asked us to evaluate it together with the user community. Frank
 Ruddy

has evaluated the policy from the viewpoint of whether Congressi
onal action

is required, while we have examined the element of risk in terms o
f future

budgetary impact, acceptability to the potential users, and possible 
risk

sharing by commercial insurers and launch vehicle manufacturers.

Principal conclusions are:

(1) The policy outlined cannot be implemented without pertinent

legislation.

(2) Commercial insurance picture has substantially improved

since last surnme r: they can now offer one-failure deductible

insurance (pay for second failure) at approximately a 10%

premium. They are considering insurance for part of first

failure risk.

(3) Launch vehicle manufacturers seem willing to absorb 
part of

the first failure risk through a warranty-type plan and

1613/x312x358thialiadelabl-i:JExilikxikk36bc
expanded incentive arrangements.

(4) While purely financial forms of insurance are accept
able to

some users for low premiums, schedule is much mo
re

important, especially to ComSat, ComSat/MCl/L
ockheed,

and Hughes.

(5) NASA's participation should be confined to that pa
rt of the

first failure risk that cannot be absorbed through co
mmercial

channels and will probably take a form quite differen
t from

the Fletcher proposal.

Our survey of users, vehicle manufacturers, and insurance brok
ers is

not yet complete. We anticipate it will be by April 15. We will then draft

a complete set of findings, and a draft policy st
atement featuring

conclusion (5) for your consideration. GPO 931-271
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Tom:

FEB - 1 1973

r

Following our discussion of launch guarantees for non-

United States Government customers, we have reexamined

the possibilities and have developed an approach which

may be acceptable.

Enclosure 1 is a statement of policy outlining the terms

under which we might be able to provide a guarantee of

backup launches in the event of vehicle failure. If

you feel this approach to launch guarantees is basically

satisfactory, I assume you will take the appropriate

steps to discuss it within the Executive Office of the

president, and to get a reaction from the user community. •

Enclosure 2 is a table of cost data from which we derive

the "launch insurance premiums" we would have to charge

in order to break even 95%, 90%, or 50% of the time. In

order to minimize the Government's cost exposure, we

have selected the higher confidence level as well as

making the guarantee contingent on enough guarantee

customers by vehicle type to assure us the funds for one

replacement.

Enclosure 3 is a statement by our General Counsel of some

of the legal problems this policy might encounter. There

is some doubt that it lies within NASA's statutory author-

ity to implement this policy without specific legislation.

While such legislation would eliminate this doubt, as a

44-41.4t,
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minimum a full disclosure of the proposed policy to our

authorization and appropriations committees in both Houses

(and possibly to the General Accounting Office as well)

could be considered as an alternative. This course might

establish the equivalent of a legislative history for the

policy.

Please let me have your reaction to these points; until we

hear from you, we will not discus launch guarantees outside

the Executive Branch.

Sincerely,

divt:,ames C. Fletcher

Administrator

3 Enclosures:

1. Statement of Policy

2. Cost Data

3. Legal Issues



February 15, 1973

To: Brian Lamb

From: Seb Lasher

Subj: Press Inquiry on Satellite Launch Guarantees

Dave Williamson, NASA, informed me that a reporter from
Aviation Week was questioning his people about the status of

Government launch guarantees. You will note that Fletcher

wrote Tom proposing a Dian for launch assurance on February 1st.

I requested that NASA delay any discussion of this subject until
after February nth since all these industry- publications share
the same news of rumor gathering services and we would prefer
not to discuss this matter at our hearings. But, if he was hard.
pressed, he could say that NASA had been looking into possibilities
of risk-sharing for possible launch failures but that no definitive
conclusions have emerged.

Thought you should be aware of this matter.

DO Records

DO Chr on
/v/1„r. Whitehead

I 'Eva
Lasher Subj

Chron
Office Chron

Seb



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
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olibt,
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20504

•••••'-'

FEB - 1 1973

>9;2

2
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Dear Tom:

Following our discussion of launch guarantees for non-

United States Government customers, we have reexamined

• the possibilities and have developed an approach which

• may be acceptable.

Enclosure 1 is a statement of policy outlining the terms

under which we might be able to provide a guarantee of

backup launches in the event of vehicle failure. If

you feel this approach to launch guarantees is basically

satisfactory, I assume you will take the appropriate

steps to discuss it within the Executive Office of the

President, and to get a reaction from the user community. '

Enclosure 2 is a table of cost data from which we derive

the "launch insurance premiums" we would have to charge

in order to break even 95%, 90%, or 50% of the time. In

order to minimize the Government's cost exposure, we

have selected the higher confidence level as well as

making the guarantee contingent on enough guarantee

customers by vehicle type to assure us the funds for one

replacement.

Enclosure 3 is a statement by our General Counsel of some

of the legal problems this policy might encounter. There

is some doubt that it lies within NASA's statutory author-

ity to implement this policy without specific legislation.

While such legislation would eliminate this doubt, as a
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minimum a full disclosure of the proposed 'policy to our
authorization and appropriations committees in both Houses

(and possibly to the General Accounting Office as well)
could be considered as an alternative. This course might

establish the equivalent of a legislative history for the
policy.

Please let me have your reaction to these points; until we
hear from you, we will not discuss launch guarantees outside

the Executive Branch.

Sincerely,

(lasmes C. FletcherAdministrator

.3 Enclosures:
1. Statement of Policy

2. Cost Data
3. Legal Issues

I



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

March 23, 1973

SUBJECT:

TO:
THRU:
FROM:

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

NASA Guaranteed Launch Insurance

The Director 
7

Seb Lasher
Vince Sardella1/`

Log No.

BRIEF SUMMARY:

Mr. Fletcher's February 1 letter recommended a policy on launch insurance

and asked us to evaluate it together with the user community. Frank Ruddy

has evaluated the policy from the viewpoint of whether Congressional action

is required, while we have examined the element of risk in terms of future

budgetary impact, acceptability to the potential users, and possible risk

sharing by commercial insurers and launch vehicle manufacturers.

Principal conclusions are:

(1) The policy outlined cannot be implemented without pertinent

legislation.

(2) Commercial insurance picture has substantially improved

since last summe r: they can now offer one-failure deductible

insurance (pay for second failure) at approximately a 10%

premium. They are considering insurance for part of first

failure risk.

(3) Launch vehicle manufacturers seem willing to absorb part of

the first failure risk through a warranty-type plan and

Wiax31312x.31x5c±6351Baii 235c3ax
expanded incentive arrangements.

(4) While purely financial forms of insurance are acceptable to

some users for low premiums, schedule is much more

important, especially to ComSat, ComSat/MCl/Lockheed,

and Hughes.

(5) NASA's participation should be confined to that part of the

first failure risk that cannot be absorbed through commercial

channels and will probably take a form quite different from

the Fletcher proposal.

Our survey of users, vehicle manufacturers, and insurance brokers is

not yet complete. We anticipate it will be by April 15. We will then draft

a complete set of findings, and a draft policy statement çcaturing

conclusion (5) for your consideration. fur
GPO 931 •27
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To: Bryan
From: Tom

January 12, 1973

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526, Sec.

61711 U.) , NARA, Date

Please draft a short pleasant
memo to Fletcher saying maybe we
could discuss how they could get
90% out of communications satellite
stuff without getting 100% 
continue to have some kind of a very
small advanced technology capability
but no development or in-house
research program.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

WASHINGTON 20502

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

January 9, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE HONORABLE CL..Y'f. WHITEHEAD

Subject: NASA Press Release and Space Communications

It might be helpful for you to "remind" Jim Fletcher that NASA should

not "phase out" of all space communications work as stated in the

attached press release.

Jim had agreed to maintain a small research core in this field. I believe

he still intends to and the words just got garbled up.

It would probably be a good idea to keep my name out of this since I have

been pinging him on several rather sensitive issues lately - sometimes

he confuses the devil's advocate with the devil.

Attachment

William A. Anders

IP •
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RELEASE NO: 73-3

NASA PROGRAM REDUCTIONS 
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"1.LL fe Vail 

Washington, D. C. 20546
PHONE: 202/755-8370

FOR RELEASE:

4:00 P.M. EST
JAN. 5, 1973

NASA is starting today to make a number of program

reductions to adjust its activities in space and aeronautics

_

to a lower spending level:. These reductions are necessary as

part of all the actions required to reduce total Government

spending to the $250 billion target set by the President for

•
fiscal year 1973.

Every effort has been made to continue the essential

elements for a balanced' and productive space and aeronautics

• •

program within tigh.E fiscal constraints. This includes retention

of the Skylab experimental space station, the Space Shuttle,

the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Viking, the Mariner Jupiter-

Saturn mission, and many applications and aeronautics projects.

NASA will proceed with development of a new front fan for

reducing the engine noise generated by jet aircraft.

-more-
Jarmary .5. 1973

. I.
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The actions announced toddy are being taken in the context

• • •• 
of NASA's planning for FY 1974. Details of the revised programs

and spending plans for FY 1973 and FY 1974 will be submitted to

the Congress later this month. Today's actions are taken in

advance of that time in order to save the maximum amount of

money in this fiscal year.

NASA:

•

The following is a list of major actions being taken by

• In Manned Space Fliaht, the manpower buildup on the

Space Shuttle will be slowed down, with some resulting

• delay in the Shuttle's first orbital flight.

• In Space Science, work On the High Energy Astronomy

Observatory (HEAO) project is being suspended for the

time being.

• In Space Apolications, NASA will phase out of its work

. on communications satellites.

• In Research and Technology, work on nuclear propulsion

will be discontinued and work on nuclear power will be ,

sharply curtailed. The Plum Brook station will be

*closed.

o In Aeronautics, an experimental Quiet Propulsive Lift

Short Takeoff and Landing (QUESTOL) research aircraft

•••,a. —

-more-

4.
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will be cancelled. However, quiet propulsive lift

• technology will continue to be developed.

Here are some of the reasons for making these specific

reductions:
•

o The Space Shuttle is the key to the U.S. future in

space, and its development will proceed. However, at

the overall slowed pace of the U.S. space program,.
;

Shuttle development will also be slowed somewhat so

that it will not require an inordinate share of the

available resources.

• HEAO is designed to explore the unknown through the

eyes of high-energy astrophysics. Although much is to

: be learned in this field, it is not essential to move

out at any specific pace. Since HEAO 't just now

• getting under way, it is possible to suspend work on

• this project without a great deal of wasted costs.

During the period of suspension (expected to last at

least one year), NASA will study ways to meet some of

HEAO's objectives at lower costs. In the meantime,

some work in high-energy astrophysics will continue

with spacecraft such as the Small Astronomy Satellites.

1 -more-
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o NASA has been the catalyst in bringing into being a

. commercially viable communications satellite business
.

• The technology of communications satellites is be
ing

developed further with the flight testing of ATS-F

(Applications Technology Satellite) now scheduled for

- 1974. Further advances in satellite communications

research and development can be accomplished by

• 

industry on a commercial basis without Government

. support. NASA will, therefore, phase out of its in-house

and contracted communications satellite work, and wi
ll

SI

1

cancel ATS-G which is just now getting under way as a

_

.follow-on to'the -ATS-F project.

o NASA's research and technology program provides the

:building blocks for future space flight projects. Here

new instruments are invented, new propulsion systems

are developed, and satellite technology is advanced.

The rate of development of technology for advanced

space missions, however, can be slowed, consistent with

the likely timing for such missions. In making these

reductions, NASA is seeking to retain projects which

are expected to pay off in the near term kuture and to

make the reduction: in thQse with much longer term

-more-
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expectations. In particular, work on nuclear

propulsion and large scale nuclear power sources is

being terminated because all prospective applications

are in the very distant future. And since NASA's

Plum. Brook station near Sandusky, Ohio, is the princip_

NASA installation devoted to the testing of nuclear

. power sources and related.work, it will be closed.

• In aeronautics, it is NASA's role to do the basic

research and technology required to maintain U.S.

superiority in civil aviation, and to support military

aviation developments. Much of this work is done on

the ground--in wind tunnels, on computers, etc.--but

some is done in flight with experimental aircraft. Onc

of these experimental aircraft projects--the QUESTOL,

for experimenting with quiet propulsive%lift technolocgi-

for short haul aircraft for civilian use--is being

cancelled because of its lower priority relative to

.other NASA aeronautical activities. Since this projec,:

is only just getting under way, there will be little

wasted effort. Because of uncertainties in the timir

of the need for commercial STOL aircraft in the 1980':

the'QUESTOL project can be deferred at the present

- •

-more-
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Nevertheless, in order to keep the country's options

: for the 1980's open, NASA will continue work on a

•

quiet propulsive lift engine and on research and

• 
technology applicable to STOL aircraft. NASA will

also follow closely the progress of the Air Force's

Advanced Medium STOL Transport program and will take

advantage of information from that program.

These are the principal areas immediately affected by NASA's

program reductions. Others will, be.affected to a lesser extent.

In most cases, the necessary cut-back actions will be taken at

once in order to gain the maximum possible savings.

•

roe.

•

NASA-HQ
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

WASHINGTON 20502

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

January 9, 1973

IP • OP '

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE HONORABLE CL . WHITEHEAD

Subject: NASA Press Release and Space Communications

It might be helpful for you to "remind" Jim Fletcher that NASA should

not "phase out" of all space communications work as stated in the

attached press release.

Jim had agreed to maintain a small research core in this field. I believe

he still intends to and the words just got garbled up.

It would probably be a good idea to keep my name out of this since I have

pinging him on several rather sensitive issues lately - sometimes

he confuses the devil's advocate with the devil.

DECLASSIFIED„
E.O. 13526, Sec. 3.2.9.

Attachment

NARA, Date _111571
William A. Anders
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Washington, D. C. 20546
PHONE: 202/755-8370

FOR RELEASE:

4:00 P.M. EST

JAN. 5, 1973

NASA is starting today to make a number of program

reductions to adjust its activities in space and aeronautics

to a lower spending level. These reductions are necessary as

- part of all the actions required to reduce total Government

spending to the $250 billion target set by the President for

fiscal year 1973.

Every effort has been made to continue the essential

elements for a balanced. and productive space and aeronautics

•

program within tight. fiscal constraints. This includes retention

of the Skylab experimental space station, the Space Shuttle,

the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Viking, the Mariner Jupiter-

Saturn mission, and many applications and aeronautics projects.

NASA will proceed with development of a new front fan for

reducing the engine noise generated by jet aircraft.

•

-more-
Jantary .5, 1973
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The actions announced toddy are being taken in the context

• of NASA's planning for FY 1974. Details of the revised programs

and spending plans for FY 1973 and FY 1974 will be submitted to

the Congress later this month. Today's actions are taken in

•
advance of that time in order to save the maximum amount of

money in this fiscal year.

NASA:

•

The following is a list of major actions being taken by

• In Manned Space Flight, the manpower buildup on the

Space Shuttle will be slowed down, with some resulting

' delay in the Shuttle's first orbital flight.

• In Space Science, work on the High Energy Astronomy

Observatory (HEAO) project isbeing suspended for the

• time being.

'to In Space Applications, NASA will phase out of its work

. on communications satellites.

co In Research and Technology, work on nuclear propulsion

will be discontinued and work on nuclear power will be ,

sharply curtailed. The Plum Brook station will be

closed.

• In Aeronautics, an experimental Quiet Propulsive Lift

•

Short Takeoff and Landing (QUESTOL) research aircraft

•••

-more-
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will be cancelled. However, quiet propulsive lift

•
• technology will continue to be developed.

Here are some of the reasons for making these specific

.reductions:

o The Space Shuttle is the key to the U.S. future in

space, and its development will proceed. However, at

the overall slowed pace of the U.S. space program,
;

Shuttle development will also be slowed somewhat so

that it will not require an inordinate share of the

available resources.

o MAO is designeol_to explore the unknown through the
•

••••••••

• eyes of high-energy astrophysics. Although much is to

be learned in this field, it is not essential to move

out at any specific pace. Since HEAO it just now

• getting under way, it is possible to suspend work on

this project without a great deal of wasted costs.

'During the period of suspension (expected to last at

least one year), NASA will study ways to meet some of

HEAO's objectives at lower costs. In the meantime,

some work in high-energy astrophysics will continue

with spacecraft such as the Small Astronomy Satellites.

-more-.
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• NASA has been the catalyst in bringing into being a

. commercially viable communications satellite business.

The technology of communications satellites is being

developed further with the flight testing of ATS-F

• (Applications Technology Satellite) now scheduled for

• - 1974. Further advances in satellite communications

research and development can be accomplished by

industry on a commercial basis without Government

support. NASA will, therefore, phase out of its in-house

and contracted communications satellite work, and will

cancel AT -G which is just now getting under way as a

follow-on to the -ATS-F project.

o NASA's research and technology program provides the

:building blocks for future space flight projects. Here

new instruments are invented, new propulsion systems

are developed, and satellite technology is advanced.

The rate of development of technology for advanced

space missions, however, can be slowed, consistent with

the likely timing for such missions. In making these

reductions, NASA is seeking to retain projects which

are expected to pay off in the near term kuture and to

make the reducticns in those with much longer term

-more-
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expectations. In particular, work on nuclea
r

propulsion and large scale 
nuclear power sources is

being terminated because al
l prospective applications

are in the very distant f
uture. And since NASA's

Plum. Brook station near Sa
ndusky, Ohio, is the princip

_

NASA installation devoted
 to the testing of nuclear

. power sources and related-wo
rk, it will be closed.

• In aeronautics, it i
s NASA's role to do the basic

research and technology requi
red to maintain U.S.

superiority in civil aviatio
n, and to support military

aviation developments. Much of this work is done on

the ground--in wind tunnels, 
on computers, etc.--but

some is done in flight with exp
erimental aircraft. Onc

of these experimental aircraft 
projects--the QUESTOL,

for experimenting with quiet pro
pulsive -lift technoloc:

for short haul aircraft for civil
ian use--is being

cancelled because of its lower pr
iority relative to

.otber NASA aeronautical activit
ies. Since this projcc,

is only just getting under way
, there will be little

wasted effort. Because of uncertainties in th
e timin::

of the need for commercial STOL ai
rcraft in the 1980 1 ,

the QUESTOL project can be deferred 
at the present t.

•

-more-
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Nevertheless, in order to keep the country's option 

for the 1980's open, NASA will continue work on a

quiet propulsive lift engine and on research and

technology applicable to STOL aircraft. NASA will

. also follow closely the progress of the Air Force's

• Advanced Medium STOL Transport program and will take

advantage of information, from that program.

These are the principal areas immediately affected by NASA's

program reductions. Others will be.affected to a lesser extent.

In most cases, the necessary cut-back actions will be taken at

once in order to gain the maximum possible savings.

•
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November. 24, 1972

To Bruce Owen
From: Eva

We have confirmed the meeting
for you and Tom to meet with
Jim Fletcher on Monday 12/4 at
2130 p.m. in Fletcher's office.

As you will see from the note.
Tom would like you to check with
the OMB guy you've been working
with and get Bill Morrill's views
prior to the meeting.

Is the time O. K. with you,

Hope so. as Mr. Fletcher's calendar
La rather tight. If not, I will
try for another time.

PLEASE LET ME KNOW ASAP.

0



• Friday 11/24/72 MEETING
1214172
2t30 p.m.

•

•

1015 Jim Fletcher's office called to set up the meeting
on launch guarantees which he mentioned to you over
the phone.

His secretary. Betty Covert, indicated he
would be going to Houston after the launching
and Monday, December 4th, looks like a time
he could do it. We have scheduled the meeting
for 2 30 p.m., on Monday, December 4.

Bruce Owen Isn't in today -- but his calendar is
clear for that time also.

The meeting will be in Room 7137, Federal Office
Bldg. #6, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W.

O.K. for Monday 12/4 230 p.

On Monday, when Bruce is in the office. I will
ask him to check with OMB guy he's been working
with and get Bill Morrill's views before the meeting
with Mr. Fletcher and Bruce.

755-3909



NOV 1 5 1972

1110RA41)U4 FOR

Honorable JAAOS C. Fletcher
Administrator
Aatioaal Aeronautics and Space AdiAnistration

I a7; seriously concerne'l that our inability to develop a
resasible launch insurance prograll for commercial appli-
cations of space, and particularly for communication
satellite user, will fail to provide a nuch needea
sti:-Iulus to this i7Tortant new industry. There appear to
be several insurance sche;)es whin, while more ;zodest than
migixt ideally be desired, appear quite capable of providing
the necessary sti%ulus without any substanti31 risk of
federal expenditure. These Lore -todest approaches appear to
carry the risk of federal expenditure only in cases which
would raise far rtore serious questions about the viability
of the colercial applications prograAs.

.)ur survey of the user co7triunity shows keea interest in
launch insurance, even of the purely financial sort which
does not require aMitional "up front" pro-,1ranned vehicles.

I have written aill asking for his help in trying to
break out of the dilor.rAas which now see:-1 to face us in this
area. If there is anything further that you can do to facil-
it3te consideration of this idea, I think it woulA !),,3 of
si,:nificant benefit to the industry, the public, and the
Adlinistration.

81g/2ed
Clay T. fttehead

bcc: 4r. William A. Anders
Jational Aeronautics and Space Council

cc: DO Record
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead
Eva 6P
Mr. owen

B3wen/njs/11-14-72
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MEMORAA1U1 FOR

4r. Wil/i4n Morrill
Assistant Oirector
Office of Manage--cnt and budget

ri

For nearly six months sill Anders anti I have been tryin
to persuade aASA that the idea of launch insurance for
coxamercial users of A/VIA facilities and vehicles (such as
dogtestic co.xaunication satellite firs) would he a sub-
stantial benefit to the industry and the public. Such an
insurance scherie need not, and indeed should not, be pro-
vided at any act cost to Cie govern7,ent over the lo nE tern.
:ASA se e:s to be hunt up on sche7es which, while attractive,
rcquire some near tern budjet expenditures which are not
repaid for several years.

Launch insurance in soiae for., including those .iodest fors
which do not revirc any initial government expenditure,
would be a substantial stilalus to manlercial develop:lent
of space technology, and particularly to ccmpetition in the
com4unications business. Rapid Jeveloxient of satellite
consunications, which woulf.i be of sif,nificant i-1;)ortance
for the future of television and cable televisioa services,
would be facilitated by any scherm whic spreads the risk
of l.iunci failures over ail of the pros2ective users. ttr
survey of the user co--:iunity sagests a very keen interest
in this idea, whilt; private insArance companies appear
unwilling to provide this service.

1 would appreciate any help that you ca a us in develop-
ing this proposal. I think that successful i:-.1pleRontation
of a launch insurance program would benefit the industry
and the public, and reflect consi,.lerable credit on the
koministration.

4s/g220(1
204

Clay T. Whitehead

Mr. 4ill1an A. Aaders
piation.al Aeronautics and Space Council

bcc: DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead (2) Mr. Owen

913e0Vrine:dc lt : 11/13/72



July 17, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Bernard Moritz
Deputy Associate Administrator
for Organization & Management

National Aeronautics & Space Administration

Attached is a preliminary response to some OMB questions
on the possibility of guaranteed orbital placement of
communications satellites by NASA. We will be happy to
participate in any further investigations in this area.

Attachment

WRHINCHMAN/dgm
cc:
DO RECORDS
DO CHRON
Mr. Whitehead (2)1/
Mr. Hinchman (2)
Mr. Sardella
Mr. Carruthers
Sonya

SIGNED

Walter R. Hinchman
Assistant Director



SPACECRAFT LAUNCII GUARANTEE

This raw.torandull responds to three of the questions ?osed by
°Ali on the feasibility of :ASA .guaranteed satellite launches
for the co.muaications industry. The response is a first cut
based on cursory c.:%anination of the factors involved. Areas
requirin,; a deeper lool. will be apparent.

Oui-stion I: Could the private sector provide all or part of
l
. 

the iagility coverage? flhat alternatives would he available?

based on the Corsat experience, and using a five year horizon,
the answer to all coverage by the private sector is no, and to
part coverage, yes. ?art coverage by the private sector, with
possible provision for increasinz„ their portion as experience
is i.ained, would probably reduce potential congressional and
public opposition to the Government's role as an insurer to
industry in this TIroraza. 3cilc possible alternative government-
industry joint arrane,Ients are outlined later in this 4-ie:-.1o.

The portion of insurance the private sector Qay be willing to
offer at the start must be estimated as very low. Comsat
was first able to obtain very limited insurance after the
first launch (a failure, on September, 1968) of the Intelsat III
series.

The Intelsat III insurance was first written to cover the five
anticipated launches following the September 196G failure.
Its chief provisions were:

1. The first failure in the five launch series would not
be covered.

2. On the second failure, the insurers would pay Censat
4.57 million dollars.

(Note: Coeisat's actual loss would be 53% (Comsat's
share of Intelsat) of the approximate 11.5 nillion
dollar total cost of an Ditelsat III, or 6.1 :Lillian
dollars. Comsat was to retain 25; of this risk, or
1.52 !aillion dollars, and the insurers assured 75
of the risk, OT 4.57 million dollars.



7 On the third failure in the five launch series, the
insurers would k;ain pay 4.57 ii1lion dollars.

4. Ao other iailures would be covered.

The pre7nium for this insurance was 3872,000. Maxim= possible
pay-out by the insurers was q.14 nillion dollars.

When the Intelsat III proran was extended to two additional

launches, the insurance was extended at a preTAurA of $506,000,
to pay Comsat five ;Aillion dollars if both launches failed.
Fifty per cent of the preldum was to be refunded (and in fact,

was) after the first success in this two launch add-on. The
five dollar coverage still reflects 75S of Cozisat's
share of an Intelsat III total cost. The last two satellites

cost ,,lore than the earlier versions in this proram.

Insurance coverage for the eiht launch Intelsat IV program

is, perhaps, even wore liited. than that offered on Intelsat III,

considering that each Intelsat IV costs approxiately 26 iilion

dollars. Comsat's 53% share of this cost is 13.3 :Anion
dollars. Under the insurance projram originally planned, Comsat
would a,ain be covered for 75 of its cost, or about 10.35
million dollars, but only under the following conditions, over

an eijit launch program.

1. The first two launch failures would not be covered.

2. The third launch failure, the insurers would pay out
10.35 nillion dollars.

3. No launches after the third failure would be covered.

4. If only zero or one failure occur in the program,

enc/third of the preium would be refunded.

The preniva for this coverae W4S computed to be 1.5 iAllion

dollars, for a naxiAum pay-out of 10.35 million dollars.

At the start of the Intelsat IV :)rogram, Consat's broher could

',et only 39.5°4 of the above packae placed. This was shared

by two firms, Lloyds and Associated Aviation Underwriters.
After the first launch was successful, the U.S. Aviation
Insurance Group picked up an additional 201 of the coverage.
hence, Co;.isat's actual compensation for the third failure
would be about 8.28 million dollars, and their actual premium

is about 1.2 nillion dollars. After the second launch was
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successiul, Comsat refused an offer by its broker to placethe re!.aining 20.5% of the package.

It is apparent that this coverage is Ear short of any uaranteedlaunch for cori,Iercial satellite ventures. Given the limitedlaunch e4periet:ce, we can assui,e this coverage is close tothe maxinurl level of participation the private sector will bewilling to undertake. This .?eans, then, the ',;overnment in somemanner will have to underwrite a ;iiajor part of any guaranteedlaunch service. Alternative arran1;enents for private andgovernment covera;e, both separate and joint, are outlinedbelow.

Alternatives

1. Co;4plete or partial self-insurance by NASA (the government)against launch failure, or insurance offered directly bythe government to satellite operators. In either case, thelaunch cost would include a premium payr=ent for coverage.There is a question whether such insurance should becompulsory, so all satellite operators can benefit froLt thebroadest base of participation, or voluntary, in which case1ar5e coamercial ventures (Col:Isat) nti,;ht choose not to becovered, with the result that prezliuLls for the si;a11 entre-preneurs could increase in cost. The basic proble:1 withthis approach, of course, is that it puts the goverment inthe business of insurin.; the risks of private entrepreneursand does ilot conteAplate any it,echaais;.1 for transferrinthis burden to the private sector.

2. CoLlpiete or partial coverage by launch equiprIent suppliersfor failure of separate booster components. This conceptcould be extended to the payload as well, once it is inorbit. But in both cases, because there are Latltiplesuppliers of co-Tonents, there is a difficult problem ciattribution of failure to particular suppliers. Indeed,there may even be soe difficulty in conceptually distin-,uishine, booster fro payload cerTonents (e.1.;., the apogeemotor).

3. Joint self insurance pool for ASA, or satellite owners,or sone collbination thereof. There may be some ethical/legal problen in co7lbinin:; potential cof3petitors in sucha pool. Again there is the question whether it would becopulscry or voluntary. It could be designed in such away that ;ASA would assune a fixed percentage of "premium"costs for each launch.
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4. Complete or partial coverage of launch failure by private
underwriters. Precise detcraination of preniteft amounts can
be deferred until sufficient actuarial base is established
per booster series. The coverage agree-lents could be
between NASA lnd private underwriters or between individual
satellite operators and the underwriters. IN the foreler case,
one would expect the possibility of Floral risk* would set
approxi:lately a 75% upper liit on coverage; in the second
case there should be no concern with moral risk since
satellite operators would be insurize for performance of a
third :)arty.

Participation abreei.ents should be possible whereby, say,
in a given series of launches, different underwriters could

cover different levels of loss: one covering the first
five million dollars, another the next five nillion dollars,
etc. The reater the nunber of launches covered by a private
underwriters consortiu_i, of course, the lower the expected
premitLe costs should be. This mieht argue tor one consor-
tium coverine an entire launch series, negotiatint, either
with NASA directly or the satellite operators. Again there
is the question whether this insurance should be compulsory.

The difficulty with relyin:,; exclusively on private under-
writers is, as was :Ientioned before, that they have proven

unwillirv to provide adequate amounts or coverage.

S. Participation agreenents between %ASA (;overnrent) and private

underwriters. This approach is designed to allow the private

sector to underwrite whatever risks it is willing to and

provide eovernment covera,e of higher risk levels.

a. The governnent could insure up to some fixed lir.iit of

loss liability for each launch series beyond which private

underwriters would absorb losses. The crossover point

would be variable according to confidence in the actuarial

base. Prcsuably there would be incentive in terms of

larger expected profits on premiums for the private
sector to underwrite more and more of the coverage as
launch experience widens. 7/eterLlination of the precise

*An insurer is said to assume a noral risk when the insured

stands to gain in payment from the insurance coiapany more

than the loss sustained.
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premitva amounts for the •overnment insurance (or
indeed, private coverage) could be deferred until
sufficient actuarial base develops. Again, there
is a question whether either private or government
coverage or both, should be compulsory, and whether
one private consortium or several should underwrite
a full launch series.

b. The reverse of a. Private underwriters would insure
up to soe set loss li:dt beyond which the :„overn-
ment could taLe over. Again, tha limit would be
flexible according to how Lluch the private sector is
willin, to underwrite. The a. alternative has sone
advantae over this in that it is more in accord with
current industry practice (e.g., Comsat's coverae).

Participation areenents between NASA and self-insured
satellite operators. Similar to Alternative S. Large
satellite operators would have an advantage over suall
under this alternative.

7. Insurance offered by satellite users. It seems unlikely
that users would find any benefit in assuring launch risks.

gmestion 2. nhat appears to be the potential demand for
guaranteed launch services for the next five years?

Four sources were used to yield an estimate in response to
this question: Data available in-house on non-ASA governmentrequireDents, Aerosat, and '4aritine requireFients; SRI's report,
'hcononic Viability of the Proposed United States Communications
Satellite Systens'; Co_tsat's Intelsat IV plans; and an OTP
estilllate of one operational and one back-up satellite for the
domestic use of each of four countries: ;Irazil, Japan,
Australia, and India.

Table 1 summarizes the results. ':;ote that the estite is for
39 satellites. Lven if they all used the sage booster, it is
rAost doubtful that any private insurer would consider the
experience sanple to be large enough to consider offerin;,
"guaranteed launch" coverae at any tire during this period.We can expect that the government would still be the priAary
insurer for such coverage at the end of the next five years,
although the private sector wiay be encouraged to provide :orethan their present coveraz,e for the Intelsat rv program.
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ouestion 3. To what extent is the present policy inhibiting
the corffiercial exploitation of space? What data is available
on this question?

The present policy (essentially no launch insurance) has
certainly not been the inhibiting factor in dor:lestic expansion
while FCC Docket 16495 was still pendinz, since the issues of
that docket overwhelm the launch insurance question.

Considering the financial resources of Intelsat, it is most
doubtful their program until now, or over the next several
years, would be different if guaranteed launch had been available.

The question probably as substance only if we consider how
the U.S. doestic entries and certain countries desiring a
satellite for their donestic use riay differ with and without
guaranteed launch services.

1. U.S. Domestic Counercial Ventures.

It has been asserted that ;.larket risk is the overwhelming
concern of a potential entrant in the domestic satellite
field and that the risk of launch failure itself has little
marginal impact on a fir-;is decision as to entry.

Although this 1...ay be the case with the futjority of the current
applicants before the FCC, it need not be the case, and indeed,
probably does not apply to the snaller (WCTI) and irlore thinly
capitalized (dU) of the current applicants.

Any of the fir.-Is can attempt to insulate tbe-iselves against
market risk by such a stratey as signing long term pre-
connitnent contracts with selected users (either along the
lines of the dul.;hes-GTE a3reerent or agreements with large
private-line end-to-end users like GE, T1, etc.). This
approach would seen particularly appropriate for small satellite
operators who could fill their systems with a limited number
of such large-user contracts. Since in the current vintage
of satellites there are no convincingly demonstrable economies
to scale, it is not unlikely that the small satellite operator
could offer potential users lease ter-as as attractive as
those of any other systew; operator. A proble7) arises, how-
ever, in the case of a snail fir-1, if in dealing with the
possibility of launch failure, it has to underwrite all or
a significant proportion of the losses itself. With a
relatively s_laller base (in terms of nuober of satellites
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and transponders) over which to spread the expected losses,any failures (the cost of which presumably would have tobe covered by the lease rates over time) ,;an place the s.aalloperator at a decided conpetitive disadvantage vis a visone larer. ,ot only mi7,ht its lease rates have to behigher, but in the short run it could be confronted withserious cash deficits assuming its overall financial resourcesare also small by comparison with fie competition. Of course,so_le arrangements right be made whereby large potential userscould directly underwrite failure losses, but a,gain this typeof condition would put the sail operator at a cowpotitivedisadvantage.

To give some perspectivc as to the possible i)t,pact of launchfailure and the risk to the si(all firm, the case of,;TCI is illustrative. In their current filings the estivaatedlaunch costs pr satellite are 7.5 i1lion dollars and space-craft 6.0 million dollars (exclusive of investent in develop-,3ent). Failure of a launch then implies a 13.5 million dollarloss. This is approxi:lately 35'i of TCI's total net investmentin plant (1971), 2.7 tirws their annual cash flow (1971),than their annual gross revenues, and roughly 18 Uric&the annual earnings. Clearly, in these terms a failurecould have serious impact on the firri's overall viability.On the other hand, if insurance (overing 75% for both thelaunch and space vehicle investment) could be provided ata reasonable Jur% pp above expected loss value (say 5)%),the premium payrietrt would be l. iil1ion dollars (assuing.IS failure rate) and ,xl.xLiula 1,ossib1e loss to TCI in theevent oE failure would be 3.4 dollars. Thisobviously could be absorbed lore easily than a 13.5 rilliondollar loss. Even the 1.9 Eillion dollar preium cost plusthe 3.4 million dollar loss is more than covered by the 1971cashflow. Considering that noral risk is not a factor in theactual launch investment (TCI, not ;ASA, is covered), it isconceivable that much greater coverae than 75:, would beavailable, in which case the potential loss to TCI as aresult of failure might be cut to less than 1.5 :Anion dollars(at least 1.25 dollars involves space vehicle wheremoral risk does apply).

The oxaIrle of ?TCI would seer) to indicate that launch risk
can operate as a significant harrier to entry for snailfirs unless so: e equitable arran;e.lc:ats for insurance
coverage can be ;ilade available.
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2. Foreign Conmercial Ventures

Win respect to the efforts of forein countries to develop
satellite systeps for their own do%estic or re:bional use,
it is difficult to say whether lack of a launch guarantee
would seriously inhibit their rrogras. If we assume that
each foreign pro.e,ram would realistically have to budget
three launches to f;et two satellites in orbit, launch costs
are roughly 2fi million dollars (18 million dollars for the
booster and eight i1lion for the payload), and#20the historical
.15 failure probability Laplies roughly a four million dollar
insurance prcmiur per launch (covering the full 26 nillion
dollars), then the budget comparison would be GO million
dollars for guaranteed launches versus 78 uillion dollars
with no guarantees. This marin of l illion dollars ,,iay
dot seem significant when compared with Brazil's annual
additions to coanications plant of appro:zthately .5 billion
dollars, Australia's additions of .3 billion dollars, Japan's
addition of 3.2 billion dollars. Aowever, the relevant
co.Aparisons are with the annual ion -lines additions in these
nations, and tore specifically witn the alternative costs of
,7iicrowave or other terrestrial technologies.

For any hard-nosed cost co:Iparisons of satellite technolcny
against the alternatives (e.g., terrestrial microwave) the
18 nillion dollar margin could be a critical factor. The
18 ;Anion flure, for exanple, represents approxizately
20fi of the current value of brazil's nationwide long haul
Ticrowave transmission systen.

VSARDELLA-BCARRUTHERS/dgm



TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR GUARANTEED LAUNCH SERVICES
Through Mid 1970's

Active Backup
(in orb)

Spare Booster $ Per Launch
(millions)

Total

U.S. DOMESTIC

2

2

1

2

4

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Atlas Centaur

Thor Delta

Titan III Agena

Thor Delta

Thor Delta

Thor Delta

Atlas Centaur

Atlas Centaur

tt

U

tt

17.95

6.408

21.7

6.408

6.408

6.408

17.95

17.95

17.95

17.95

17.95

17.95

17.95

4

3

3

4

6

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

AT&T

Hughes

Network Carriers

Leased Lines

Aerosat-Maritime

U.S. Government-Non-NASA
(NOAA)

INTERNATIONAL

Intelsat IV

FOREIGN DOMESTIC

Brazil

Japan

Australia

India

Canada

France (Intra-European) 39



August 28, 1972

Mr. Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

Dar Mr. Shapley:

Thank you for the information concerning NASA's decision

not to uprate the Delta or Atlas Centaur launch vehicles.

Mr. Whitehead is on leave. but I will see that he is informed

of this as soon as he returns.

I don't perceive any need for further information at this time;

however, we appreciate your offer and will contact you if

necessary.

Sincerely,

Walter R. Hinchman

WHinchman:dc
DO Records

tChron
r. Whitehead

Mr. Hinchrnan-Subj.
RF



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Tom:

AUG 1 8 1972

For your information, here is a copy of a letter
we have sent to the FCC on the decision we have
made not to uprate further the Delta and Atlas
Centaur launch vehicles.

If you or your staff would like further information
on the decision, we would be glad to discuss it.

Sincerely,

Al
Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator

Enclosure



OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. Asher Ende
Deputy Chief
Federal Communications Commission

Common Carrier Bureau
Washington, DC 20554

Dear Mx. Ende:

AUG 1 8 1972

In our letter of January 7, 1972, we informed you that NASA

had indicated to the Radio Corporation of America, Global

Communications, Inc., in response to their request, that a

launch vehicle with approximately 1890 pounds capability would

be available in the 1975 time period, subject to certain

stipulations, including the condition that improvements

required to uprate an existing launch vehicle would be paid

for by RCA and any other proposers planning to use the uprated

launch vehicle. We stated at that time that the launch

vehicle selected would most likely be a Thor Delta but that

we did not wish to foreclose consideration of options in a

competitive performance and cost class.

We have recently completed a careful assessment of the factors

which resulted in flight failures with the Delta and Atlas

Centaur launch vehicles in 1971, and have initiated at

substantial expense a program of engineering changes and

hardware modifications required to assure maximum future

reliability for these launch vehicles. One of the salient

results of our assessment was the conclusion that reliability

could be increased by standardization and by increased emphasis

on reliability and quality assurance programs. We believe

that the necessity for insuring reliability overrides other

considerations, and that successive changes to uprate the

vehicle in response to unique requirements could tend to

impair the reliability improvement program and result in lower

reliability for all users.
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For those reasons, in order to maximize launch vehicle

reliability, we have felt obliged to make the decision that

neither the Delta nor Atlas Centaur launch vehicles will be

further upratod. I recognize that this decision represents

a change from the position expressed in our January 1972

letter to RCA and to you, based on the outlook at that time,

but believe that it is in the best interest of all users of

the Delta and Atlas Centaur launch vehicles.

The possible availability of the Atlas Agena launch vehicle

as an alternative to an unrated Delta is under discussion

with the Department of Defense.

We are also advising directly, RCA, Global Communications, Inc.,

and Fairchild Industries, who have inquired concerning the

uprated Delta, of the decision we have :.ow made as indicated

above.

Sincerely,

WiYllis H. Shapley

Associate Deputy Administrator
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

July?, 1972

EDWARD r. DAVID

JONATHAN C. ROSE

Technolo•fer Task Force

When you hold the Initial meetIn3 of the new task force, I gather that

the primary agenda item will be the possible scope of the effort and

the kinds of policy questions that the group's research acid study must

address. I don't know whether you intend to distribute a proposed

working paper beforehand, or bring the matters up for open discus-

sion at the meeting, but in any event I thought I would pass along some

of my own, modest thinking about the subject.

Az T. rccal! etc t" thinti-ing tsig. -r-a, the

was raised as to whether NASA in particular should adopt, pursuant to

White House policy directives, more comprehensive mechanisms for

control of the export of space technology. Your staff's review of the

problem suggested that existing mechanisms at other agencies also

merited a fresh examination.

Mr. Flanigan's concerns would of course tend to emphasize the extent

to which. If at all, existing and proposed control mechanisms do or

can incorporate consideration of the domestic economic impact of

transfers of technology abroad. To include such considerations would

require, I aczumo, that one articulate with some specificity the kinds

of economic factors which would be reviewed in the course of agency

declsion3, and the welg,ht to be given each factors in competition with

other considerations. My experience with other efforts to urge the

consideration of economic impact of technology export is that while

everyone agrees that economic issues are important, there has been

precious little elucidation of what the economic factors are and how

they cau be assessed by the bureaucracy oa a roatine basis. It may

well be that one of CIEP's first inputs to this new study should be to

flesh out the previously vague platitudes on this subject.
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In con:Ii.:24...ria3 tao pre-)er az orkable seer?,e of this task force, I
gather ezat a cou•-•.!:: ofon.:7:irc; st....teles are relevant. First, NSr..32...t.72.,
currently tor t ravie-.7 in this of:ace, sets out frech statc:rents of
the divcrae policy co:vilf2-..-...ration.1 in international s?ace cooperation,
and gciicaiIy, Lri t...a trausi.er abroad of s7ace technology. `IL::: main
thruzt of t latter Iicy, over end cbove the ff:eneral statement t!_lat
dorne:tic ecoaomic invy.tct coasi7.".red, is to ::-LI7cr.est tlInt
distiact!.ona dza-.7n brItween "hardware and tho broader techm
nets-Lie:A expertize. Czat =el more conceivably permit ferei,m
ton of U.S. caz:-.1.1tliities. I7.-.1.q.1.72 may acconr,_itich some of our
rudimentary policy review, I wonder wheeler the new task force shouldn't
test C.:la sc.ardwareita.chnolo-y cli:tinction with respect to its Implement.
ability by control mechanisnis in the bureaucracy.

The othzr relevant study would appear to be the Treasury-chaired task
force on economic 1rn2act of intz..rnational techaelogy transfers. I c:on't
believe a final report has been circulated, and I have not even seen a
draft currmary or conclusions chapter. However, in reading the body
of Viz draft report, f.:.ere appears to be .a critical findinl to the effect
that the D. S. economy benefits pjmnerally Prenn th., dissemination of
tecol.3y abroad, based on the theory that wo. derive the greatest
advant-a7e from a the increased world trade that inevitably results from
accelaratad industrialization, of foreica countries. I wonder if vie
shouldn't address how this alle7,ed 1007,er-term benefit can be weighed

aIri tan;i5le etert.tcr-ou dEadvantages. Furthermore, I wonder if
we could attempt to distinguish between leaser deveioned countries
and nations ouch a3 Germany, France. and Japan in the application of
the "increased world trade- theory of U. S. benefit. Another reLvant
aspect of the on-goial study is an attempt to define "technology • for
purposto of assessing different kinds of economic impact. More
Vricraiir, I would appreciate knowing, if you are tuned In to to Treasury
ctudy Le.table, when xve can expect circulation of a final draft of that'.
report.

One Luo in the rcopa of the new study wotacl probably be the extent to
v;hich we :should focus on bureaucratic controls for the smaller, routine
ittatzneca Cl tc:chnolofy transfar (sc..iminars, technical 74-ubiications,
small hzadware), in contrast to developing policy guideiines for e.,,:.ncy
and Er.ecutivo Branch review of proposed enport of major hardware/
tQchr.otozy systems. Ia t1le latter caz.ezory I would include Thor-L%:ita.
Post-Arollo cc..en-cration, GYZ.f3N1.:7CZ...tA jet enqin.os, etc. At the vcrl
least, I v.1d hope that cre. could reflect oa these recent major "caJe
studies.' and develor? conic 17-,en-::raii.:-.ntionn for future h.r,tndlinj of similar
g.aiclIzoLInrnvit. 'There are two isvucs, at 'cast, in these major
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system decisions: first, lasurin3 White rouse overview, even when

the :I.:If:metes are in a7roement and accordingly don't kick it uostaire

for a referee; and recondly, who in thn Egecutive Branch has res-

• penelbility for cc)ordinatinl such an overview. if we get into this kind

4of question, we may need to coordinate oar efforts with a possible

extension of the NS5M-72 study.

ItstrUzz.As me that I may be sunrestinl so broad an inquiry as to make

thia effort unnlaneablo, or at the lsast, Impossible to conclude very

quicl.r.ly. Perhaps you and I discuss this with Whitehead and/or

Anders before an initial meeting.

As to composition of the task force, I have two thoughts. First, I

think that Whitehead would be a useful addition, in light of OTP's

experience as Well as To:n's involvement in lf).W.-1-72. Secondly, la

eoiicitin3 inters7,ency participation. I would think it desirable to seek

auflickintly realor people consistent with the Importance of the policy

decisions that may be taken. Unfortuantety, both Whitehead and Anders

are out of the country for a couple of wceks, so I suppose we can't

h trC.  a 1ire3t rrttinft very promptly. Whea the schedule t, I would

Like to be advised of the initial session, and if you have no objection.

I would be intc.rested in sitting W. John Schaefer will, however, be

Cirr-ls continuing representative to the panel. Assuming the panel

ertabli3hes a awall working group, Z'ohaefer would probably make a

good member of that team as well.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Log In No.

June 27, 1972

ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. Whitehead

Through:

From: Walter Hinchman

Subject: NASA Space Applications Policy

Co-ordinated with:

Staff Opinions:

Action required by the Director:

None  

For your signature  

Further discussion required with author  

Further discussion required with staff  

Which member of the staff  

Approve attached draft  

Apnrove recommended course of action (see below)

Other

Available options:

A.Discuss attached w/Rose or
B. Flanigan.

C.

D.
Accept draft as is.

Recommended next steps (author's recommendation):

A.

Director's comments:

X

Record of disposition and action taken.
Loa olit d7lte

Action requested

Due Date

Form OTP 10



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

WASHINGTON 20502

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

June 22, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE HONORABLE CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy

Subject: NASA Space Applications Policy

Attached is a draft memo from Pete to the Domestic Council,

plus some "proposed views". I would appreciate your reaction

to this in time that we may have an acceptable package prior to

our meeting with Jon next week.

Of course, we would be pleased to participate in the policy review

with the Domestic Council Staff.

Any thoughts/feedback concerning space planks?

Attachment

William A. Anders
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE HONORABLE JOHN D. EHRLICHMAN

Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs

Subject: Proposed Space Applications Policy

I am enclosing a proposed statement of policy dealing with the

role of NASA in stimulating the development of productive space

applications for governmental or commercial purposes. Because

such applications may cut across the full range of interests of

other Federal departments and establishments, I believe that this

proposal should be considered by the Domestic Council policy

review process.. I would be pleased to participate in such a

review.

I have also attached some of my preliminary views on this subject.

Enclosure

Peter M. Flanigan



DRAFT

Views Regarding the Proposed Space Applications Policy

1. This policy should encourage implementation of the President's desire

to shift toward space programs with practical applications.

2. The policy should be implemented in a manner which would encourage

rather than inhibit assumption of a particular activity by the private

sector or proper government user agency when appropriate.

3. Now that Europe has been deterred from participating in development

of the launcher aspects of the Post Apollo Program, a major portion

of their space budget probably will be devoted to space applications

payloads. This should increase their ability to compete in the

international commercial market for the provision of satellite services

to third countries as well as themselves. The encouragement given to

U. S. commercial interests by this policy should aid our international

competitive position.

4. In order to insure that the "users" interests are given ample

consideration, they should be encouraged to participate with NASA

in all phases of the program.

5. Though the proposed policy may appear to be giving NASA a blank

check in space applications, such need not be the case since all their

undertakings would remain subject to Executive and Congressional

review and approval.



PURPOSE 

To outlino the role of the NASA in space 
applications.

DEFINITIONS 

A "space application" is defined as the use of space

systomm and technologies to provide, improve, or support

a function or service of value or benefit to a community

of users.

June 1, 1972

SPACE APPLICATIONS POLICY

•

"Users" are defined as the institutions or individuals

that employ space applications systems in the execution of

their own responsibilities or that benefit directly from

the operation of such systems.

"Operational space application systems" are defined •Is

those that can be relied upon by a given community of ust!rs

to provide continuing, dependable services or functions.

"Operators" are defined as the institutions or indi-

viduals that provide the service or function of an opera-

tional space applications system, either governmental or

private.

POLICY

Subject to the Executive and Congressional 'review and

approval process, NASA provides service and support in

space applications as appropriate to governmental departments

and establishments, to commerce and industry, and to public

service institutions. The NASA role differs in each of

the three major phases' of space applications activity:

Research. NASA may study and investigate any promising
space applications concept, whether generated externally

by potential system users or operators, or internally
by assessment of the social and economic benefits to
be derived therefrom. Research includes understanding
of basic phenomena and advancement of technologies

involved in an application, as well as systems oriented

studies of the utility to users of the possible service
or function.

NASA will normally fund space applications research and
studies from its own appropriations.
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Development and Demonstration. NASA may demonstrate

any promising space application concept for which

significant potential social or economic returns have

been predicted from research.and study, or for which

the potential value of the technology involved has been

similarly established.

Demonstration is the exercise of a partial or complete

system that depends upon a space applications segment.

The purpose of demonstration is to test the viability

and assess the value of the system. Demonstration mal;

include development of experimental flight hardware.
Demonstration can be undertaken alone or in conjuncticn

with potential users and operators, governmental or

private. Demonstration includes operation of space ard

ground segments, delivery of services or benefits, an.

evaluation of results. Demonstration does not represent

a real or implied commitment to the eventual deployment

of an operational space application system. Demonstra-

tion is normally a necessary precursor to, and element

of, any decision to denloy an operational space applica-

tion segment or system.

In those cases where no *decision as to the space appli-

cation operator has been made, NASA may carry any

developed space application system through to demonstra-

tion. In those cases where the space application operator

has been selected, NASA may carry that application
through to demonstration only after a formal policy
determination has been made that this would be in the
national interest.

NASA. will normally fund space applications development
and demonstrations from its own appropriations.

Prototype Develcp7.ent and Operational Deployment. 'hen
a decision has been made to deploy a government-owned
operational space applications segment or system, that
decision will normally include a determination of the
user community to be served, the value of -Icir,-.ethod of
payment for the service, and the selection of the
operator or operators. For such government-owned opera-
tional systems, NASA may provide such support as:
prototype system development; operational system develop-
ment; procurement management; launch and orbital checkout;

4116
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data acquisition; ground data handling; or, in the case
of multi-user space systems, even overall operational
system management. Subject to agreement with the
selected operating agency, NASA will normally fund proto.:.
type space system development from its own appropriations
but be reimbursed for other functions.

For approved privately owned systems, NASA. may, on
request and on a reimburseable basis, provide such
technical support as is in the national interest..

• P(Ma

j4ft.ot.

•••

• ••••

L



JUN 2 2 1972

Mr. cleorge M. Low
Deputy Administrator
latioual Aeronautics and Space

Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546

Der Ceorge:

/<:) • (7, fr"• cf" ,

Thank you for your letter of June 12 indicating NASA's
desire to have someone from our Office work with
Mr. Bernard Uoritz in developing a staff study on a
guaranteed launch policy for domestic satellites.

/ have designated :Ir. Walt riaehman who, as you knew,
is an assistant director of OTP and has done a great
deal of work in the area of domestic satellite,.
:fr. Moritz may get in touch with him directly to sake
further arrautements regarding the study.

Please let us know if there is anythinr else we can do
in this regard.

cc: DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead (2)
Hr. Hinchman
HCH Subject
um' Chron
Eva

HHall:kmj:6/20/72

gineerely.

Signed
TOm

Clay T. Whitehead
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Mr. Bernard Strassburg
Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
Federal Communications Comission
Washington, D.C. .20554

Dear Mr. Strassburg:

With reference to your letter of June 6, 1972, there are
no national interest considerations to support COMSAT's
request for further extension of its authority to provide
service directly to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) until conpletion of the NSC/NASCOM
(Apollo Program). Further, the situation as stated in
our letter to you of September 21, 1971, i.e., this require-

ment is not of such an exceptional or unique nature that it
would warrant special consideration, remains unchanged.

Discussion of the COMSAT request with a NASA representative
reveals that the facilities currently supporting the Apollo
Program will be continued in support of the space shuttle
and Skylab Program and that they have already gone to the
commercial carriers for bids to provide this service. This
development, of course, alters the reasoning that the current
situation should obtain until completion of the Apollo Pro-

gram. Again, as stated in my letter of Septeriber 1971, if

your examination of this case were to show that conversion

to a different common carrier would best serve the public

interest, we would fully support sUch action.

cc: DO Record
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead (2)
GC Subj File
GC Chron File
Mr. Joyce
5-14 C T A xNELL

BHa11/njs/6-15-721

kr- „Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20554

June 6, 1972

IN REPLY REFER TO:

9540

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

The Commission has received a letter dated May 30, 1972, from

Communications Corporation (Comsat), a copy of which is en-

closed, requesting an extension of its present authority to

provide service directly to the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) until the completion of NSC/NASCOM (Apollo

Program), which Comsat states is scheduled for December 31, 1972.

As you know, the Commission, on October 28, 1971, extended Com-

sat's authority to provide this service directly to NASA through

July, 1972 (32 F.C.C. 2d 433). Subsequent to that Commission

action, we received a letter from NASA, a copy of which is en-

closed which informed is that the Apollo Program was scheduled

to end in December 1972.

In keeping with our established policy, we are requesting you to

advise us whether there are any national interest consideration

to support Comsat's request for this further extension of its

authority. Further, we would appreciate receiving as precise

information as possible concerning the date on which NASA's re-

quirement for this service will end.

We are also inviting the interested U.S. international communi-

cations common carriers to submit comments on the Comsat request.

Enclosures - 2

Sincerely yours

7')
t

....4/1L, e.

Bernard Strassburg
Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
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May 30, 1972

Mr. Ben F. Waple, Secretar
y

Federal Communications Comm
ission

1919 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20554

Attention: Common Carrier Bureau

Dear Sir:

• GEORGE P. SAMPSON

Vice Pre4id.mt
Operations

RECEIVED
i'1.11Y 30 1972

F. C. C.
OFFICE OF: THE 

SECRETARY

By letter of October 28, 1971,
 the Commission

granted the Communications Sat
ellite Corporation an

extension of authority to prov
ide services directly to

the National Aeronautical and
 Space Administration in

support of the NCS/NASCOM (Apo
llo Project) through July,

1972, in the specific expectati
on, as noted therein,

that the Apollo Project would
 be concluded by that date.

Due to launching postponement
s, it now appears

however that the Apollo Proje
ct will not be concluded

until the end of the year. NASA has already advised

Comsat that service will defini
tely be required until

the conclusion of the program. 
No further contractual

arrangements between Comsat and N
ASA are necessary to

permit this extension.

Accordingly, Comsat requests 
an extension of

its present authority to provide se
rvices directly to

NASA until the completion of the Ap
ollo Program, now

scheduled for December 31, 1972.

Respectfully submitted,
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONt::)\
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546

REPLY TO gm, L/4-1 .7,e.; a
ATM OF: "V 71-,-•

Federal Communications Commissicn
Attn: Mr. Asher H. Ende

Deputy Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
Washington, DC 20554

Subject: Completion Date of Apollo Program

NOV 11 1971

This is to confirm the currently scheduled completion date of the

Apollo Program as was discussed in our telephone conversation on

November 9) 1971.

Apollo 17, the last of the current series of Apollo flights, is

scheduled for launch in December 1972 instead of July 1972. The

July 1972 date was referred to in the Commission's letter to the

Communications Satellite Corporatlon of October 281 1971, for the

Apollo service, and was apparently used because of the reference

to it in OTP's letter of September 21, 1971) to the Commission.

In my discussions last September with Mr. Joyce in OTP regarding

NASA's plans for continuing existing communications satellite

services for the duration of the Apollo Program, I erroneously
informed him that the last of the Apollo flights was scheduled

for July 1972. This had been the schedule date for some time,
but several months earlier, the schedule had been slipped to
December 1972. Although I was aware of this slippage, I inadvert-.
ently failed to recall it in my discussion with Mr. Joyce.

I hope this explanation of how the erroneous information came about

will clarify this matter and that no embarrassment is caused to the

Commission as a result.

•

Paul A. Price
Chief, Communications and

Frequency Management



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITEHEAD
7)

Charles C. Joyce, Jr. y '
David B. Hall )
COMSAT Facilities in support of NASA Apollo Program

Through:

From:
Subject:

Log In No.

Co-ordinated with: Paul Price, NASA
Jack Thornell, OTP

Staff Opinions:

The justification given in our letter of September 1971,
attached, is no longer valid since the facilities will continue
in use past Apollo. This confirms our original position that
a direct NASA/COMSAT is not justified under the unique and vital
or other national security considerations.

Action required by the Director:

None  
For your signature  X 

Further discussion required with author  

Further discussion required with staff  

Which member of the staff  

Approve attached draft  

Apnrove recommended course of action (see below)  

Other

Available options:

A. C.

B. D.

Recommended next steps (author's recommendation):

Your Signature

Director's comMents:

Record of disposition and action taken.. .
Log out date  ' /- time  

Referred to - name of staff member ' .( 
Action requested  ,-, 
Due Date

Form OTP 10

January 1972



September 21, 1971

Mr. Ilernard Strassburz

Chief, Cornrzon Carkier Dureau

Federal Comnlunications Comm-ission

\-Vanhington, D. C. 20554

Dear Bernie:

With reference to the recA;est of the Communications Satellite

Corporation for continuation of certain direct contractual rela-

tionships with the N,.-tional Aeronautics and Space .Adn-linistration

in support of the Apollo project, which was brought to our atten-

tion by your letter of Au3ust 25th, we have determined that this

requirement is not of such an exceptional or unique nature that

it would warrant special consideration on these grounds alone.

There is however, the consideration that NASA has a ten year

contract, executed in 1966, with Cable and Wireless, Ltd., for

rervice from the Ascension Island Station to the satellite, and

that operation of the terminal aboard the U. S. S. VANGUARD

requires direct NASA involvement. Further. the Apollo pro8rarn

is scheduled to terminate next July. I believe this situation may

point to some practical problems in the application of the Com-

mission's 'lziuthorized-user- criteria, and a need to reexamine

these, particularly in relation to this case. If such a reexamination

were to show that conversion to a different carrier would best serve

the public ir:terest, either now or at any time in the future, we would

fully support such action.

DLHall:clt:9-21-71
cc: DO Records

DO Chroa

Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Hall
Mr, Doyle

Mr. Hinchman

Mr. Thorne11

Sincerely,

/5(

George F. Mansur

Deputy Director

Coordinated with: Mr. Thorne11
Mr. Hinchman

Mr. Doyle



September 21, 1971

COMSAT Service for NAGA/Apollo ,

Dr. George /...1:.-nsur

Bernie-Strassburg wrote to Tom on August 25 asking for our view
on whether NASA should continue to enjoy direct dealings with
OMI,J4-T for Apollo Inunch cervices. This was stimulated by a

letter to Abbot Ilosonlaa from WIJI saying they would like to provide
the service.

Stransburg's letter states that CON:SAT has not requested continuance
of these services. However, COMSAT did filo tariffs for these serv-
ices on September I.

Dave Hall and I discussed this a)t length with Paul Price at NASA.
They would like to continue dealing direct with COMSAT because:

a. They feel they are getting a lower rate.

b. The Apollo pr,-;ram only nas one year to so and they see
no point In briaging in a new intermediary now.

C. Dealing with an international record carrier is complicated,
by the fact that NASA already has contracts for operation
of the distant onci earth facilities: The Ascension IsUnd
Station and the tracking ship.

Wo nee no valid reason for a general exemption from the authorized
user decision for NASA, but feel that some of the unique features of
Cnose two linko should be considered by the ICC.

Davo Hall has checked with COMSAT on this matter. Bill Wood of
COMS.AT says they have no strong feelings either way re the provision
of this service to NASA. Their bz.sic opinion is that NASA should be
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provided with whatever facilities they want and COMSAT stands
ready to cooperate with them to the extent necessary.

Recommend you sign the attached reply to Devils) Straosburg.

Charles C. Joyce, Jr.

Attachment

cc: DO Chron
DO 'Records
Steve Doyle
Dave Hall
Walter Hinchman
Jack Thorriell

CCJoyco:cit



Tuesday 5/30/72

As sistant

5:50 David Williamson (Associate Administrator of NASA) 755-8527

said Mr. Fletcher sent over to you the proposed applications

policy statement for NASA. You indicated you wanted

to make some comments on it. Mr. Fletcher asked

Mr. Williamson to call and see what you have specifically

in mind -- prior to a meeting they are having on Thursday.

Would appreciate a call.

74--Ad
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM

TO:

COPY FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Honorable Jonathan Rose
Special Assistant to the President
The White House

SUBJECT: Policy on Space Applications

MAY 1 0 1972

In accordance with our recent discussions, I am forward-
ing a proposed Policy on Space Applications, together
with a draft covering memorandum from Peter Flanigan to
John Ehrlichman and a background paper describing the
need for the policy.

If you concur in these papers, I assume that you will
take whatever steps are necessary to seek approval by
the Domestic Council.

Original signed by
'James C. Fletcher

James C. Fletcher
Administrator

3 Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Anders



MEMORANDUM FOR:

Honorable John D. Ehrlichman
Assistant to the President for
Domestic Affairs

The White House

I am enclosing a proposed statement of policy dealing
with the role the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration should play in bringing into being new,
useful space-based systems for governmental or com-
mercial purposes. Because the functions that such
space applications systems can perform cut across the
full range of interests of other Federal Departments
and Establishments, an appropriate first step in pro-
mulgating such a policy would be to coordinate it with
the Domestic Council. I therefore would appreciate it
if you would include this proposed policy as an agenda
item for the Council's review and consideration.

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
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May 1, 1972

SPACE APPLICATIONS POLICY

PURPOSE 

To outline the role of the NASA in space applications.

DEFINITIONS 

A "space application" is defined as the use of space
systems and technologies to provide, improve, or support
a function or service of value or benefit to a community
of users.

"Users" are defined as the institutions or individuals
that employ space applications systems in the execution of
their own responsibilities or that benefit directly from
the operation of such systems.

"Operators" are defined as the institutions or indi-
viduals that provide the service or function of an opera-
tional space applications system, either governmental or
private.

POLICY

In space applications, NASA provides service and sup-
port as appropriate to governmental departments and
establishments, to commerce and industry, and to public
service institutions. The NASA role differs in each of
the three major phases of space applications activity:

Research. NASA may study and investigate any promising
space applications concept, whether generated externally
by potential system users or operators, or internally
by assessment of the social and economic benefits to
be derived therefrom. Research includes understanding
of basic phenomena and advancement of technologies
involved in an application, as well as systems oriented
studies of the utility to users of the possible service
or function.

NASA will normally fund space applications research
and studies from its own appropriations.
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Development and Demonstration. NASA may demonstrate
any promising space application concept for which
significant potential social or economic returns have
been predicted from research and study, or for which
the potential value of the technology involved has been
similarly established.

Demonstration is the exercise of a partial or complete
system that includes a space applications segment to
test its viability and assess its value. Demonstration
may include development of experimental flight hardware.
Demonstration can be undertaken alone or in conjunction
with potential users and operators, governmental or
private. Demonstration includes operation of space and
ground segments, delivery of services or benefits, and
evaluation of results. Demonstration does not represent
a real or implied commitment to the eventual deployment
of an operational space application system. Demonstra-
tion is normally a necessary precursor to, and element
of, the governmental decision to deploy, or permit to
be deployed by private parties, an operational space
application segment or system.

In those cases where no decision as to the space appli-
cation operator has been made, NASA may carry any
developed space application system through to demonstra-
tion. In those cases where the space application operator
has been selected, NASA may carry that application
through to demonstration only after a formal policy
determination has been made that this would be in the
national interest.

NASA will normally fund space applications development
and demonstrations from its own appropriations.

Prototype Develgpment and Operational Deployment. When
a governmental decision has been made to deploy in its
own right, or to permit private parties to deploy,
operational space applications segments or systems,
that decision will normally include a determination of
the user community to be served, the value of and
method of payment for the service, and the selection
of the operator or operators. An operational space
applications system implies permanent reliance on its
services by a given community of users.
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For government-owned systems, NASA may provide such
support as: prototype system development; operational
system development; procurement management; launch and
orbital checkout; data acquisition; ground data hand-
ling; or, in the case of multi-user space systems, even
overall operational system management. For government-
owned systems, NASA will normally fund prototype space
system development from its own appropriations but he
reimbursed for other functions.

For privately owned systems, NASA may provide such
technical support as is in the national interest on a
reimbursable basis and will undertake to guarantee the
placement in orbit of approved private and commercial
space applications systems at a reasonable predetermined
cost.



BACKGROUND

1. It is timely for the Administration to define now its
policy on space applications and on the role of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration in space
applications research, development, and demonstration:

a. The direction of the NASA applications programs
in the FY 1974 budget should clearly reflect the
overall Administration posture, and the budget
process is already under way.

b. New applications of space technology and systems
to useful governmental and commercial purposes are
rapidly maturing; a coherent policy framework for
selecting those to be afforded priority in develop-
ment and deployment is necessary. Growing interest
in the utilization of space capabilities is being
frustrated by uncertainty as to agency roles and
lack of a clearcut Administration commitment to
its own space applications programs.

2. Specifically, space applications systems do or soon
will provide services in such areas as point-to-point
communication, radio and television broadcasting,
navigation and traffic management, agricultural and
geological resources surveys, meteorology, and environ-
mental monitoring and prediction. Before such systems
can be operationally deployed by governmental or private

institutions, there needs to be an adequate basis of

experience in research, experimental hardware develop-
ment, and systems demonstration. Such experience
limits risk and establishes the relationship between
the costs expected and the social or economic returns

proven feasible.

3. The proposed policy clearly outlines the role of NASA
as being responsive to the possibilities of space
technology for useful applications as well as to the
stated needs and requirements of system users and
operators. The policy would permit NASA to develop
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experimental systems and demonstrate their utility
under a variety of arrangements, including participa-

- tion with commercial interests. The policy would

clearly encourage private commercial exploitation of

space technology by guaranteeing delivery to orbit of

commercial systems at a reasonable cost.

4. The policy would establish NASA as the prototype

developer for government-owned operational systems,

as is the practice now relative to the Department of

Commerce environmental satellite series. The Depart-

ment of Commerce's operational satellite program was

established by Congress in 1962 in recognition of

NASA's highly successful experimental TIROS meteoro-

logical research satellite experience. In 1964, a

formal interagency agreement was implemented between

Commerce and NASA to define the roles of each agency

relative to operational environmental satellite sys-

tems. This agreement, currently being updated, has

provided the management mechanism under which NASA

has funded and launched fifteen successful meteorologi-

cal research and prototype satellites of its own and

has, on a reimburseable basis, built and launched ten

successful operational environmental satellites for

Commerce. In addition, NASA has made available to Com-

merce the data relay services of an Applications

Technology Satellite, permitting the rapid distribution

of meteorological information to all parts of the nation

The key elements of the NASA-Commerce agreement are

noted below, and offer a successful model for future

interagency arrangements for other operational satellite

systems:

a. NASA with its own funds develops advanced technology

and experimental satellites (TIROS, NIMBUS, ATS)

with consideration of the future needs of the user

communities.

b. NASA with its own funds develops prototype opera-

tional spacecraft (TIROS-M, ITOS-A, TIROS-N,

Synchronous Meteorological Satellite) in specific

response to requirements established by the

Department of Commerce.
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c. The Department of Commerce funds NASA to design,
engineer, procure, and launch operational
satellites; Commerce also funds NASA to design
and construct necessary operational ground stations.

d. The Department of Commerce obtains and uses for
operational purposes data from sensors flown on
NASA-funded satellites; any additional costs
incurred by NASA in providing such data are
reimbursed by Commerce.

e. A joint Commerce-NASA board maintains a continuing
overview of both the experimental and operational
programs to assure coordination and to resolve
interagency issues.

5. It is felt that the Administration's enunciation of
the proposed policy would be an important step toward
the larger objective of assuring the earliest and
fullest contribution of our national space investment
to the public and private sectors. It is therefore
recommended that the proposed policy be coordinated
with the Domestic Council and, if accepted, become the
formal Administration position on NASA's role in space
applications.
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May 11, 1972

MCIORANDUM FOR

Honorable George Shultz
Director
Office of Management and Budget

Jim Fletcher has written you regarding a revision of the NAV\
policy on launch cost recovery. The proposed action would,
in essence, make the Government the insurer to cover the risk
of launch failure with the insurance 'premium" reflected in
a higher launch fee, retainino full cost recovery over a number
of launches.

This is an important and desirable change that we have been
urging on !ASA for three years. In view of the pending
domestic communications satellite proceedings before the FCC
and with serious corporate planning likely to begin in the
near future, we should expedite this now that NASA has agreed
to move. Our General Counsel, Antonin Scalia, has looked into
the matter in some detail and would be pleased to discuss it
with your staff if you would like.

CTWhitehead:s1r:5/11/72

CC: DO Records
DO Chron
'Ir. Scalia
Mr. Whitehead

Clay T. Whitehead
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MAY 1 0 1972
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable George P. Shultz
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear George:

The purpose of this letter is to recommend a change in the current
policy regarding reimbursement to NASA for satellite launch services
performed for others and to request your.assistance in working out
the most appropriate method for accomplishing this. NASA's present
policy is to launch satellites for non-U.S. Government organizations
subject to appropriate reimbursement for the services provided but
without guarantee of the success of the launch. In essence, NASA
now agrees to use best efforts to achieve specified launch objectives
but we do not, in so doing, undertake any liability for damages to
customer-owned spacecraft either prior to, during or after launch,
damages due to delay in launch or third-party liability, excepting
for that covered in the Federal Tort Claims Act, caused by spacecraft
or launch vehicles.

Under this policy some commercial use has been made of our launch
services but the full range of space applications has been inhibited
by the uncertainty which characterizes the costs of placing a satellite
in orbit. For example, in the event of a single launch failure or the
remote possibility of failure of successive launches, a customer would
be charged the cost of all launches needed to achieve launch success.
Customers who cannot risk the uncertainty of large unknowns in their
investment costs are inhibited from using space. Also, commercial
customers who do now accept these risks would apparently prefer
different arrangements under which launch services costs would be
fixed with the Government guaranteeing launch success.

Experience to date is that a commercial customer has not been able
to obtain full insurance coverage from the private sector against
launch failures. While the space shuttle; when it becomes operational,
should considerably improve the probability of launch success and lead
to the availability of private insurance, we believe it is desirable
now to encourage the use of space by private enterprise. Accordingly,
we recommend that our launch services reimbursement policy relative
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to non-U.S. Government users should be altered to permit reimbursement
on a fixed-price basis with guarantee of launch success. We would
expect that the reimbursement would cover the anticipated or normal
cost of a particular launch (as now calculated or as the Government
should in the future determine to calculate it) as well as an addi-
tional amount representing the cost of NASA's success guarantee. The
additional amount could be calculated from the launch failure rate
related to particular launch vehicles and could be made subject to
downward or upward adjustment at an appropriate time if a particular
failure rate did not actually occur as contemplated when the amount
of reimbursement was originally set. Our objective would be that
the guarantee program would operate, over time, at no cost to the
Government, with receipts precisely offsetting costs.

We have been able to implement the present policy under existing law
and regulation. However, the recommended policy involves undertakings
different from those we now make and may require specific legislative
authorization. I would appreciate your designating a member of your
staff to work with Mr. Bernard Moritz, NASA's Deputy Associate
Administrator for Organization and Management, to develop the most
appropriate method for implementing the recommended new policy.

Sincerely,

Originai s,

'lames C Igned by• 
fietcher

James C. Fletcher
Administrator

CC:

Mr. William Morrill
Assistant Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

bcc:

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D.C. 20504

Honorable William A. Anders
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics & Space Council
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20500

Honorable Jonathan Rose
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
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i;E:ICRANDU1 FOR

Honorable George Snultz
Director
Office of anagemont and Budget

Jim Fletcher has written you rc'garding a revision of the NASA
policy on laun6 cost recovery. The proros,:,d actio:-) would.
in essence, make the rlov:TnwInt the insurer to cover the risk
of launch failure with thr- insurance "premiun" reflected in
a higher launch fee, retaining full cost recovery over a number
of launch2s.

This is an important and desirable change that we haw,: been
urcftq on :ASA for three ycars. In view of thtl, pending
Uomestic corimunications satellite nroc,c:.!ings before Li1(:: FCC
ind wiLh serious corporate planning likely to begin in the
near futurc,, we should (Dux-Aft° this now tl't MSP has agreed
to move. Our (neral Counsel, Antonin Scalia, has looked into
the matter in some detail and would bc pleased to discuss it
with your staff if you would like.

Clay T. Whitchnad

cc: Dr. James Fletcher, NASA

Mr. David Williamson, Jr., NASA
DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Scalia

CTWhitehead:sir
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

MAY 10 1972
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

donorable George P. Shultz
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear George:

The purpose of ,this letter is to recommend a change in the current
policy regarding reimbursement to NASA for satellite launch services
performed for others and to request your assistance in working out
the most appropriate method for accomplishing this. NASA's present
policy is to launch satellites for non-U.S. Government organizations
subject to appropriate reimbursement for the services provided but
without guarantee of the success of the launch. In essence, NASA
now agrees to use best efforts to achieve specified launch objectives
but we do not, in so doing, undertake any liability for damages to
customer-owned spacecraft either prior to, during or after launch,
damages due to delay in launch or third-party liability, excepting
for that covered in the Federal Tort Claims Act, caused by spacecraft
or launch vehicles.

Under this policy some commercial use has been made of our launch
services but the full range of space applications has been inhibited
by the uncertainty which characterizes the costs of placing a satellite
in orbit. For example, in the event of a single launch failure or the
remote possibility of failure of successive launches, a customer would
be charged the cost of all launches needed to achieve launch success.
Customers who cannot risk the uncertain' of large unknowns in their
investment costs are inhibited Crom using space. Also, commercial
customers who do now accept these risks would apparently prefer
different arrangements under which launch services costs would be
fixed with the Government guaranteeing launch success.

Experience to date is that a commercial customer has not been able
to obtain full insurance coverage from the private sector against
launch failures. While the space shuttle, when it becomes operational,
should considerably improve the probability of launch success and leadto the availability of private insurance, we believe it is desirablenow to encourage the use of space by private enterprise. Accordingly,we recommend that our launch services reimbursement policy relative
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to non-U.S. Government users should be altered to permit reimbursement
on a fixed-price basis with guarantee of launch success. We would
expect that the reimbursement would cover the anticipated or normal
cost of a particular launch (as now calculated or as the Government
should in the future determine to calculate it) as well as an addi-
tional amount representing the cost of NASA's success guarantee. The
additional amount could be calculated from the launch failure rate
related to particular launch vehicles and could be made subject to
downward or upward adjustment at an appropriate time if a particular
failure rate did not actually occur as contemplated when the amount
of reimbursement was originally set. Our objective would be that
the guarantee program would operate, over time, at no cost to the
Government, with receipts precisely offsetting costs.

We have been able to implement the present policy under existing law
and regulation. However, the recommended policy involves undertakings
different from those we now make and may require specific legislative
authorization. I would appreciate your designating a member of your
staff to work with Mr. Bernard Moritz, NASA's Deputy Associate
Administrator for Organization and Management, to develop the most
appropriate method for implementing the recommended new policy.

Sincerely,

Original si
James c 

n 
ed by

• rietcher
James C. Fletcher
Administrator

cc:
Mr. William Morrill
Assistant Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

bcc:

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D.C. 20504

Honorable William A. Anders
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics & Space Council
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20500

Honorable Jonathan Rose
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS and SPACE COUNCIL

,

Tom:

`
Executive Secretary

May 12, 1972

You should find the

attached interesting.

Bill Anders

Attachments (2)
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Votes NASA
The Senate yesterday- taxpayers more than $42 bil- All four

whelmin v approved lion over a 12-year period, senatorsen  ix(1.11.11. to de- The $3.4 billion bill is al- dale.velrip a reusable spacecraft
capable of shutting men to : most identical to a measure I •
and from a space station in approved by the House last
orbit around the earth. month. Senators added $12.5
Members defeated 61 to 21 million to the administration's

an attempt to kill the project budget request.by denying $227.9 million in The authorization includesthe fiscal year beginning July
$540 million to develop the
manned orbital Skylab space •
station, and $128.7 million to

1 for research and develop-
ment.
The Senate then passed by

voice vote a $3.4 billion au- complete the Apollo moon ex-
thorization for the National ploration program with ApolloAeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. 17 in December.
Sen. Walter F. Mondale (D- The space shuttle, when

Minn.), charging that this completed, is to be capable of
year's space shuttle authoriza- carrying three-man crews to
tion was "merely the tip of a an orbiting space station and
multibillion-dollar iceberg," returning to earth like a plane
said it would end up costing for up to 100 flights.

Washington-area ;
voted against Mon-

• I

r
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_ / , Use Craft 100 Timesaa.r/ 7 2-

SENATE VOTES AID
TO SPACE SHUTTLE
$200-Million Is Authorized
for Controversial Project

By RIChARD D. LYONS
Special t.) T:le Nev York Times

WASH1SGTON, May 11 —
The Senate approved today $3.4
billion in space authorization
funds and all but committed the
United States to a new era in
space activities.

In line with the Administra-
tion's budget request and action
lw the House three weeks ago,
the Senate bill authorized
among its provisions the spend-
ing of over $200-million in
funds for the controversial
znace shuttle program.
• While minor differences in
the House and Senate versions
of the bill will have to be re-solved before final passage, to-
day's action assures that the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration will be allowedto proceed with its favored
project—a space transportation
system far different from the
one now in use.
The space shuttle, which

might be test-flown in five
years and in operation by 1980,
combines the features of a plane
and a rocket, Vowing the vehi-
cle to blast off from a launch-
ing pad, go into earth orbit and
land on an airfield.

Current blueprints, call for a
craft about the size of a DC-9
airliner, to be used perhaps
as many as 100 times rather
than being discarded after one
mission as spacecraft are to-
day.

Shuttle proponents have
Stressed that the vehicle would
permit much greater flexibility
in both civilian and military
,spaCe operations since flights
could be launched in a matter
of days, rather than months as
is now the case.

In addition, the main back-
ers of the shuttle, NASA, the
aerospace industry and their
Congressional allies, insist that
the use of the new vehicle
would save perhaps as much as
S7-billion over its lifetime since
most of the shuttle's equipment
could be used repeatedly.
But critics insisted again to-

day in 90 minutes of generally
unenthiastic debate that the
SITarrn noir-77h shuttle funds,
in the words of Senator Walter
F. Mondale, "was only the tip
of the iceberg of a program
that would eventually cost as
much as $5-billion before it
was over."
The final voice vote came

after critics of the shuttle, led
by the Minnesota Democrat,
were defeated 61 to 21 in at-
tempts to have shuttle funds
deleted from the bill.
The debate followed tradi-

tional lines with liberal Sena-
tors from the North trying to
defeat the shuttle, while a
coalition of conservatives and
Senators from states with
space installations backed the
authorization measure.

Senator Edward J. Gamey,
Republican of Florida, con-
tended that the case being
made against the shuttle was
riddled with "shopworn argu-
ments."
The authorization bill also in-

cludes $540-million for the
manned Skylab space station,
which is to go into operation
next year, and $128-million to
,complete the lanar exploration
program, which will end in De-
cember with the last flight,
Apollo 17..



Senate Vote Analysis 

Results For Against Paired Declared For Not Voting
61 21 1+1 5 11

Total Prediction Accuracy

Votes Predicted 86
Votes Mispredicted 3
Prediction Accuracy, % 96+

Analysis 

Negative Votes
Negative Votes by State
Positive Votes Predicted to be Negative )
Not Voting Analysis by State

Summary

See Attachments

The prediction accuracy was actually based on the vote against the
Mondale amendment to delete the space shuttle from the NASA authorization
bill; only a voice vote was taken on the bill itself. Although it is not believed
that any substantial change in the vote would have resulted, it is also believed
that those changes would have likely favored passage of the bill.

As shown above, the prediction accuracy was quite high. Of the three
votes mispredicted, two were forecast negative and voted plus; the other was
forecast positive (by several sources) and voted negative. Most senators were
contacted by several sources. This approach was found to be quite effective.
Several senators who previously were negative changed their vote to positive.
All major contactors had impressively high accuracy of prediction.

Analysis of the negative votes by state indicates that Rhode Island,
West Virginia and Wisconsin were totally against the shuttle. These states
are not anticipated to receive prime or major subcontracts on the shuttle,
and, on the basis, these votes are explicable. Of the states which can anticipate
a large share of shuttle work, Missouri and New York had one senator each that
voted negative. The reasons for this condition should be determined if at all
possible.
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Adding the negative and not voting totals indicates that Arkansas,
Oklahoma and South Dakota did not provide any support for the shuttle.

Again, these states are not anticipated to receive major contracts on this

project. However, if these votes did not change if the vote had been on

the total NASA bill (rather than just the shuttle), it would be indicative that

these states were not in favor of the space program. Under such circum-

stances an attempt should be made to illustrate the benefits of space to the

residents of these states and their representatives.

Conclusions

The NASA authorization bill passed by an impressive margin. The

appropriations bills, barring possible but unexpected entanglement in some

large political issue, are expected to do likewise. Providing "strategic"

focus to the ongoing "tactical" activities of the agency, et al, has shown to
be advantageous. Such an arrangement should continue in order to maximize

the probability of maintaining continuing support of the President's program

as it faces successive budget cycles. Undoubtedly, detractors will appear

as contracts are awarded and annual program funding requirements increase.
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Senate Vote Analysis 

I. Negative Votes - Including Paring

Name State Forecast

Burdick D. N. Dak. Negative
Byrd D. W.Va. Negative
Church D. Idaho Negative
Eagleton D. Mo. Negative
Fulbright D. Ark, Negative
Harris D. Okla. Negative
Hart D. Mich. Negative
Hughes D. Iowa Negative
Javits R. N.Y. Negative
Kennedy D. Mass. Negative
McGovern D. S. Dak. Negative
Mansfield D. Mont. Negative
Mondale D. Minn. Negative
Muskie D. Maine Negative
Nelson D. Wisc. Negative
Pastore D. R. I. Negative
Pell D. R. I. Negative
Proxmire D. Wisc. Negative
Randolph D. W. Va. Negative
Roth R. Del. Positive
Stevenson D. Ill. Negative
Williams D. N. J. Negative

II. Negative Vote Analysis by State

State Total

Arkansas 1 — 1
Delaware — 1 1
Idaho 1 — 1
Illinois 1 ..._ 1
Iowa 1 — 1
Maine 1 — 1
Massachusetts 1 — 1
Michigan 1 — 1
Minnesota 1 — 1
Missouri 1 — 1
Montana 1 — 1
New Jersey 1 — 1

New York — 1 1

By 

North American
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II. Negative Vote Analysis by State

2

(continued)

TotalState

North Dakota 1 - 1

Oklahoma 1 — 1

Rhode Island 2 — 2

South Dakota 1 — 1

West Virginia 2 — 2

Wisconsin 2 - 2

Total 20 2 22

III. Positive Votes Predicted to be Negative 

Name State Predictor

Case R. N. J. Union

Metcalf D. Mont. Union

IV. Not Voting Analysis by State

State D R Total

Alaska 1 — 1

Arkansas 1 - 1

Indiana 1 - 1

New Mexico 1 - 1

Ohio - 1 1

Oklahoma — 1 1

South Dakota _ 1 1

Tennessee - 1 1

Vermont - 1 1

Wyoming 1 1 2

Total 5 6 11

Of the not voting Senators, 8 were forecast to vote positive, 2 negative and 1 not

voting.
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Aiken (R-Vt.)

Allen (D-Ala.)

Allott (R-Colo)

; Anderson (D-N.Mex.)

Baker (R-Tenn.)

Bayh (D-Ind.)

Beall (R-Md.) .

Bellmon (R-Okla.)

Bennett (R-Utah)

Bentsen (D-Tex.)

Bible (D-Nev.)

Boggs (R-Del.)

Brock (R-Tenn.)

Brooke (R-Mass.)

Buckley (D-N.Y.)

Burdick (D-N.Dak.)

Byrd (D-Va.)

.Byrd (D-W.Va.)

Cannon (D-Nev.)

Case (R-N.J.)

Chiles (D-Fla.)

Church (D-Idaho)

Cook (R-Ky.)

Cooper (R-Ky.)

Cotton (R-N. H.)

Cranston (D-Calif.)
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Curtis (R-Nebr.)

Dole (R-Kans.)

• Dominick (R-Colo.)

.:;agleton (D-Mo.)

Eastland (D-Hiss.)

Ellender (D-La.)

Ervin (D-NC.)

Fannin (R-Ariz.)

Fong (R-Hawaii)

• Fulbright (D-Ark.)

Gambrell (D-Ga.)

Goldwater (R-Ariz.)

• Gravel (D-Alazka)

Griffin (R.-Mich.)

Gurney (R-Fla.)

Hansen (R-Wyo.)

Harris (D-Okla.).

Hart (D-Mich.

.Hartke (D-Ind.)

Hatfield (R-Oreg.)

Hollings (D-S.C.)

Hruska (R-Nebr.)

Hughes (D-Iowa)

Humphrey (D-Minn.)

Inouye (D-Hawaii)

Jackson (D-Wash.)
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Javits (R-N.Y.)

Jordan (D-N.C.)

Jordan (R-Idaho)

Kennedy (D-Mass.)

Long (D-La.)

MCClellan (D-Ark.)

McGee (D-Wyo.)

McGovern (D-S.Dak.)

McIntyre(D-N.H.)

Magnuson CD-Wash.)

Mansfield (D-Mont.)

Mathias (R-Md.)

Metcalf (D-Mont.)

Miller (R-Iowa.)

Mondale (D-Minn.)

Montoya (D-N.

MoSG (D-Utah)

Mundt *(R-S.Dak.)

Muskie (D-Me.)

Nelson (D-Wis.)

Packwood (R-Oreg.)

Pastore (D-R.I.) .

Pearson (R-Kans.)

Pell (D-R.I.)

Percy (R-I11.) .
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Proxmire (D-Wis.)

Randolph (D-W.Va.)

Ribicoff (D-Conn.)

Roth (R-Del.)

Saxbe (R-Ohio)

Schweiker (R-Pa.)

Scott (R-Pa.)

Smith (R-Me.)

*arlanan (D-Ala.)

.Spong (D-Va.)
k(\14-)

Stennis (D-Miss.)

Stevens (R-Alaska)

Stevenson (D-Ill.)

Symington (D-Mo.)

Taft (R-Ohio)

Talmadge (D-Ga.) •

Thurmond (R-S.C.)

Tower (R-Tex.)

Tunney (D-Calif.) •

Weicker (R-Conn.)

Williams (D-N.J..)

Young (R-N.Dak.)
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October 6, 1971

MEMCRANDT.W FCR THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

This memorandum is in response to your questions.

(1) The current nuclear rocket program is to develop a 75,000-poui-!0.
thrust engine by about 1982 at a cost of about $1 billion for the reactor
and engine and another $300 million for a flight stage.

(2) There are a number of ways that the cost and time could be
reduced:

(a) Eliminate the requirement for manned operation. This
would reduce much of the development aimed at providing
adequate shielding.

(b) Simplify engine system and lower target performance. This
would mean derating the reactor and pump to operate in a
region where we are clearly not pushing the technology. For
example, a one hour 6 start capability instead of the 10 hour
60 start now currently envisioned. Reactor thrust would
also be reduced from 75,000 poitnds to 50-60,000 pounds.

(c) Reduce expenditure on everything else but the main effort.
In the past a disportionately high amount of funds have been
spent on advanced technology for systems which were them-
selves advanced technology. The return on investment is
much higher for systems which would be used in the near
future.

The overall effect of the above changes would be to reduce the reactor
and engine program to a total of $400 million to $600 million and the stage
to $200 to $300. First flight for such a system could be envisioned by
1976, if go-ahead was given soon. Most of this money would be spent in
C lifornia, with Aerojet the engine contractor and Douglas, already
selected as the stage contractor, probably addirig 1500-2500 people in
the next year.

1.4s a- 514 NI 11))
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(3) Your question as to whether a prototype could be
 developed

in a small size raises some complex questions. 
Studies were carried out

in about 1965 or 1966 of a nuclear rocket engin
e of about 20,000 pounds

thrust, based on a 200-400MW reactor which v
.,as actually built and tested

by LASL. These studies were carried out by am
ong others, Rocketdyne,

Douglas, and Lockheed. The advantages of the sm
aller system are its

lower cost and shorter development time (1/3 the cost 
and might be

developed and fly in 3-1/2 to 4 years if given top prio
rity). Although

much of the specific design work carried out over the p
ast few years by

the contractors wculd not be applicable to a smaller size
 engine, the

basic technology is the same. It would be a very straightforward

development with no surprises. A 20,000 thrust engin
e would demonstrate

the nuclear technology and would appear to be highly useful 
for unmanned

orbit-to-orbit transfers thus leading to improved knowledge
 of how to

operate with nuclear engines in space at the earliest date. 
The project

people (SNPO) should really be consulted carefully on this a
s I don't think

they would support it unless there was no other alternative.

John E. Morrissey
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September 21, 1971

Mr. Bernard Strassburz

Chief, Co:anion Cari,ier Cureau_

Federal Communications Commission

Washington. D. C. 20554

Dear Bernie:

th reference to the rocitiost of the Communications Satellite

Corporation for continuation of certain direct contractual rela-

tionships with the Ni,tional Aeronautics and Space Administration

in support of the Apollo project, which was brought to our atten-

tion by your letter of lo.taust 25th, we have determined that this

requireme.nt is not of cucil an exceptional or unique nature that

it would warrant special consideration on these grounds alone.

There is. however, the consideration that NASA has a ten year

contract, executed in 1966, with Cable and Wireless, Ltd., for

rarvice from the Ascension Island Station to the satellite, and

that operation of the terminal aboard the U. S. S. VANGUARD

requires direct NASA involvement. Further, the Apollo program

is scheduled to terminate next July. I believe this situation may

point to some practical problems in the application of the Com-

mission's 'lauthorized-user- criteria, and a need to reexamine

these, particularly in relation to this case. If such a reexamination

were to show that conversion to a different carrier would best serve

the public iaterest, either now or at any time in the future, we would

fully support such action.

D 1.,.'Ha 11: c it:9-21-71

cc: DO Records

DO Chron

Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Hall

Mr. Doyle

Mr. Hinchman
Mr. Thorne11

Sincerely,

/5/

George F. Mansur

Deputy Director

Coordinated with: Mr. Thorne11

Mr. Hinchman

Mr. Doyle
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Log In No.

ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

Through: Charles C. Joyce J . '
From: David B. Hall
Subject: COMSAT Facilities in support of NASA Apollo Program

Co-ordinated with: Paul Price, NASA
Jack Thornell, OTP

Staff Opinions:

The justification given in our letter of September 1971,
attached, is no longer valid since the facilities will continue
in use past Apollo. This confirms our original position that
a direct NASA/COMSAT is not justified under the unique and vital
or other national security considerations.

Action required by the Director:
None  

For your signature X

Further discussion required with author  

Further discussion required with staff  
Which member of the staff  

Approve attached draft  

Ap?rove recommended course of action (see below)

Other

Available options:
A. C.

B. D.

Recommended next steps (author's recommendation):

Your Signature

Director's comments:

1.ml\

Record of disposition and action taken.

Log out date-. - .( ' time  
,

Referred to  ' (name of staff member) 
/ _ •,.,•

L
Action requested

Due Date

Form OTP 10
January 1972



September 21, 1971

COMSAT Service for NASA/Apollo ,

Dr. George 14:ansur

Bernie.Strassburg wrote to Tom on August 25 asking for our view
on whether 'NASA should continue to enjoy direct dealings with
OMSAT for Apollo irtunch services. This vitas ctirnekvied by a

letter to Abbot Roseman from 'W1JI saying they would like to provide
the service.

Strassbures's letter states that COMSAT has not requested continunce
of these services. However, COMSAT did file tarifia for these cerv-
icos ou September 1.

Dave Hall and I discussed this :.1t 1en3tb. with Paul Price at NASA.
They would like to continue deaiino direct with COMSAT because:

a. They feel they are getting a lower rate.

b. The Apollo pr;;zram only has one year to go and they see
no point in briaging in a new intermediary new.

c. Dealing with international record carrier is complicated,
by the fact that NASA already has contracts for operation
of the distant onci earth facilities: The diksconsion Island
Station and the tracking ship.

We see no valid reason for a general exemption from the authorized
user decision for NASA, but feel that some of the unique features of
these two links should be considered by the ICC.

Dave Hall has checked with COMSAT on this matter. Bill Wood of
COMSAT says they have no strong feelings either way re the provision
of this service to NASA. Their bz.sic opinion is that NASA should be
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provided with whatever facilities they want and COMSAT stands
ready to cooperate with them to the extent necessary.

Recommend you. sign the attached reply to Bernie Straesburg.

Charles C. Joyce, Jr.

Attachment

cc: DO Chron
DO Records
Steve Doyle
Dave Hall
Walter Hinchman
Jack Thorne11

CCJoyce:c1t
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
ASH1NGTON, D.C. L0546

Honorable Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Peter:

George Shultz asked me for a short paper on the
scientific results of Apollo 15. A copy of the
paper we sent him is enclosed for your information.

Enclosed with the paper is a sampling of thirteen
statements by some of the scientists involved in
the fli(jht, yiving their views concerning the
mission. Their exuberance is clearly evident.

Sincerely,

(
//(Zes C. Fletcher

Administrator

Enclosures
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SCIENCE ON APOLLO 15

The moon, the only body in our solar system other
than the earth which man himself can now explore, has
long held the promise of revealing exciting, scientific
discoveries. Man's seventh flight to the moon and fourth
landing has been called a great scientific achievement.
The first manned lunar landing, and each subsequent mission
have added greatly to our store of new knowledge. Apollo
15 is expected to surpass by far any of the previous mis-
sions when the final analyses of all the data are carried
out, because it had an expanded payload capability and
because it was the first mission involving coordinated
surface and orbital experiments.

The Apollo 15 mission has demonstrated, more than any
previous manned flight, the value of man in space. The
explicit and keen observations of the astronauts, combined
with the analysis of material returned from the moon, have
already led to new scientific discoveries. In addition to
their roles as explorers, the crew diagnosed and corrected
equipment malfunctions which permitted the successful com-
pletion of several important objectives that would have
been lost had man not been present.

Exploration of the Hadley/Apennine landing site by the
crew of Apollo 15 accomplished all of the primary mission
objectives. The four geological targets of highest priority
were reached. The lowest priority target, exploration of
the North Complex, was omitted because of lack of time.
Deployment of the geophysical station (ALSEP) was completely
successful, and all experiments are operating as planned.
A final high-priority objective, the return of a deep core
sample, was also attained.
.0

Some.of- the significant scientific aspects of the
Apollo 15 mission are already evident, although it may well
be several yoars before sufficient analysis and data corre-
lation are th hand to appreciate fully the magnitude of
this accomplihment. Several examples follow. The Apennine
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1,1ountai:ns are now known to be layered, thus indicating that
the history of the moon, prior to the formation of the Im-
brium 3asin some four billion years ago, was complex but
evolving along processes similar to those already observed
on the earth and moon. It is this early history in the
evolution of a planet that has intrigued scientists, pri-
marily because the comparable early history of the earth
has been obliterated by later processes and cannot now be
studied. A detailed understanding of the moon will thus
lead to a better understanding about the earth, its origin
and evolution, and perhaps even its mineral resources. The
white crystalline rock described by Scott, may well be a
piece of the early lunar crust which has never been con-
clusively identified among the samples returned from previous
missions. This rock may prove to be the missing chemical
link in understanding the early evolution of the moon.
(Because of the importance of collecting this material,
Apollos 16 and 17, among the many other scientific objectives
to be accomplished, will continue the search, and hopefully
will unravel the complex history of the moon through the
study of the lunar highlands.) Another significant find
was the bedrock collected at Hadley Rille. Samples of this
bedrock will indicate the processes of formation of the Mare
and, hopefully, the Rille itself. Finally, the deep core
sample will allow us to study, layer by layer, a long period
in the moon's past, from the present back perhaps a billion
years in the moon's history.

Data now being telemetered from the ALSEP experiments
left on the moon's surface are already disclosing new infor-
mation about the moon's deep interior. Seismic events were
recorded for the first time simultaneously on three instru-
ments during the moon's recent perigee. The centers of
these events are now being precisely located. Data from
the second magnetometer, in conjunction with orbital magne-
tometer readings from the subsatellite, will now allow us
to interpret the structure and thermal regime of the moon
to its very core. Both of these interpretations, supported
by data from the first heat flow experiment, will give us a
firm starting point from which valid comparisons of the
earth and moon can be made. A three station laser ranging
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retroi-eflector network has also been established. Precisemeasurements between the earth and these stations on themoon over many years will give us a better understanding ofthe interior structure of both bodies and eventually allow
us to measure movements in the earth's crust.

A major factor in the Apollo Program's increase incapability for scientific exploration was the addition inApollo 15 of the orbital science payload. This globalsurvey technique adds a new dimension to the Apollo Program.From the data acquired, the. moon's magnetic and gravityfields will be plotted, and physical and chemical maps willbe compiled and correlated with large portions of the surfacephotographed.

The orbital geochemical sensors have demonstrated thatwe now have the capability to extrapolate our knowledge,obtained at the landing sites, to other areas of the moon,including the farside. The preliminary orbital data havealready shcwn that Mare material is low in aluminum and highin magnesium relative to the Highlands. Radioactivity pro-files obtained from orbit show relatively high levels overImbrium. This is compatible with earlier geologic studiessuggesting that the Fra Mauro material is ejecta from theImbrium impact. Correlation of the orbital data with samplestudies will lead to the understanding of the processes andevents which have modified the moon. Orbital data haveshown that in addition to distinct relationships betweentopography and chemical composition, there is a relationshipbetween chemical composition and gravity profile as well.

In summary, Apollo 15 has established that a comprehen-sive scientific endeavor, including disciplines from bothorbital and surface science, can materially add to the under-standing of the history and composition of the moon. Thecrew was superbly trained and highly skilled and was thusable to focus on the important and on the unexpected -- tohelp develop a new level of understanding about our sisterplanet. The observed layering and organization of the lunarmaterial in the Apennine Mountains and the Hadley Rille,together with. the information from the third scientific
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station emplaced on the moon, as well as detailed measure-

m3nts from lunar orbit, have already added many pieces to
'Lie puzzle about the origin of the moon, the earth, the

solar system, and the universe.

Enclosures:

1. Summary of Scientific Achievements
2. Statements from scientists associated

with Apollo 15.

NASA/August 17, 1971.



APOLLO 15 SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS 

1\chieveme,nts 

Total Distance Traversed 27.9 Km

Total Sample Return ,-80 kg

Total EVA Manhours 37 hours

First three-station lunar network of geophysical instruments

Passive Seismometer
Laser Ranging Retroreflector

Suprathermal Ion Detector

First two-station lunar network of geophysical instruments

Lunar Surface Magnetometer

Cold Cathode Ionization Gauge

Solar Wind Spectrometer

Solar Wind Composition Experiment exposure time doubled

Deep core from lunar surface ( 225 cm.)

Layering of Apennine Mountains photographed and described

Bedrock samples collected for first time

First major science station in lunar orbit

First comprehensive study of lunar chemical composition

from lunar orbit

First comprehensive study of lunar atmosphere from lunar orbit

Orbital location of local lunar magnetic anomalies associated

with craters

Confirmation of chemical difference between Mare and Highlands

High quality mapping photography

Correlation of Laser altimetry with spacecraft doppler
tracking measured the offset between Center of Mass and

Center of Figure of moon

Unique studies of galactic X-Ray Sources
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Surface ExPeriments 

Passive Seismic Experiment
Heat Flow Exneriment
Lunar Surface Magnetometer
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment
Solar Wind Composition
Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment
Laser Ranging Retroreflector
Solar Wind Composition
Lunar Geology Investigation
Soil Mechanics Experiment '
Lunar Dust Detector

Orbital Experiments 

Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
X-Ray Spectrometer
Alpha-Particle Spectrometer
=-14=nri Transponder (CSM & LM)
i.lass Spectrometer
Bistatic Radar
Subsatellite:

Particle Measurement
Magnetometer
S-Band Transponder

CM Window Meteoroid
UV Photo Earth and Moon
Gegenschein

Orbital Facilities 

61 cm. Panoramic Camera
7.6 cm. Mapping Camera
Laser Astimeter



Mr. Vroderick J. Doyle
No:Icnrch :IctcnList, :!,apping Division
UniLed Geolocical survey,

Topographic Division
Chairman, Apollo Orbital Science Photographic Team
Past Pl-esidct, American Society of Photogrammetry

"The orbital cameras flown on Apollo 15 are part of an integrated system

which includes the cameras themselves, the spacecraft tracking, the Laser

Altimeter, and the ground data reduction equipment and techniques. Simply

in terms of information gathering ability, the Panoramic Camera is equivalent

to sixty Lunar Orbiters, and the Mapping Camera to fifteen more Lunar Orbiters.

The combination of napping Camera, Stellar Camera, Laser Altimeter, and

tracking data will permit the precise location of any point on the moon's

surface recorded by the cameras.

In addition to providing a cartographic base for location of the data

recorded by the other Apollo orbital sensors, this information will permit

inferences to be drawn regarding the departure of the moon's shape from

spherical, the separation of the center of mass from the center of figure

and the correlation of topographic features with gravity anomalies.

These facts have geophysical implications regarding a hot or cold genesis

for the moon, and the extent to which tectonic forces may still be operating."



Dr. Leon f;ilver
Tmft2ssor,
California Institte of Technology
Co-Investigator, Lunar SurfaceGeology Experiment
14(nbor, Preliminary Examination Team

"Anollo 15 has yielded the most comprehensive sampling observations and
nhotography of any lunar mission today. These should provide the basis
Cor developing a more accurate understandinE and should extend the effective
known time span of the history of the moon. They should also extend our

understanding of the physical nature' of the moon to significant depths,

perhaps to 10 km or more. We have probably moved a major step closer to
understanding the evolution of the sister planetary body. The new clues

to the chemical evolution of the moon can mean a closer understanding of
how important chemical elements useful to ran were concentrated on our own
planet. Equally im-sortant, the deep core of the soil and the other cores
anJ soil samples are the best record we have of the activities of our sun
for the past several billion years. We share the effects of variations in
solar activities with the moon and this record will provide knowledge vital
to the well being of man who is so dependent on the activities of the sun."



Dr. Richard H. Jahns
Dapartment of Earth Sciences

Stanrcird University
President, Geological Society of America

%eyond the more obvious elements of spectacular success, the Apollo 15

mission deserves special recognition in the context of scientific

accomplishment. The return of records, materials, and descriptive

information from a site of great geologic density was remarkable in

scope and quality; it was an impressive "delivery of the goods" RELATIVE

TO SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION OF THE LUNAR EXPLORATION PROGRAM.

More than this, Apollo 15 firmly demonstrated the wisdom of a manned 

lunar program. The astronauts handled an astonishingly large number of

complex tn.kc, Including sc= for which direct human input was uniquely

required. Their presence on the scene yielded the best description and

documentation of lunar features yet obtained, and it made possible some

useful changes in procedure as responses to unexpected conditions. It

is difficult to conceive of a comparable unmanned mission that would

have been more than a pallid substitute in terms of results obtained.

The combination of a carefully selected site, exceptionally able and well

trained astronauts, top quality equipment, and coordinated planning and

back-up efforts paid off handsomely for science, and from Apollo 15 we

should learn a great deal about lunar materials, features, and history.

From it we may also learn something about the early history of the earth,

which it is felt has been little more than conjecture."



Dr. Robert M. Walker
McDonnell Professor of Physics
"Vashington University
Principal Investigator Lunar Sample Program

"The Apollo 15 mission was clearly a milestone in human achievement.

Perhaps most astonishing was the evident advance in scientific

accomplishment over earlier missions. So many things were so much

better that it is hard to single out any one improvement. The Lunar

Rover, made it possible to sample.many important formations. The

deep drill represents a quantum jump in our ability to understand

the evolution of the lunar surface. The orbital experiment will

make it possible to tie our ground observations to the moon as a whole.

The crew was simply great. The evident understanding of the scientific

objectives speaks highly of their intelligence, their dedication, and,

equally important, their excellent training. With this mission,

scientific exploration of the moon matured. All involved have my

heart-felt congratulations and my deepest thanks."



Dr. Larry A. Haskin
Prot'essor of Chemistry,
University ot' Wisconsin
Vice-Chairman, Lunar Sample Analysis

Planning Team
Principal Investigator, Lunar Sample Program

"The Astronauts were very efficient and conservative in their efforts, .

which clearly reflects not merely the special interest of Scott and Irvin

In the scientific aspects of their mission but also shifts in emphasis in

Astronaut training. It was important 'to have Astronauts who understood the

essence of the scientific needs of the mission to the point that they could

make good decisions themselves while on the surface; it was also important

that a group of groundbased scientists representing a range of disciplines

could still influence their sampling activities....

The opportunity for our representatives in Houston to be consulted during

the surface activities about the suitability of or necessity at a given site

for the collection of comprehensive samples was very important....

I have always been impressed that NASA could coordinate vastly complex

hardware and so many people in order to get men to the moon and back. Now

I am thanking you and your organization at MSC for also successfully

coordinating our scientific needs deeply enough into mission planning to

bring them to fruition on the lunar surface."



Dr. G. J. Wasserburg
Profesr,or of Geolocy and Geophysics,
Californla,Institute of Technology
PrLncipnl Tnveztirator, Lunar Sample Program

. Member, National Academy of Sciences and
Nat Lonal Research Council

Mel:Iber, The U. S. 1:ationa1 Committee for Geochemistry

"Apollo 15 has initiated an advanced series of lunar missions with

extraordinary success. This mission represents a quantum jump to a new

state in lunar exploration. The skill and dedication of the astronauts

in carrying out this endeavor in exploration and science is coupled with

a major increase in mobility and versatility which will yield much more

fruit in future lunar missions."



Dr. James R. Arnold
Professor of Chemistry
University Of California, San Diego
Principal investigator, Apollo Gamma Ray

pectrometer
:Iational Academy of Science

"The orbiting geochcmical package on Apollo 15 represents the achievement

of a dream of many years: napping the chemical composition of a broad

and representative part of the lunar surface. This was accomplished with

a group of sensors (Gamma Ray, X-Ray; and Alpha Particle) mounted in the

Service Module, which were in use through the period of lunar orbit, and on

the way home. It is remarkable that we are learning much about the chemical

composition of the backside of the moon, where samples will probably not be

collected for decades. It is equally remarkable that we can obtain typical,

or average composition over large regions, for example a mean for Mare

Crisium, rather than that of samples from a local point.

This milestone has many implications for the future of lunar and planetary

research. Ue can look forward to accurate chemical maps over the whole moon,

including the polar regions where volatiles may be concentrated, and to

mapping of Mars, Mercury, and the Asteroids."
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Dr. Isidore Adler
:;enior Gcientist, Theoretical Studies Branch
Goddard ;11[Ice. Flight Center
Principal Investigator, Apollo X-Ray Spectrometer

"1 find this probably the most exciting thing that has ever happened to

me scientifically." Three things strike me as very significant."

1. "We are getting chemical information about a large portion of the moon,

far larger than one could hope to get by just going to the surface."

2. "We are getting chemical and physical information about the backside

of the moon which is probably inaccessible by any other means."

3. "We have demonstrated very effectively, the power of this remote sensing

technique and its significance to remote analysis of planetary surfaces,

and perhaps its use in geochemical prospecting."



Dr. Cary V. Latham
Senior Research Associate
lAmont-Doherty Geological Observatory
Principal Investigator Passive Seismic Experiment

"with the successful installation of a geophysical station at Hadley

Rille, the Apollo Program has for the first time achieved a network

of stations on the lunar surface, a network that is absolutely essen-

tial for the location of natural events on the moon. The establishment

of this network is perhaps the most important milestone in the geo-

physical exploration of the moon. The first event to be recorded on

all three stations was man-made: the impact of the LM ascent stage

near the Apollo 15 station. The now familiar rumble generated by this

impact spread slowly outward and reached the Apollo 15 station in 28

seconds and the Apollo 12 and 14 stations, 1,100 km to the south in

about seven minutes. The fact that this small source of energy was

detected at such great range strongly supports the hypothesis that

meteorite impacts are being detected from the entire lunar surface.

The SIVI1 impact from mission 15 extended the depth to which lunar

structure can be determined by seismic methods to nearly 100 km. From

these additional data, it now appears that a change in composition may

occur at a depth of 25 km beneath the surface. If so, this would be

strong evidence for the presence of a lunar crust, equivalent to the

crust of the earth, and of about the same thickness."



Dr. Pvul Gorenstein
riinrf;toff '3cientist

:41twe Re::ear,th Division .
Amt,rii7nn ;;Lonce and Encineering
Princlpnl Inveutlrator, Apollo 1phu

Par Li spectrometer

"Apollo 15 presented our first opportunity for an extensive study of the

chemistry of the lunar surface. We have surveyed an area amounting to

over 1,000,000 square miles with the Gamma-ray, X-ray, and Alpha Particle

apectrameters from the orbiting Command and Service Modules. We have

successfully manned the chemical composition of a substantial portion of

the surface including regions on the farside of the moon. In particular,

we have obtained the first c —positional data on the backside. Significant

differences in chemical composition between Maria and highland regions have

Within the regions surveyed by Apollo 15, we will be able to locate possible

areas of unusual chemical composition, high radioactivity concentration, or

sites of outgassing phenomena.

During the trans-earth coast, the X-ray spectrometer observed previously

discovered X-ray objects deep in our galaxy. The X-ray errilssions from

these objects do not penetrate our atmosphere, so are observable only from

:Tace. By pointing the instrument at several of these objects for periods

of up to one hour, we obtained the longest coverage to date. Ground based

optical and radio observatories in the Soviet Union and Europe participated

in simultaneous observation with Apollo 15 of two objects whose time varying

light and radio emissions are detectable at the earth. Hence) we succeeded

in obthininc, unique and important data in the area of galactic X-ray astronomy.

!(! have the data necessary for assessing the potential of the moon and near-

3u1ar euvironment as a base for X-ray astronomy."



Mr. William L. Sjogren
Member, Technical Staff, Tracking and
C:bit Detemlination Section
Propulsion Laboratory

Prncipal investigator, Apollo S-band Transponder
Gravity Experiment

"The data from Apollo 15 science will no doubt be continually bearing

fruit for the next several years. The simultaneous, concentrated effort

of so many disciplines will provide a unified understanding of the moon.

This understanding is basic, for man must eventually leave this earth

and inhabit other planets and solar systems. Man will not die like

his mindless animal ancestors from eon to eon, for his search for

truth and knowledge will certainly continue his existence.

Preliminary results from Apollo 15 science has been very illuminating.

Gravity, seismic, chemical, thermal, and magnetic data are tying

together beautifully. Some first farside data, other than photography,

are now available. Correlation between these results will provide

definite theoretical models of the moon. We can then appreciate what

can and cannot be done with the moon to further our understanding of

the other planets and of the earth itself."



Dr. Johannes Gess
Din!ctor, Physikalisches Institut,

University of Berne
Principal Investigator, Solar Wind Composition Experiment

"Conc,ratulation to :;ASA for a mission of great scientific significance.

The rocks collected with expertise by the Apollo 15 astronauts should

reveal the sequence of events which formed Mare Imbrium and the Apennine

Mountains during the early history of the moon. The record of the first

billion years of the earth's history was essentially destroyed by its own

geological activity. Investigations on the Hadley rocks together with

geologic-geophysical observations should enable us for the first time to

draw firm conclusions about this early epoch in the history of the solar

system,nna Bbniat the process of formation of planetary bodies.

Apollo 15 has demonstrated the essential role man plays in the exploration

and scientific investigation of the very complex solid bodies in the solar

system.

Our Solar Wind Comtosition Experiment has collected solar matter over a

period twice as long as in earlier Apollo missions. Consequently, we

expect to obtain precise data on abundances in the sun of rare isotopes

such as Neon-21 and Argon-38. By comparing isotopic and elemental abundance

results from different missions we study acceleration and fractionation

processes in the solar atmosphere. Presently we interprete the observed

diZference between the helium isotope abundances of meteoritic and solar

matter as due to nuclear processes inside the sun. The difference between

the neon isotopic composition in the sun and in the earth's atmosphere is



due to as losses from the latter. L;ince the Solar Wind is one of the

principal sources of gas in the lunar atmosphere, our experiment establishes

the ra s of input to the lunar surface of gases which are found in the

atmosphere of the moon.

I wish to thank you for the cooperation NASA has generously extended to

our institute."



Dr. Juin) II. liorrmun
A::::(win Le Pi•bressor
Dtvisinn or Atmospheric and Space sciences
University or Texas at Dallas
Principal Investigator, Apollo Lunar Orbital

Mass Spectrometer

"17)0]10 15 has given us an opportunity to observe the lunar atmosphere

Ir the first time with an instrument designed to determine the composition

and abundance of the gases associated with the moon. Preliminary results

21101/ an unexpectedly large population of gas molecules at lunar orbit altitudes.

Many kinds of gases, from water vapor and carbon dioxide to many hydrocarbon

molecules are observed.

In addition) the data covers a significant fraction of the moon's surface,

nnd iv us us en opportunity to search for volcan:c type events that release

gases into the atmosphere. One such event may already have been observed

on the backside.

The Apollo 15 flight, with its abundant scientific return will certainly

provide a much deeper understanding of the solar system) and hopefully is

the beginning of a detailed scientific investigation of the moon."
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JUL 3 U 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Peter Flanigan
Dr. Edward David

I have been trying to think through where we are and where we might
want to be going on the question of international cooperation in space
and our own planning for the post-Apollo space program. It seems
to me that most of the discussions on these subjects going on in the
bureaucracy have gotten mired down in a narrow perspective and far
too much detail.

I—suppose my thoughts basically boil down to two propositions and a
rather simple proposal:

Ilt_o_pstations:

1. Launch assurances are the main issue with the Europeans;
If the United States is going to give away launch assurances on a
significant basis, we should get far more credit for the country and
President than the current scenarios would permit. ihis should be
announced and played as the really significant U.S. initiative it is.

2. With the passing of the moon landing goal, we have not
been able to find any useful rz_tionale or plarzning framework to guide
NASA in planning the space program. We very much need to find some
such device to guide planning and establish expenditure restraints.

Proposal:

Put NASA launch operations (include launch vehicle design and
procurement) on a commercial accounting basis within NASA; this
presumably would involve some kind of trust fund or industrial fund
that would take full account of investment, operating costs, depre-
ciation, etc. Have the President announce that NASA launch operations

4
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are being put on a commercial-type basis and that these services
will be made available to the nations of the world and to private
business on nondiscriminatory economic basis. The general pitch
would be that the United States was .putting space launch services
on a stable, regular basis for the economic, social, and scientific
benefit of mankind.

••

This clearly needs earns more thought to fill out the scope and the
posture that would maximise our various objectives, but I believe

something like this has great promise. If you agree, I propose
that we establish a small Executive Office working group to explore
the idea a bit more before getting NASA and State all excited.

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)
Subject File
Chron File

CTWhitehead:ed/jm/ec:7/27/71

Clay T.• Whitehead
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JUL 3 u 197

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. Peter Flanigan
Dr. Edward David

I.

I have been trying to think through where we are and where we might
want to be going on the question of international cooperation in space
and our own planning for the post-Apollo space program. It seems
to me that most of the discussions on these subjects going on in the
bureaucracy have gotten mired down in a narrow perspective and far

• too much detail.

I-suppose my thoughts basically boil down to two propositions and a
rather simple proposal:

:.7

I. Launch assurances are the main issue with the Europeans;
if the United States is going to give away launch assurances on a
significant basis, we should get far more credit for the country and
President than the current scenarios would permit. This should be
announced and played as the really significant U.S. initiative it is.

2. With the passing of the moon landing goal, we have not
been able to find any useful rationale or planning framework to guide
NASA in planning the space program. We very much need to find some
such device to guide planning and establish expenditure restraints.

Proposal:

Put NASA launch operations (include launch vehicle design and
procurement) on a commercial accounting basis within NASA; this
presumably would involve some kind of trust fund or industrial fund
that would take full account of investment, operating costs, depre-
ciation, etc. Have the President announce that NASA launch operations
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are being put on a commercial-type basis and that these services
will be made available to the nations of the world and to private
business on nondiscriminatory economic basis. The general pitch
would be that the United States Wa ,putting space launch services

on a stable, regular basis for the economic, social, and scientific

benefit of mankind.
••

T.his clearly needs some more thought to fill out the scope and the
posture that would ma:drnize our various objectives, but I believe
something like this has great promise. If you agree, I propose

that we establish a small Executive Office working group to explore

the idea a bit more before getting NASA and State all excited.

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)
Subject File
.Chron File

CT.Whitehead:edijm/ec:7/27/71

Clay T.- Whitehead

•



June 29, 1971

To: Dick Speier

From: Tom Whitehead

These are the things you asked
to borrow. Please return as
soon as you have read it.

Attachments: NASA papers:( Introduction to NASA Presentation on
Post-Apollo

(2) Technology Transfer in the Post-Apollo Program
(3)Alternatives to Post-Apollo Participation

"The Artist's Guide to His Market" by Betty Chamberlain --
books belongs to Speier.
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Tuesday 6/22/71

9:50 Professor Rathj ens of MIT called again.

Mr. Whitehead spoke with him.

-
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINCTON

June L /4:50

Eva-

Professor Herrington and Professor

Rathj ens of MIT called. They wanted to

speak with Mr. Whitehead and if he was

not available Walt Hinchman. I delayed

action by saying that Mr. Whitehead was

• away from his desk, but I would see if

Mr. Hinchman was available. Walt had

departed for Geneva. Th‘.., are doing a

Domestic Satellite Study Lor NASA and

wishes to discuss that subject. Mr. White-'

head said he would speak to them or Dr.

Mansur would -- they are to call back in

the morning.

timmie



Lionday 4/26/71

8:55 Staphe* Bull's office called to invite you to the
swearing-in ceremony for Mr. Fletcher in the
Presideigis office tomorrow (4/27) at 10 a.m.

9s5S We have accepted the invitation.



71//1 r/4-
Thursday 4/15/71

4:55 We understand that Dr. James C. Fletcher of Brigham Young

University has been confirmed by the Senate to be

the Na sa Administrator — but has not yet been sworn in.

(Has a sporadic schedule but we can check with Miss Covert (13) 3 6931

if we need to know his schedule.)

cc: Dr. Mansur

•
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EXECUTIVE.OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOrk.!MUNICATIONS POLICY

WAq1-411\tC;TrIN n.c. 20504

Dee: April 9, 1971

Subject: GE C:.ntractual Support

G. F. Mansur

The following is submitted in response to your memo of
Marcn 26, 1971, on the GE Support Contract:

a. Since spectrum/orbit utilization considerations
in connection with the WARC have been essentially completed,
it is timely for NASA to "take over" and support directly
any additional studies they feel necessary.

b. The enclosure was forwarded to NASA to terminate the
contract so tar as OTP is concerned, return the monies proposed
for follow on efforts and, in effect, get OTP out of the area.

The fOrPigninrr coordinated in advancc with
3ZP (5.R. O'C:ualieli and u. unoiniere) and NASA (Didk Mai.sten's
personnel).

d. Upon formal acceptance by NASA, the contract will be
amended to terminate OEP/OTP ,̂Nntractual obligaticns 4_2 GE
and Ln over further actions to NASA.

c. The views expressed in your March 26 memorandum are
understood, concurred in, and will be borne in mind in the
future.

4,7. Dean;

Enclosure

cr. w4/
W.cNLIkC“-.-N t C\

kij'ao y



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHaniGT‘...., 6.I.C. 20504

April 0, 1971

Dr. Richard B. Marsten
Director Communications Programs
NASA Headquarters
Cod2 SC
Washington, D. C. 20546

Roar Dr. Marsten:

As you are aware, your Office, the FCC, and this Office have for over
-two -year: jointly funded and participated in Contract No. OTP-SE-69-102
with the General Electric Company. To date, this contract has yielded
excellent results which have been documented in five volumes.

The basic purpose of the Contract was to provide inputs and methodology
to the U. S. Government for assessing factors and values affecting
spectrum/orbit utilization by communication satellites in stationary
orbit. Since execution of the basic contract in February 1969, five
amendments to the contract have been executed providing additional funds
and tasks. One of the primary objectives of the study concerning the
preparm..on for Agenda Item #5 at trn -nrthcoming WARC has been generally
achieved. Therefore, we Arp nt thP oryininn thAt it tim-ly for
NASA to perform any additional study in this area directly with General
Electric.

Of the $248,973 expended on the contract to date, the funding has been
divideci as follows: FCC, $50,000; Olt-, $91,100; and NASA, $107,873.
This amount covers all work performed by General Electric through Task
XIV of the contract, and has been paid the contractor.

NASA recently transferred $70,000 to OTP to fulfill additional tasks on
this contract, namely the providing of support to NASA on (1) a satellite
spacing study and proposed experiment; and (2) evaluation of the orbital
utilization properties of the domestic satellite proposals made to the
FCC. This work is currently being performed by General Electric under
-Amendment #5 of subject contract.

 _Amendment #5 (attached) of the contract provides funds to cover the
study through Task XIV. It further describes the technical requirements
for Tasks XV through XVIII, and also includes the costs for each task as

..well as estimated completion date for each. Funding for Tasks XV through
XVIII was predicated upon receipt of NASA funds and was to be made to
GE on an incremental basis at the same level of funding to be provided by
NASA. Based on previous level of effort, the estimated cost of Tasks
XV through XVIII as described in the Amendment is $90,511, which would
complete the contract as now written.
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The $76,6,111 recently received from NASA was for the purpose of funding,
in pt, those tasks identified in A dment #5 with the understanding
that no effort would be expended by GE beyond this amount. $10,000 of
this $70,000 was expressly for Task XVIII.

As indicated above, it is our desire to transfer the contract to NASA
for completion of the work outlined in Amendment #5, and at the same
time return to NASA the aforementioned $70,000 to cover partial payment
of the remaining tasks to be completed.

Technical and administrative monitoring responsibilities of the study
would also be transferred to NASA.

Upon your acceptance of these conditions, we will amend the contract
limiting our technical and contractual obligations to General Electric
as follo",s: (1) Tasks I through XIV, and (2) funding of $248,973.

A copy of the contract and amendments thereto is attached for your
information. Additional documentation, as required, will be made avail-
able to your office upon request.

Sincerely,

fl qj

W. Dean, Jr.
Director
Frequenuy anagement

Attachments
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
wAsH,NG-T-(w. ̂ .C. 20504

April 5, 1971

MEMO FOR: Will D

From: Frank

1(

Attached is a draft letter prepared by Choiniere re contract

OTP-SE--69-102 with GE. I am satisfied with the thrust of

the letter which will terminate OTP responsibility for Tasks

I through XIV in the amount of $248, 973.

If the letter is satisfactory with you, perhaps you could have

staff it through NASA pric:r. to sending it over.

_Attachment



T E NEXT DECADE IN SPACE

A Report GI the

Space Science and Technology Panel

c‘f

President's Science Advisory Committee

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

--OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

`• • .•...

March 1970

'• •
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FEBRUARY Z7, 1971

Office of the White riess Secretary

The President today announced his intention to nominate James C. Fletcher
to he Admini:7),-:::-..tor of the National Ae,..ona.L.L.ics and Space AdminisiKcii.it.H.L.
He will succeed Thomas O. Paine who resigned effective September 15, 1q70,

Fletcher "r1P "hisc.t, President of the of Utah and College
Ea8tern Utah. i_nce 1964. In 1960 he organized the Space General Coipc;i- .tion,
a subsid.i.-.ry'_*.nerojet-General Corporati, serving as its Preside.iiL
1960 to 1962 ailui chairman of the Board from .1962 to 1964. Fletcher was tne
organize' and President of Space Electronics Corporation, serving from
1960 to 1962.

A former .A.ssociate Director of the Guided Missile Laboratory at Ramo-Wool-
ridge Corporatinn, Fletcher has served as a consultant to the Office of th
Secretary of Defense, to the Arms Controlani Disarmament Agency and this
President's Science Advisory Committee. He is a member of the Air Force
Science Advisory Board and the Naval. Werf--, T.,. Panel,

I:jurn. June 5, m Millburn, New Jersey, Fletcher earned his under
graduate degree at Columbia University in 1q40 and his Ph. D,, Califirn
Institute of Technology in 1948. He is married and has four children and
resides in SEIT: Lake City, Utah.



February 24, 1971

George:

This is the draft letter from Low to Bondi. Torn Nelson
specifically calls your attention to the parenthetical state-
ment in the final paragraph on page 2. He says you ought
to consider very carefully what that means.

State Lepartment (Bert ilein) is sending you comments on
the aerosat program late today or first thing tomorrow.
Nelson requests that you not sign off on this draft of Low's
letter to Bondi until you have ,seen State's comments on
the aerosat program. Nelson would like very much to
talk with you personally this evening or tomorrow.

'Signed

Steve

cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)-<-----C*

Mr. royle

SEroyle/ec/24Feb71
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To Dr. David

Prom: Torn V7c-hcaa

FYI as ascuesed•



February 8, 1971

To: Jon Rose

From: Tom Whitehead

Here is the NASA memo. I will have a shorter
memo on the private sector area Tuesday or
Wednesday before I come over to meet with Pete.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CT Whitehead:jm



6 FEB 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

This Administration has never really faced up to where we are going
in Space. NASA, with some help from the Vice President, made a
try in 1969 to get the President committed to an "ever-onward-and-
upward" post-Apollo program with continued budget growth into the
$640 billion range. We were successful in holding that off at least
temporarily, but we have not developed any theme or consistency
in policy. As a result, NASA is both drifting and lobbying for bigger
things -- without being forced to focus realistically on what it ought
to be doing. They are playing the President's vaguely defined desire
for international cooperation for all it's worth, and no one is effectively
forcing them to put their cooperative schemes in any perspective of
whether they are good or not so good, what are their side effects, and
are they worth the candle. For the last two years, we have cut the
NASA budget, but they manage each year to get a "compromise" of a
few hundred million on their shuttle and space station plans. Is the
President really going to ignore a billion or so of sunk costs and
industry expectations when he gets hit for the really big money in a
year or two?

I will try to be constructive by sketching out a few thoughts on the
subject that might suggest what we should do about all this.

NASA is -- or should be -- making a transition from rapid razzle-
dazzle growth and glamor to organizational maturity and more stable
operations for the long term. Such a transition requires wise and
agile management at the top if it is to be achieved successfully. NASA
has not had that. (Tom Paine may have had the ability, but he lacked
the inclination -- preferring to aim for continued growth.) They have
a tremendous overhead structure, far too large for any reasonable
size space program, that will have to be reduced. There will be
internal morale problems of obvious kinds. The bright young experts

attracted by the Apollo adventure are leaving or becoming middle-aged
bureaucrats with vested interests and narrow perspectives. (Remember
when atomic power was a young glamor technology? Look at AEC now
and you see what NASA could easily become.)
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There needs to be a sense of direction, both publicly and within NASA.

The President's statement on the seventies in space laid the ground-

work, but no one is following up. What do we expect of a space

program? We need to define a balance of science, technology develop-

ment, applications, defense, international prestige and the like; but
someone will have to do that in a way that really controls the program

rather than vice-versa. In particular, we need a new balance of manned

and unmanned space activity, for that one dimension has big implications

for everything else. We need a more sensible balance of overhead

expenditures and money for actual hardware and operations; the aero-

space industry could be getting a lot more business than they are,
I suspect, with the same overall NASA budget if we could get into all

that overhead.

IMO

NASA is aggressively pursuing European funding for their post-Apollo

program. It superficially sounds like the "cooperation" the President

wants, but is this what the President would really want if we really
thought it through? We have not yet decided what we want our post-
Apollo program to be or how fast it will go, but if NASA successfully

gets a European commitment of $1 billion, the President and the
Congress will have been locked into NASA's grand plans because the
political cost of reneging would be too high. I assume the President
wants space cooperation as a way of building good will and reducing
international tensions. But it does not follow that all joint ventures

will have that effect. INTELSAT, for example, is a fully cooperative
space venture and less political than the post-Apollo effort now

envisaged would be, but most would agree it has been more of a headache
than a joy and has created new tensions and contentions rather than

good will and constructive working relationships. Finally, the U.S.

trade advantage in the future will increasingly depend on our techno-
logical know-how. The kind of cooperation now being talked up will
have the effect of giving away our space launch, space operations, and
related know-how at 10 cents on the dollar. It does seem to me that
taking space operations out of the political realm and putting it more
nearly in the commercial area would diminish international bickering
and give U.S. high technology industries the advantages and opportunities
they deserve; this may or may not prove fully feasible, but the point is,
no one in this Administration is seriously trying to find out.

Int
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The key thing missing, I think, is management attention to these
issues. We need a new Administrator who will turn down NASA's
empire-building fervor and turn his attention to (1) sensible
straightening away of internal management and (2.) working with OMB
and White House to show us what broad but concrete alternatives the
President has that meet all his various objectives. In short, we
need someone who will work with us rather than against us, and will
seek progress toward the President's stated goals, and will shape the
program to reflect credit on the President rather than embarrassment.
We need a generalist who can understand dedicated technical experts
rather than the opposite. But we also need someone in the
Executive Office who has the time, inclination, and authority to
coordinate policy aspects. Separate handling of political, budget,
technical, and international aspects of NASA planning here means
that we have no effective control over the course of events because
all these aspects are interrelated.

We really ought to decide if we mean to muddle through on space policy
for the rest of the President's term in office or want to get serious
about it.

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:jm 2/6/71

Clay T. Whitehead



6 FEB 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

This Administration has never really faced up to where we are going

in Space. NASA, with some help from the Vice President, made a

try in 1969 to get the President committed to an "ever-onward-and-

upward" post-Ar.ollo program with continued budget growth into the

$6-10 billion range. We were successful in holding that off at least

temporarily, but we have not developed any theme or consistency

in policy. As a result, NASA is both drifting and lobbying for bigger

things — without being forced to focus realistically on what it ought

to be doing. They are playing the President's vaguely defined desire

for international cooperation for all it's worth, and no one is effectively

forcing them to put their cooperative schemes in any perspective of

whether they are good or not so good, what are their side effects, and

are they worth the candle. For the last two years, we have cut the

NASA budget, but they manage each year to get a "compromise" of a

few hundred million on their shuttle and space station plans. Is the

President really going to ignore a billion or so of sunk costs and

industry expectations when he gets hit for the really big money in a

year or two?

I will try to be constructive by sketching out a few thoughts on the

subject that might suggest what we should do about all this.

NASA is -- or should be -- ir.alzing a transition from rapid razzle-

dazzle growth and glamor to organizational maturity and more stable

operations for the long term. Such a transition requires wise and

agile management at the top if it is to be achieved successfully. NASA

has not had that. (Torn Paine may have had the ability, but he lacked

the inclination -- preferring to aim for continued growth.) They have

a tremendous overhead structure, far too large for any reasonable

size space program, that will have to be reduced. There will be

internal morale problems of obvious kinds. The bright young experts

attracted by the Apollo adventure are leaving or becoming middle-aged

bureaucrats with vested interests and narrow perspectives. (Remember

when atomic power was a young glamor technology? Look at AEC now

and you see what NASA could easily become.)
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There needs to be a sense of direction, both publicly and within NASA.

The President's statement on the seventies in space laid the ground-

work, but no one is following up. What do we expect of a space

program? We need to define a balance of science, technology develop-

ment, applications, defense, international prestige and the like; but

someone will have to do that in a way that really controls the program

rather than vice-versa. In particular, we need a new balance of manned

and unmanned space activity, for that one dimension has big implications

for everything else. We need a more sensible balance of overhead

e::penditures and money ior actual hardware and operations; the aero-

space industry could be gettinl a lot more business than they are,

suspect, with the same overall NASA budget if we could get into all

that overhead.

NASA is aggressively pursuing European funding for their post-Apollo

program. It superficially sounds like the "cooperation" the President

—w-ants, but is this what the President would really want if we really

thought it through? We have not yet decided what we want our post-

Apollo program to be or how fast it will go, but if NASA successfully

gets a European commitment of $1 billion, the President and the

Congress will have been locked into NASA's grand plans because the

political cost of reneging would be too high. 1 assume the President

wants space cooperation as a way of building good will and reducing

international tensions. But it does not follow that all joint ventures

will have that effect. LNTELSAT, fox example, is a fully cooperative

space venture and less political than the post-Apollo effort now

envisaged would be, but most would agree it has been more of a headache

than a joy and has created new tensions and contentions rather than

good will and constructive woricing reiationsnips. inally, the U.

trade advantage in the future will increasingly depend on our techno-

logical know-how. The kind of cooperation now being talked up will

have the effect of giving away our space launch, space operations, and

related know-how at 10 cents on the dollar. It does seem to me that

taking space operations out of the political realm and putting it more

nearly in the commercial area would diminish international bickering

and give U. S. high technology industries the advantages and opportunities

they deserve; this may or may not prove fully feasible, but the point is,

no one in this Administration is seriously trying to find out.



The key key thing missing, I think, is management attention to these
Issues. We need a new Administrator who will turn down NASA's
empire-building fervor and turn his attention to (1) sensible
straightening away of internal management and (2) working with 0N-1.B
and White House to show us what broad but concrete alternatives the
President has that meet all his various objectives. In short, we
need someone who will work with us rather than against us, and will
seek progress toward the President's stated goals, and will shape the
program to reflect credit on the President rather than embarrassment.
1,14.1 need a gcnerrilist wo can uxlcierstand ciecaLed technical ex.perts
rzther than the onposite. But we also need someone in the
Executive Office who has the time, inclination, and authority to
coordinate policy asneets. Separate handling of volitical,
technical, and international aspects of NASA planning here means
that we have no (Inactive coatrel over t-ae courg:e o; events becau.,
all these aspects are interrelated.

We really ought to decide if we mean to muddle through on space policy
for the rest of the President's term in office or want to.get serious
about it.

Clay T. Whitehead
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Mr. Wade St. Clair
Director, Public Services Division
Code SG, FOB 6, Room 6107
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
400 Maryland Avenue, S. V.
Washington, D.C. 20546

Dear Mr. St. Clair:

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of this Office, has received a letter of
invitation dated January 12, 1971, from George M. Low, to view the
launch of Apollo 14 on Sunday, January 31, 1971. Mx. Whitehead is
out of the city on an extended trip. In telephone consultation with
him, he indicated that other commitments will make it impossible to
attend the launch. he had received a prior general invitation in addi-
tion to the letter invitation of January 12. I am enclosing both.

Mr. Whitehead has asked me to inquire whether or not it would be
possible for his sister, Miss Nancy Whitehead, Legislative Assistant
to Senator Robert Dole of Kansas, to receive an invitation to view the
launch in Mr. Whitehead's place. I have checked with Senator Dole's
office and, to my knowledge, no other staff member of that office will
be attending. Miss Whitehead lives in Washington and, if possible,
Mr. Whitehead hopes that she could be provided with transportation.

I am directing this reply to you at the suggestion of Mr. Roscoe Monroe.
If I may be of any further assistance, please let me know. My telephone
number is 395-5800.

Sincerely,

si gned

Stephen E. Doyle
Special Assistant to the Director

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Doyle

SEDoyle/ec/18Jan71
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.6r. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur Olsson: Subj RF
Honorable George M. Low
Acting Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Mr. Low:

January 11, 1971

The Administration has completed a policy review on aeronautical

telecommunications via satellites for international civil aviation.

The Administration's position in this matter is contained in the
attachment, "Statement of Government Policy on Satellite Tele-
communications for International Civil Aviation Operations."

The Government policy provides a broad framework of objectives,
technical and operational arrangements, management arrangements
and economic arrangements to guide the Executive Branch agencies
during the year ahead. Among other things, the policy affirms the
lead management agency role of the Department of Transportation
and establishes supporting roles for the Department of State and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

We believe the Government policy represents an effective approach to

achieving the communications necessary for continued safety and im-

proved efficiency of international air travel. We also believe that the
United States has the opportunity to continue its leadership role in civil
aviation by aggressive implementation of the enunciated policy. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration has an important role in
supporting the implementation program.

We plan to supplement the policy statement in the near future with more
specific program guidelines. Meanwhile, the attached policy statement
will be used by the Executive Branch in reorienting its efforts in this
field, including subsequent United States participation in international

meetings.

I would like to express oar appreciation for your agency's contributions
to the policy review.

Encl.

Z
inperely,.

Clay T. Whitehead



December 23, 1970

Honorable George M. Low
Administrator
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Room 7137
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20546

Dear Mr. Low;

As discussed with George Mansur last week, I am
forwarding for your comment the draft policy
statement on satellite communications for overseas
civil aeronautical operations.

We would appreciate receiving your comments by
December 31st.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure
cc: Dr. George Mansur

Col. Olsson
Steve Doyle

ctwhitehead:ed



GENERAL CRITERIA

1. The U.S. should continue as a peaceful spacefaring nation and

structure its programs to enhance our position and image of world

leadership.

a. Conduct a balanced program of exploration, science, and

application.

b. Conduct a visible and reasonably continuous program of

manned space flight.

c. As a minimum, our program should be planned to maintain

our favorable image vis-a-vis the USSR.

d. Provide opportunities for international cooperation.

2. The space program should be made up of projects each of which:

a. contributes to the advancement of technology;

b. lends iteself to evolutionary development, allowing proof of

principal, reduction of technical risk, lower cost of space

operations, and demonstration of payoff along the way, as

well as permitting fruitful use in case of termination at

some step in a multi-step development;

c. is not so large as to cause imbalance in a fixed-budget space

program, nor because of its size, should it become the major

driver of the space program as a whole.
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3. Our efforts should keep options open for international cooperation.

a. The concept of international cooperation should be based on

the assumption that arrangements will be reciprocal and

mutually beneficial, bearing in mind that our world leadership

will require that we compete with as well as cooperate with

other nations in space.

b. Only those projects should be undertaken which are sufficiently

straightforward in both a technical and management sense that

we are reasonably certain they will increase rather than injure

our mutual friendship.

c. We should put ourselves into a position that would permit

US-USSR cooperation, while recognizing the necessities of

having political flexibility and reciprocity of prestige.

d. There should be sufficient mission flexibility so that important

elements of our program do not become dependent on cooperative

arrangements.

4. Management factors to be considered.

a. Shape institutional base to programs, not vice versa.

b. Work towards efficient consolidation of management and base.
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5. The space program should stimulate and enhance the practical

benefits from space operations.

a. Continue the rapid development of new uses and innovations

in space.

b. Projects and technological areas should be pursued that have

potential commercial or operational application. When

commercial or operational viability is demonstrated, the

program should be transferred to the user or to the commercial

sector of the economy.

6. A productive science program should be continued for its benefit

to the advancement of human knowledge and for the prestige that accrues

to the U.S.

Science conducted in space should be judged in relation to

the U.S. science program as a whole.



October 20

GENERAL CRITERIA

In summary, the U.S. should continue as a peaceful spacefaring nation

and structure its programs to enhance our position and image of world

leadership.

a. Conduct a balanced program of exploration, science, and

application, which also contributes to the advancement of

technology.

b. Conduct a visible and reasonably continuous program of

manned space flight.

c. As a minimum, our program should be planned to maintain our

favorable image vis-a-vis the USSR.

d. Opportunities for the option of innovative international cooperation

should be assessed. •

More specifically:

1. The space program should be made up of projects each of Which:

a. lends itself to evolutionary development, allowing proof

of principal, reduction of technical risk and reduced cost

of space operations, and demonstration of payoff along the

way by producing useful results at several intervals in a

multi-step development;
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b. is not so large as to force future imbalance in a fixed-

budget space program, nor because of its size, should

it become the major driver of the space program as a

whole.

2. Management factors to be considered.

a. Shape institutional base to programs, not vice versa.

b. Work towards efficient consolidation of management

and base.

c. The present NASA structure was appropriate to Apollo,

but could be more responsive to future directions if

realigned along the lines: (1) launch operations and

booster development, which would work toward being a

self-supporting service; (2) exploration and space science;

•(3) development of new, non-commercial space applications;

and (4) research in new space-oriented and aeronautical

technology.

3. The space program should stimulate and enhance the practical

benefits from space operations.

a. Continue the rapid development of new uses and innovations

in space.

b. Projects and technological areas should be pursued that have

potential commercial or operational application, but which
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are not at the stage of being cost-effective. When

commercial or operational viability is demonstrated, as

determined outside NASA, the program should be transferred

to the user or to the commercial sector of the economy.

4. A productive exploration and science program should be continued

from space for its benefit to the advancement of human knowledge and for

the prestige that accrues to the U.S.

a. Exploration missions relate to national irriage and should

be funded by NASA.

b. Space science should be selected and judged in relation to

the U.S. science program as a whole, and the experiment

and recurring costs should be funded through NSF.

c. To reduce the cost of space science, NASA should develop

an experiment bus.

5. Our efforts should keep options open for international cooperation.

a. International cooperation projects must be individually

judged on the bases of answers to the following questions:

(1) is the projected benefit clearly and demonstrably worth

the cost, recognizing that the value of space cooperation

depends strongly on the matter of visibility; (2) are we

committing ourselves inadvertently to more than the

particular project; and (3) is an appropriate balance being

maintained between our national and our international space

activities?
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• -- b. The concept of international cooperation should be

based on the assumption that arrangements will be

reciprocal and mutually beneficial, bearing in mind that

world leadership will require that we compete with as well

as cooperate with other nations in space.

c. Only those projects should be undertaken which are

sufficiently straightforward in both a technical and

management sense that we are reasonably certain they

will increase rather than injure our mutual friendship.

Generally speaking, visible undertakings such as joint

payload or exploration missions2including manned missions,

are much preferred to joint engineering projects which

involve management problems and technology transfer.

d. We should put ourselves into a position that would permit

the US-USSR cooperation, while recognizing the necessities

of having political flexibility and reciprocity of prestige.

e. There should be sufficient mission flexibility so that

important elements of our program do not become dependent

on cooperative arrangements.
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NASA PROGRAM -- MINIMUM TECHNOLOGY

Budget Authority

NASA Ongoing
Program (billions)

'73 '74

3. 1 2.6

Manned Flight
(millions)

22 1001. Joint Docking

2. Second Skylab 50 250

3. Space Station 50 300

4. T III M 50 100

5. Big 'G' 50 150

TOTAL (billions) 3. 3 3. 5

'75

2. 3

86

500

700

60*

250

* Plus recurring costs depending upon usage.

3. 9*

'76 '77 et seq.

2. 3 2. 3 2. 3

15

400 300

1,100 1,300

* *

270 220

4. 1* 4. 1*
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ATTACHMENT I

Space Shuttle opjeLtives, benefits and Viability.

The Space shuttle system (in its various manifestations as they have

evolved over the past several months) represents a technical synthesis

which, to a remarkable degree, integrates into a single vehicle system

and proposed mode of operation the means for potentially achieving

improvements and advances relevant to virtually all foreseeable future

space program objectives including:

1) Reduction in recurring launch costs at all projected
levels of unmanned activity not involving sharp re-

ductions from present levels.

2) Attainment of a capability for recovery and reuse of
payloads, thereby making possible long-term savings
in payload costs.

3) Attainment of a versatile capability for on-orbit adjust-

ment, maintenance, modification, replenishment, and

refurbishment of unmanned space vehicles, which must

be viewed, not merely as a cost saving potential, but

also as opening the way to new and different space

activities and new ways of conducting present activities.

4) Retention of a large payload launch capability to earth

orbit after phasedown of the Saturn/Apollo launch and

support complexes, which may be of future importance

to either the civil or military programs.

5 Provision of an option for support of future lunar program

activities and with assembly in space techniques, for

future large planetary missions.

6) Attainment of a capability for transportation of men to

and from space stations in a relatively undemanding

and unstressful environment at relatively low recurring

cost.

7) Acquisition of a low-orbit space rescue capability for

space stations and other manned programs.
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All of these benefits can be obtained in greater or less degree by
developing systems other than the shuttle but it is difficult, if not
impossible, to devise a single system other than the shuttle which
would so adequately provide all of them. Further, by virtue of the
fact that the shuttle is a system designed around man as an operator,
it is difficult to conceive of a better way to achieve ready, safe, and
easy access to space activity by man. Thus, the merit of the shuttle
development is greatly enhanced if there is the expectation of a future
space program in which frequent and extensive manned activity is an
essential feature.

If an enthusiastic, optimistic, and expansionary view is taken of the
probable growth of the nation's military and civilian space programs
over the next twenty years and particularly if continuing growth in the
manned program (e. g. space stations, lunar and planetary exploration,
and the evolution of, as yet, undefined roles for man in space) is
envisioned, the development of the space shuttle as proposed by NASA
is undoubtedly the most important and valuable major new space program
which could be undertaken at this time. However, both the investment
and economic risk in the program are high and the payoffs may only
materialize in the more distant future if space activities, and particu-
larly manned activities, reach or exceed levels currently anticipated.
A sustained sense of national commitment to the program and its
objectives will be necessary to assure continuing support during the
long period of high expenditures for development, facilities and
production before any real payoff is obvious.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

December 17, 1971

To: Tom Whitehead

From: George Mansur

474

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Apparently you won't be in tomorrow and your commitments to

respond to the space shuttle inquiries are not known to me. Shall

I follow up? The arguments on space shuttle are long, but I think

the result is that the options on bay size are very limited.

Specifically, if one adopts the reusable tug principle for transfer

from earth orbit to synchronous orbit and return without staging

and without payload, a tug weight of 40,000 pounds is required

with dimensions approximately 13 by 35. To place 3,000 pounds

in synchronous orbit and retreive 3,000 pounds from synchronous

orbit will require a tug weight of about 52,000 pounds with

dimensions of roughly 14 x 50.

The only other option is to discard the reusable tug and the ability

to retreive space craft from synchronous orbit by using a throw

away transfer booster such as Centaur. (Centaur today is $8 million

per fueled vehicle.)

NASA claims that the difference in development costs between a

10 x 30 or 14 x 50 shuttle is only about $600 million because the

difference between the two is structural and both require the same

control subsystem. IDA, on the other hand, on the basis of para-

metric studies claims that the cost differential is substantially larger.

One final fact which I shall check out in the morning is the DOD

has a high usage mission requiring a 60 foot payload.

The choice is difficult, but considering the lower cost per pound in

orbit, my view is that the trend should be toward the larger bay size

even thoug the $600 million additional development costs may be on

the low side. (I guess $1 billion.)
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P. S. In discussions with the Department of Defense this morning,

DOD concludes that the existing economic analyses of the

space shuttle are suspect. There are two views in the DOD:

1. Packard and Foster both have a gut feel that the
space shuttle is good and that the larger shuttle is

desirable. This feeling persists not on e_conomic
grounds, but on the belief that given a suitable

vehicle many more uses will evolve.

2. Benington of DDR&E personally believes that the
smaller shuttle without tug is more sound economically
even though it will handle only about 30 percent of the
DOD missions and the remainder would have to be

handled by expendable boosters such as Titan. All

believe that the opposition (foreign) is spending

significantly more on research and development, and

the U.S. must support a high technology program in

that area.

Benington also notes that the DOD has not been asked for their
formal opinion on space shuttle and is curious as to why.



December 2, 1971

To: Jon

From: Tom

FYI. The chart attached to Pete's copy of the memo lays
out the issues discussed at the top of page 4 of Bill Anders'
memo, as we discussed.

Attachments

Memo to Peter Flanigan dtd12/2 re NASA programs - Attachments



December 2, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

As you know, I get involved occasionally with Jim Fletch
er, Don Rice,

Bill Anders, and Ed David on the future NASA progr
am. The following

brief comments are offered for whatever use you may
 want to make of

them.

We succeeded when we first came into office in averting
 NASA's high

flying plans for space stations and Mars trips, and in bring
ing the

budget down to a more realistic level consistent with the 
President's

wishes. It was, however, our intention not to continue to erode NA
SA's

budget indefinitely, but to induce them to come un with a 
sound, forward-

looking evolutionary space program for the coming decade 
that would

not lock the President into excessively large budget
s now or in the

future.

Over the last few months, OMB and NASA have be
en bickering,

principally about the soace shuttle. I held a series 
of meetings

bringing the various Executive Office groups togethe
r and met with

Jim Fletcher, I hope to some constructive effe
ct. Most recently,

Jim has done what I believe to be an outstandin
g job of devising a

space shuttle concept that is consistent with reasonable
 budget levels

and sensible technology, and still builds for the future. 
I,',ithout

burdening you with all of the ins and outs of how we got fr
om there

to here, the debate is now focused around two shuttles bo
th using the

same system design concept, but one capable of carrying 6
0, 000

pounds payload, the other 35, 000 pounds. The larger shutt
le is some-

what more expensive to develop, but has lower operating 
costs. I tend

to believe the larger shuttle is the more prudent course, 
but the differ-

ences are so small that the choice should reasonably be
 left to NASA's

discretion. However, I suspect OMB will try to push fairl
y hard for

the smaller version. NASA might buy this an a la
st choice, but the

impact on their morale and that of the aerospace indu
stry would be

unnecessarily negative — especially since Jim has been s
o responsive

to our concerns. (Attached is a sheet I asked Bi
ll Anders to prepare

which tells more than you ever wanted to know about the
 shuttle

configurations; the two marked with asterisks are the ones I ha
ve

referred to.)
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Aside from the shuttle, the only significant issues remaining are the
hiatus of manned space flights between now and 1976 when the shuttle
would first be tested. / believe Jim Fletcher's idea for three to four
manned missions for that interim period between Skylab and Shuttle
are well reasoned and well worth the money involved. I also think
that a decision on Anollos 16 and 17 should be made with more careful
Presidential deliberation than OMB is likely to initiate. To the best
of my knowledge, Henry Kissinger has not been significantly involved
in the debate on these issues, and I believe he should be.

Finally, I am disturbed that nobody is developing for Henry or the
President really sensible initiatives for international cooperation
In space. This is to a large extent behind Henry's interest in the
ridiculous proposals thrown UP by the bureaucrats, such as space
shuttle cooperation and aerosat. You might consider, with some
blessing from Henry, turning Fletcher loose on the subject together
with OMB and OST to get something moving in this area. Otherwise,
I don't see it happening, and I think that would be unfortunate.

I am attaching a list of six items that looks fairly sensible for inter-
national cooperation and also have some public appeal; summary in
the works. Others are just bouncing around.

Attachments

CTWhitehead:lmc
cc:
DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead (2)
Dr. Mansur

Clay T. Whitehead
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New initiative for a wide range of scientific satellite

experimentation.

• Expanded cooperation in the Earth Resources Satellite

program.

• Establishment of International Space Science Centers.

• An Apollo/Soyuz docking in space in 1975.

• . Invitations to foreign astronauts to participate in the next

generation of manned flights.

• Broader launch commitments for other nations.

•
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Summary 

I. An Overview - NASA's Program and Funding Picture 

- With the successful completion of the Apollo manned

lunar landing, NASA's ongoing program has been phased

down by 64% from its FY 1966 peak (constant FY 1966

dollars).

- NASA is seeking approval for new space programs for

the future, principally the manned reusable space

shuttle earth-to-orbit transportation system.

- Because of overall constraints, NASA will be hard-

pressed in the FY 1973 budget to continue all of its

currently approved programs.

- Major new initiatives, such as the shuttle, will be

very difficult to obtain.

- FY 1973 budget decisions should be consistent with a

longer range view of our national objectives in space.

- While the President's March 7, 1970, statement outlines

a number of objectives for a "balanced" space program,

a great deal of flexibility remains concerning the pace

and specific content of the future space program.

- Although competition with the Soviets has diminished

in importance in the last decade, iL ib sLill a factor

to be considered.

- The Soviets are continuing to conduct an orderly, well

planned and balanced manned and unmanned space program

emphasizing manned, orbiting space stations.

- Criteria for evaluating the various program options

are as follows:

Budget impact
• Employment impact
• Impact on institutional base
• Scientific return

Practical applications
International prestige
International cooperation

• Capability to conduct manned

• Advancement of technology

• Economic analysis

space flight
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II. Manned Space Flight 

- Key -igue-is the future role of man in space.

Unmanned program could capture most of the scientific
and practical benefits of space*-t72. less cost.

• Historically, primary reasons for man in space has
been the international technological image of the

U.S.

• Are our historical reasons for man in space still
sufficient to justify keeping man in space? If
so, how much extra should the U.S. be willing to
pay for manned flight relative to an unmanned
program which could produce comparable scientific

and practical benefits?

Current Manned Space Program

- Apollo manned lunar

• Strong scientific support for completing last two
missions.

Relatively minor impact on the budget, employment,

international prestige, and NASA's institutional base.

- Skylab experimental space station

• Contributes to better understanding of man's ability
to live and work in space.

• Low priority science.

• High near-term employment impact (about 20,000 jobs).

• Large savings possible ($820M over three years).

- Cancellation of remaining Apollo/Skylab manned

and elimination of manned space flight base.

• High near-term employment impact (55,000 on 12/72).

• Loses Apollo scientific data.

missions

• Essentially eliminates existing U.S. manned space

flight capability.
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Using Present Capabilities to Continue Manned Space Flights 

- Use of existing Apollo spacecraft in earth orbit.

• ChUaPe-fft manned space flight option for the 1970's
($2.58 NASA annual funding peak after FY 1974).

• Possible rendezvous with Soviet space laboratory.

• Little value for scientific data and practical
applications.

• Marshall Space Flight Center could be shut down in
FY 1974.

- Use of a Second Skylab.

• $2.9B NASA annual funding peak after FY 1974.

• Could carry improved science and applications packages.

• Little gain over unmanned science and applications
satellites.

• Marshall Space Flight Center could be shut down in
FY 1974.

- 1979 Space Station.

• $3.6B NASA annual funding peak after FY 1974.

• w_ou__ enhalicu ihLefliaLionai LeCIIlioloy iLdi imay.

• Scientific data probably not greater than return
from unmanned satellites.

• No change in NASA institutional base.

Future Space Transportation System 

- Space shuttle seen by NASA as key to future.

• Could reduce cost of operating in space by recovering
satellites and reusing launch vehicles.

• Could encourage greater exploitation of space in
1980's and beyond.

• Could be used for sortie missions.
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- $12-16B investment cost in 1970's a major barrier to

shuttle.

• Near-term budgetary problem (requires about

$3.5-4.2B total annual NASA budget by FY 1976).

▪ Serious question on cost effectiveness.

- Economically shuttle appears unattractive when 10%

discount rate used.

• Requires assumption of doubling the rate of mission

launches in the 1980's over the current launch rate.

• Unfavorable results on any one of a series of other

assumptions would also make shuttle more uneconomical

(e.g., investment cost overrun, higher than planned

operating costs).

• Shuttle does offer possibility of a productive role

for man in space - as pilot in a future space trans-

portation system which would service unmanned as

well as manned spacecraft.

- Expendable rockets (e.g., improved Titan III) could

launch same space payloads as shuttle.

• Would require 5% of shuttle investment cost.

• Future operating costs would be increased over

shuttle estimates.

• Payload recovery would either be foregone or a new

unmanned recovery system developed.

• Marshall Space Flight Center could be shut down in

FY 1974.

Program Options for the Unmanned Space Program 

Grand Tour of the Outer Planets 

- Unique opportunity for gravity-assisted missions to

outer planets in 1976-79 (8-year vs. 40-year trip

time).
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- Spacecraft alternatives

TOPS - highest scientific return, but highest total
cost ($1B).

NASA recommended spacecraft - acceptable decrease in
scientific return and 25% cost saving ($750M).

• Outer Planets Explorer - reduced capability after
extensive modifications and relatively small savings
($650M).

• Modified Pioneer - serious performance limitations

($500M).

- Mission alternatives

• Baseline program (Jupiter/Saturn/Pluto and Jupiter/
Uranus/Neptune - two trips each) - provides highest

scientific return at highest cost ($750M).

• Reducing number of missions - savings relatively
slight for each trip deleted.

• Cancel Grand Tour - reduces scientific return but
allows more balance in planetary program through
use of smaller spacecraft to inner as well as outer
planets.

Viking Mars Lander/Orbiter 

- Will advance knowledge of Mars, especially relating to

possible existence of life.

- Already deferred once in budget. Project well along

now. However, no hardware fabricated.

- Alternatives

Baseline - 2 orbiters and 2 landers ($850 M)

Eliminate orbiters ($560 M)

• Cancel one set of orbiters and landers ($500 M)

Defer missions ($1.3 B)

• Cancel ($132 M)

- Alternatives to the baseline plan could reduce
scientific return and increase risk of failure.
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High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO) 

- FY 1972 start will observe the universe in X-ray and
gamma ray regions (total cost $210-280M).

- Assigned high priority b

- Project not time sensitive - could be deferred.

- Project could also be reduced in scope allowing more
resources for other astronomy projects.

IV. Summary of Program Options 

- Table makes it possible to estimate the FY 1972-77
budgetary effects of combinations of program options.

V. An Illustrative Future Space Program 

- Major features

• Annual funding level below $3B after

• Completes Apollo/Skylab missions.

• Postpones shuttle indefinitely.

FY 1973.

• For manned flight, concentrates on earth orbital
operations first with Apollo spacecraft and later
with a second Skylab.

• Expands unmanned science and applications programs.

• Marshall Space Flight Center shut down.

- Assumptions

• No major funding increase for space justified.

• Unmanned program provides science and applications
benefits.

• Manned program primarily for international techno-
logical image.
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VI. Conclusions

- No obvious solutions for future space program - depends
upon relative value assigned various criteria.

- An unmanned program could capture science and applica-
tions benefits at less cost, but would not enhance our
technological image or manned space flight capability.

- Alternatives for manned space flight in 1970's.

• Terminate and concentrate on unmanned science and
applications (less than $2B per year).

• Continue manned flight with expendable rockets,
primarily to preserve technological image and
capability (less than $3B per year).

• Invest in shuttle - economically doubtful, but offers
hope that a productive role can be found for man as
integral part of space transportation system ($3.5-
$4.0B per year).

- Relative priority of space in terms of future annual
funding levels crucial to decision.

- FY 1973 budget decisions should be consistent with
longer range view of space programs.

- After preferred program alternative selected, NASA's
institutional base should be resized accordingly.
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I. An Overview - NASA's Program and Funding Picture 

•
Background 

With the successful accomplishment of the manned lunar landing
(Apollo), NASA has achieved its major initial objective. NASA

is now completing the remainder of the Apollo program--Apollo 16
and 17 and the Skylab experimental space station, which uses
Apollo hardware in earth orbit. With the impending completion
of the Apollo/Skylab program by the end of CY 1973, NASA is
seeking new space programs which will provide challenge, bene-

fits, and workload for the future. The objective of this paper

is to analyze alternative strategies for the space program and
to provide a framework for decision-making. Section I provides
a summary of historical trends in NASA's programs and manpower,

describes Presidential guidance, and suggests criteria for

judging the options presented in subsequent sections.

Overall Budgetary and Employment Trends 

111 
Table I illustrates the extent of phasedown of NASA program
activities since NASA's peak in the mid-1960's:

Table I-A 

Budget ($B)

FY
'net-
1:70V

FY
J_VV/

FY
±:-/u0

FY
1969

FY
1970

FY
1971

FY
1972

Budget
Authority  5.2 5.0 4.6 4.0 3.7 3.3 3.3
Outlays  5.9 5.4 4.7 4.3 3.8 3.4 3.2

Outlays in
constant 1966$ 5.9 5.1 4.1 3.4 2.8 2.3 2.1

Employment

(thousands)
Direct

contractor  327 237 196 152 99 80 83

Support Service
contractor
(in-house)  33 36 39 35 31 28 26

Civil Service 34 34 33 32 31 30 28

Total Employment 394 307 268 219 161 138 137
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The full extent of the phasedown in NASA's program is best

illustrated by the trend of outlays in constant 1966 dollars.
The implications of these trends for NASA's programs and

manpower requirements are discussed below.

Program Trends 

Table ][-B provides a breakdown
FY 1966 (outlays in millions

of NASA's program

of dollars):

1966 1970

trends

1971

since

1972

Manned Space Flight (3,485) (1,857) (1,543) (1,317)

Apollo manned lunar  3,218 1,552 1,020 718

Skylab experimental
space station/Apollo
applications  19 290 465 485

Gemini manned orbital  219

Space shuttle  45 83

Life sciences, space
station, and advanced
missions  29 15 13 31

Space Science and

Applications (unmanned) (658) (533) (505) (593)

Science (e.g.
astronomy, planetary) 449 305 275 300

Applications (e.g.
communications,
earth resources)  102 97 120 163

Launch vehicles  107 131 110 130

Advanced Research
(291) (284) (260) (228)and Technology

Space research  255 200 167 136

Aeronautical research  36 84 93 92

Tracking and Data
Acquisition  272 291 285 262

Other R&D  36 27 17 14

Construction of Facilities 572 54 50 43

Research and Program
Management (Civil Service) 619 707 721 723

Total Outlays  5,933 3,749 3,380 3,180
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Within the Manned Space Flight category, the most apparent
change has bePn +-he decline in the Apollo lunar program from
$3.2 B in FY 1966 to $.7 B in FY 1972. This trend will
continue with the last two Apollo missions scheduled for
March 1972 and December 1972. The spending on the Skylab
experimental space station is increasing to meet its
scheduled initial launch in April 1973. With the completion
of the Skylab program in December 1973, the U.S. manned -
program is scheduled to commence a hiatus of about 4-5 years
depending upon when and if the space shuttle is developed.

The space shuttle would be a manned reusable space trans-
portation system, with an investment cost of about $12-16 B.
which could reduce the cost of space operations beginning in
1979. Despite strong pressure from NASA and the increased
funding shown on the table, the Administration has not yet
endorsed the space shuttle. The 1972 budget provides for
proceeding with development of the engine, the longest lead
time component, and for design of the airframe. The decision
on whether to develop the shuttle airframe is supposed to
await the results of technical and economic studies now being
completed. NASA is currently requesting $228 M in
FY 1973 for development of the airframe for the shuttle orbiter.
Because of the magnitude of the investment required, the space
shuttle is by far the single largest issue for the FY 1973
1-1g- an-1 for thc -..4-..--..  spacc program.

As shown in the above table, the unmanned Space Science and
Applications category has grown gradually since FY 1968
although it is still below the FY 1966 level. In this
category, the real trend is best shown by the budget authority
for FY 1972 which is $750 M and likely to grow in FY 1973.
This increase reflects the initiation of several large
unmanned scientific programs, such as the Grand Tour of the
outer planets, the Viking program to land an unmanned space-
craft on Mars, and the High Energy Astronomical Observatory
(HEAO). Funding for applications has also increased gradually
with the development of improved unmanned earth resources,
communications, and weather satellites which can provide
tangible benefits for people on Earth. The applications
programs, which are frequently cited by NASA as justification
for the space program, account for only about 5% of NASA's

111 funding.
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Within the Advanced Research and Technology category emphasis

has shifted from space research to aeronautical research.

This reflecrs-NASA's decision to provide aeronautics with

the level of support it enjoyed in the 1950's before funds

were diverted to the space program. Any analysis of the

future funding levels for aeronautics is beyond the scope of

this paper.

The other significant change is in the Construction of

Facilities appropriation which has decreased from $572 M

in FY 1966 to $43 M in FY 1972.

NASA Manpower Trends

The NASA institutional base was sized to the requirements of

the Apollo program which peaked at $5.9 B of outlays in

FY 1966. As shown on Table I, since FY 1966 there has been

a 46% decrease in budget outlays and a 64% decrease in

outlays expressed in constant FY 1966 dollars. While the

number of direct contractor personnel has decreased by 75%

since FY 1966, the number of in-house NASA personnel (civil

service and support service contractor) has only been reduced

by 20% since 1966 (including 1,500 positions in the FY 1972
budget and an additional 850 positions as a result of the

President's recent cutback in Federal employment).

NASA maintains that more than 70% of the decrease in outlays

from FY 1966-1972 occurred on major hardware procurements
which do not generate large in-house manpower requirements

(only about 1 manyear per $200 K). NASA concludes that, when

an adjustment is made for the relatively low manpower require-

ments associated with major hardware procurements, its phase-

down of personnel is in balance with the outlay reduction since

FY 1966. However, NASA has not yet made a very convincing case.

The extent of any further reduction in NASA's in-house manpower

should really depend upon the future of the space program,

particularly manned space flight. For example, a decision

to move forward on the reusable space shuttle would make it

more difficult to justify the shutdown of one of the manned

space flight centers. In each of the options described in

the subsequent sections the potential impact on NASA's in-

house manpower requirements is included.

21 See Attachment I-A for summary of NASA manpower by Center.
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Outlook for FY 1973

In the FY 1972 budget, Apollo 17, Skylab, and Viking were

continued, the Grand Tour and HEAO were initiated, and the

Shuttle program was increased. Continuation in FY 1973 of

the programs contained in the FY 1972 budget would require

about $3.2B (outlays) in FY 1973, assuming the space shuttle

and the NERVA nuclear rocket program were held to the FY

1972 level. The FY 1973 Planning Ceiling is $2,975M (outlays).

NASA has submitted a "Minimum Recommended" budget for FY 1973

which attempts to hold FY 1973 spending to about the FY 1972

level ($3,181M outlays). Although NASA would prefer a higher

level if overall conditions permitted, NASA believes that its

minimum requirements for FY 1973 are $3,385M of BA and $3,225M

of outlays. The new starts requested by NASA in its Minimum

Recommended budget (totaling about $25M of FY 1973 outlays)

are (a) a 1974-75 joint docking mission with the Russians

using an Apollo spacecraft; (b) two unmanned applications

satellites; and (c) three aeronautics projects. NASA would

cancel the Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO I-K) and delay

HEAO and one mission and the Grand Tour of the outer planets.

The Space Shuttle program would be slipped by six months,

reducing FY 1973 requirements to $228M of BA and $93M of

110 outlays.

To reach the FY 1973 Planning Ceiling, NASA would reluctantly

take the following actions:

•

FY 1973 Outlays ($ M) 

NASA Minimum Recommended Budget  3,225

• Cancel the Space Shuttle   - 93

• Cancel Apollo 16 and 17   -109

• Cancel the Grand Tour   - 20

• Other reductions  - 28

OMB Planning Ceiling   2,975

The cancellation of the Space Shuttle and Grand Tour would be

made on the basis that these programs could not be supported

in future years at any budget level close to the OMB Planning

Ceiling.

Obviously, some very difficult program choices will be

required if the FY 1973 Planning Ceiling is to be met. More

importantly, however, the 1973 budget review should focus on

the long range implications of the decisions so that the

future space program can be directed at meeting national

objectives rather than be the products of a series of short

term, ad hoc decisions.
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Runout Cost of NASA's Ongoing Programs (Table I-C)

Table I-C shows the runout costs of NASA's ongoing programs,
assuming no new starts in FY 1973 and no additional funding
for the Space Shuttle beyond FY 1972. Starting in FY 1974,
Space Science and Applications and Advanced Research and
Technology are projected at about the current level of
activity. Table I-C provides a base for possible changes
depending on the program options selected in Chapters II
and III (budget authority in millions of dollars):

1972 1973 1974 1975-77

Manned Space Flight (1,285) (1,006) (578) (248)
Apollo  601 133 -
Skylab  545 529 261 -
Space shuttle  100 - - -

Operating base  (In Apollo) 298 271 202
Life sciences and
advanced missions  39 46 46 46

Space Science and
Applications (741) (857) (800) (800)

Physics & Astronomy ..  110 123 130 145
(HEAO)  (20) (33) (57)
Lunar & Planetary  297 343 350 285
(Grand Tour)  (15) (28) (120)
(Viking)  (176) (230) (170) .
Applications  188 204 170 190
Launch Vehicle Procurement 146 187 150 180
(Viking)  (11) (26) (15)
(Grand Tour)  - (1) (7)
(HEAO)  (2) (9) (8)

Advanced Research

(237) (210) (220) (225)& Technology
Space research  127 90 100 100
Aeronautical research  110 120 120 125

Tracking and Data Acqui-

sition  264 260 259 259
Technology Utilization  5 5 5 5
Construction of Facilities 53 50 30 30
Research & Program
Management  731 708 708 708

Total BA  3,315 3,096 2,600 2,275
Outlays  (3,181) (3,100) (2,600) (2,300)
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Presidential Guidance 

NASA has received guidance in the form of a March 7, 1970,
statement by the President, which focuses on the future space
program. Recognizing that many critical problems here on
this planet make high priority demands on our resources, the
President's statement stressed that with the entire future
and the entire universe before us, we should not try to do
everything at once. Within this context, the President's
statement emphasized the need for a "bold yet balanced" space
program.

The President's statement proposed three general purposes as
guides for our space program:

• Exploration - man's insistence on venturing into
the unknown.

▪ Scientific knowledge - a greater systematic under-
standing about ourselves and our universe.

. Practical application - turning the lessons we
learn in space to the early benefit of life on Earth.

The President's statement calls for working toward the follow-
ing specific objectives:

1. Continuing to explore the moon (e.g. Apollo).

2. Exploring the planets and the universe with unmanned
spacecraft (e.g. Grand Tour of the outer planets).

3. Reducing substantially the cost of space operations
(e.g. "We are currently examining ... the feasibility
of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achieving
this objective").

4. Extending man's capability to live and work in space
(e.g. Skylab experimental space station).

5. Hastening and expanding the practical applications of
space technology (e.g. unmanned earth resources satellites).

6. Encouraging greater international cooperation in space

(e.g. applications satellites and astronaut crews).
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Despite pressure from NASA and the Space Task Group report,

the President did not make any commitment to a manned Mars

landing by a-per_ific date, to a space shuttle, or to a

manned lunar program after Apollo. The President's state-

ment also did not specify any pace or annual level of
funding for the space program. Thus, the President's
statement allows a great deal of flexibility for planners

of a specific space program guided by the general purposes

and objectives outlined in the statement.

Observations on Objectives 

The contrast between President Nixon's statement and former

President Kennedy's 1961 address on space provides an
interesting illustration of the change in the attitude of

the national leadership towards the space program. In
contrast to President Nixon's call for a balanced and
orderly space program, former President Kennedy's address

conveys a sense of urgency, international competition with

the Soviets, and the battle "between freedom and tyranny."

With the passage of time and the achievement of successful
programs, the importance of international competition and
world opinion seems to have diminished. The current emphasis
is on capturing the scientific and practical benefits of
our space technology in a systematic way. And vet, the
signifieahu or inLeinationdi competition in space is not
over. If scientific knowledge and practical applications.
were our only objectives, an unmanned program would be
sufficient. However, with the Soviets steadily continuing
their manned space program, would the U.S. be willing to
terminate manned space flight? If the U.S. continues to
have a manned space program, what should be the objectives of
that program? The alternative answers to these questions
are analyzed in the balance of this paper.
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The Soviet Space Program 

The Soviets are continuing to conduct an orderly, well planned,

and balanced manned and unmanned space program which has the

following characteristics:

• Major emphasis in the 1970's on the development of

manned, orbiting space stations.

- The current Salyat space laboratory is said to be

a step in the direction of a long-lasting (10 year),

multi-manned (12-20 men), multi-purpose base-station.

- Space stations are believed by the Soviets to
provide the means to solve scientific issues and

to advance geology, meteorology, agriculture,
forestry, fishing, and oceanology.

• For the present, Soviet exploration of the moon is

relying upon unmanned vehicles. However, a Soviet
manned flight to the moon in the 1970's is not ruled

out.

• While the Soviets will continue to launch unmanned

planetary spacecraft (especially to Venus and Mars),

they appear to have no plans for a grand tour of the

outer planets.

The Soviets currently appear to be placing new emphasis

on the importance of practical applications than Lily

have in the recent past (e.g., communications, meteor-

ology, earth resources).

The Soviets apparently have no plans for anything like

a reusable space shuttle.

The Soviet rate of launch has been increasing as that of the

U.S. has been decreasing. However, this trend reflects at

least in part the U.S. development of longer-lived, heavier,

and more sophisticated payloads which decreases the number

of launches required. The launch records are as follows:

1971

1966 1969 1970 (6 months)

U.S. launches  78 41 31 18

U.S.S.R. launches  44 70 81 39
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Criteria for Selecting_ Options 

The following criteria have been selected for evaluating the
various program options presented in this paper:

• Budgetary impact - Providing budget year and total
systems costs.

. Employment impact - Providing budget year and peak
year estimated employment effects.

• Impact on institutional base - Estimating the number
of in-house personnel that might be affected by the
program option chosen.

. Scientific return - Providing scientific information
which increases man's knowledge of the universe.

• Practical applications - Extending the beneficial
applications of space flight in such areas as
communications, meteorology, and earth resources.

• International prestige - Providing the U.S. and the
President with increased prestige and influence
because of other nations' perception of our techno-
logical capabilities.

International cooperation - Providing opportunities
for breaking down barriers through cooperative effort
with other nations in space.

• Capability to conduct manned space flight - Preserving
the technological capability to be able to conduct
manned program options which, while not clearly
defined now, may be important to the President at
some future time.

• Advancement of technology - Pursuing technological
objectives that drive the rest of R&D process in
industry and in universities and maintaining some
large engineering design and management team
capabilities.

• Economic analysis - Providing where available the
results of economic analysis.
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II. Manned Space Flight 

Introduction 

This chapter is divided into four sections as follows:

A. The Role  of Man in Space - Briefly reviews the role of

man in space and raises questions about whether our

historical reasons for having man in space are still

valid.

B. Cancelling Elements of the Current Manned Space Program 

Defines and analyzes the options for the remainder of

the Apollo/Skylab missions.

C. Using Present Capabilities to Continue Manned Space 

Flight - Defines and analyzes alternative manned space

flight programs for the 1970's (e.g. Apollo spacecraft

in earth orbit, Second Skylab, Space Station).

D. The Future Space Transportation System - Defines and

analyzes alternative future space transportation systems

ranging from continued use of current expendable rockets

to the development of reusable space shuttles.

A Kelxr   Th- Rol- , a "I -n S-1,,,ce

•
The key issue which will have greatest impact upon the costs
and benefits of the specific space program formulated for
the 1970's and 1980's is the future role of man in space.
As described below, an unmanned space program could achieve
virtually the same scientific and practical applications
benefits from space for less than $2 B per year compared to
$3-4 B per year for a manned program. About half of NASA's
in-house personnel and the manned spacecraft tracking network
support the manned program. (See Attachment II-A)

It is difficult to conceive of any specific task for man in
space which could not be satisfactorily performed unmanned
for less money. Man's ability to make observations and to
take corrective actions when something goes wrong have been
cited as justification for his presence in space. However,
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unmanned systems can be designed which would generally allow

man to make most observations and to take corrective actions

from ground control rooms.

If this is the case, why do we have a manned space program?

Historically, the primary reason for man in space was a

desire for the U.S. to overcome the international impact

of early Soviet successes and to demonstrate technological

superiority with a spectacular achievement. Another im-

portant factor relating to a manned space program concerns

the desire to preserve the President's flexibility by

maintaining the technological capability to conduct manned

space flight (e.g. to counter a defense-related surprise

by the Soviets).

The principal questions for the future of the space program

are a) whether the historical reasons for manned space flight

are still sufficient to justify man in space and b) how much
extra should the U.S. be willing to pay for manned flight

relative to an unmanned program which could produce comparable

scientific and practical benefits?

In the following sections it is important to bear in mind

the evolving role of man. In Apollo man operates the space-
and performs a wide range of support for the scientific

instrumentation. He would continue to perform this role .in

Skylab, Apollo spacecraft in earth orbit, and the space

station. However, in the space shuttle, man would primarily

be the pilot of a space transportation system. While the
shuttle could also be used in a sortie mode with scientists

on board, NASA believes that the most productive role for

man is as an integral part of a transportation system for

unmanned and manned payloads.
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Introduction 

This section analyzes alternative ways to curtail approved
on-going elements of the Apollo-Skylab program. A brief
background statement of the objectives of lunar exploration
is presented. The options are described and then analyzed.
Implications for the NASA institutional base are analyzed.

Background 

Two general factors should be understood when addressing
these near-term options. One is the composition and
interrelationship of the manned space flight support
capability; the other is the basic purpose of lunar ex-
ploration.

Manned Space  Flight Base - Both Apollo lunar and Skylab
missions use the same launch hardware and flight support
personnel. Except for the Skylab workshop components, all
hardware is complete pending flight check-out. Given the
designed operational mode for the Saturn V and Apollo
spacecraft, little near-term opportunity exists to make
substantial operational reductions while continuing flight
operations. In summary, major savings are not achieved
through cancellation of individual missions but by phase-down
of the Saturn V launch capability. Details of current manned
flight costs are provided in Attachment II-A.

Lunar exploration - While the U.S. has unmanned visits to
other planets, the only U.S. exploration of the moon is con-
ducted with manned Apollo missions. The moon is of greater
scientific interest than other planets because:

• its proximity to earth affects tides, and probably
continental drift and seismic behavior. Therefore, the
moon is the most important other body (other than the
sun) in the solar system.

• its size in relationship to the earth is much greater
than the relationship between other planets and their
satellites.

3
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its mass, density, shape and chemical composition are

proportional to the earth; hence, the moon is an excellent

laboratory for studying terrestrial behavior.

• its lack of atmosphere has preserved primordial features

which provide historical data on past terrestrial, lunar,

and solar behavior.

Description of Apollo 17 

Apollo 17, the last scheduled manned visit to the moon, is

scheduled for launch in December 1972. Apollo 17 has been

assigned more unique experiments than any other Apollo mission

due to the cancellation of Apollo 18 and 19 on which many of

these experiments would have been carried. The tentative

target of Alphonsus crater would provide data from new lunar

terrain. Unique experiment to investigate the theory that

gravity is a wave phenomenon is probably the only scientific

experiment in the Apollo program of potential Nobel Prize

calibre. The Lunar Sounder, also unique, would determine the

precise shape of moon and crust composition, which is important

to understanding the composition of lunar core. Scientists

would also obtain data on the internal temperature of moon to

compare with Apollo 15 and 16 data. Other data should verify

1ay-r4ng ii '41 ,e nxrnIlltinn

Apollo 17 also provides the first opportunity for a geologist-

astronaut to visit the moon. All crews to date have been

pilot-astronauts.

Description of Apollo 16 

Launch is scheduled for mid-March 1972 and the landing target

is Descartes crater. This first mission to the lunar highlands

would provide data on the oldest events on the moon. The high-

lands represent a major part of the frontside of the moon and

almost the entire backside. Therefore, missions through

Apollo 15 are not representative of most of the lunar surface.

Apollo 16 would verify soil layering detected on Apollo 15

and obtain second soil core samples and temperature measure-

ment. These data from the highlands would provide insight

into lunar processes which in turn provide understanding of

how continents and ocean basins are formed. Both volcanic and

earthquake phenomena could be better understood. Measurements
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on "wobble" of moon and laser distance triangulation between

earth and moon will contribute to understanding terrestrial

continental drift and the theory of earthquake development.

The astronauts would also set up a unique ultraviolet tele-

scope which would take advantage of the moon's stability to

record stellar observations on film.

Description of Skylab Experimental Space Station 

Skylab is a three-man experimental space station, scheduled

for initial launch in April 1973, which has the objective of

achieving a better understanding of man's ability to live and

work in space. Skylab was conceived in 1966 to exploit the

Apollo spacecraft and Saturn rockets in earth orbit. In con-

trast to Apollo, which is a small 13,000 pound cockpit for three

men, Skylab is a 190,000 pound three-man laboratory with complex

solar telescopes (the Apollo Telescope Mount), biomedical test

equipment, physics experiments, technology experiments to

exploit zero gravity, improved crew life support and maneuvering

devices, several sophisticated camera and imaging systems to

provide detailed photographs for use in preplanned terrestrial

experiments in forestry, hydrology, agriculture and other dis-

ciplines, and crew living and exercise. Also, in contrast to

Apollo which has only flown as far north as South Carolina,

the Skylab orbit will cover the entire U.S.

The current plan is to launch the unmanned Skylab on a Saturn V

on April 30, 1973. On May 1 the first manned mission (desig-

nated Skylab 2) will be launched to rendezvous with Skylab in

a 245 mile orbit. The first mission, which will last 28 days,

will concentrate on understanding the biomedical effects of

weightlessness with secondary tasks using the camera systems

and other experiments. On July 28 the second manned mission

(Skylab 3) will be launched for a 56-day mission to focus on

astronomy experiments with the ATM and other science experiments.

The final 56-day manned mission (Skylab 4) will be launched on

October 23, and its primary emphasis would be the exploitation

of the earth resources camera system with secondary tasks of

astronomy, science, and technology.

There is substantial disagreement about the value of the

scientific and technical results of the Skylab experiments

other than their contribution to understanding of the
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man-machine interface. During review of the FY 1972 budget

the Office of Science and Technology placed a low priority

on Skylab compared to completion of the Apollo lunar science

program.

Analysis of Options (See Table II-A)

Table II-A presents data to assist the analysis of the Apollo/

Skylab program options according to the criteria. The major

effects of the program options are summarized below:

Apollo cancellation options - High priority scientific

experiments would be foregone. There would be relatively

minor impact on the budget, employment, international

prestige, and the institutional base.

Cancel Skylab - Relatively low priority science and

applications experiments would be foregone. There would

be a major impact on the budget, employment, and inter-

national prestige.

Cancel Apollo 16, 17, and Skylab - Since this option

would essentially terminate the existing U.S. manned

space flight capability, this option would have the

greatest impact upon all of the criteria. It would

mean a dependence on the unmanned space program which

would provide equivalent scientific return and practical

applications, but less international prestige.



Table II-A
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ProcLEam Options for Apollo/Skylab

Cancel Apollo 17 16 &Criteria

1972

Cancel Aloollo 17 Cancel Skylab
Cancel

&
Apollo 16, 17
Skylab

Budgetary Impact ($M)
(direct program - does not
include impact on insti-

BA Outlays BA Outlays BA Outlays BA Outlays

-5 -2 -20 -10 -120 -60 -180 -120
tutional base described 1973 -84 -79 -113 -109 -465 -460 -650 -625
below and costed in Table II-F) 1974 -261 -300 -325 -325

Contractor employment impact 6/72 -800 -3,800 -12,000 -24,000
12/72 -r,400 -6,200 -18,400 -32,000

Impact on institutional base  

0 Scientific loss  

Impact on Apollo lunar stay time  

Practical applications loss  

OST ranking of experiments  

International prestige  

•

None

. Unique gravity
experiment

. Unique illnar
core composi-
tion experiment

. Only geologist-
astronaut

-26%

NA

High priority

Little effect-
capability

already

demonstrated

None

In addition to
Apollo 17 losses:

• Only lunar high-
lands mission

(oldest events)
• Soil layering

and samples
. Lunar telescope

-52%

NA

High priority

Little effect-

capability

already
demonstrated

Depends on
decisions re
future manned
flight (see
Tables II-B
& II-E)

. Biomedical
effects of
56 days in
space

. Solar telescope

NA

CY 73 - Close

Marshall Space

Flight Center (Ala)

and Manned Space-
craft Center (Tex).
Reduce Kennedy Space
Center (23,000
employees).

Same effects as

listed for each

opcinn.

-52%

. Earth resources . Skylab earth
experiments resources

experiments

Low priority Apollo = High priority

Skylab = Low priority

No scheduled No U.S. competition

U.S. competi- with Soviet

tion with Soviet manned space

orbital program program

from 1973-1979



Criteria Cancel Apollo 17

BA Outlays

Cancel Apollo 16  & 17 Cancel Skylab 
BA Outlays 

Cancel Apollo 16, 17
& Skylab 

BA Outlays BA Outlays 

Duration of hiatus in manned flight
(assuming shuttle flight early CY 1979)  5 years 5 years 6 years Indefinite

International cooperation • Curtail addi- Curtail additional Cancel Same effects as
tional scien- scientific data several listed for each
tific data
exchanges

exchanges foreign
experiments

option

Capability to conduct manned space flight

(Interval between Saturn rocket launches

in months)  

Advancement of technology  

13

No effect
(technology
already in
hand)

21

No effect

9

No effect

Indefinite loss of
capability

No effect
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C. Using Present Capabilities to Continue Manned Space Flight 

Introduction

This section analyzes alternative future manned flight programs
for the 1970's. The spectrum of alternatives presented ranges
from the use of existing Apollo spacecraft to a program with
an operational space station late in the decade.

Background 

The following manned hardware from the Apollo/Skylab program
is essentially fabricated and available for use after Skylab:

Launch vehicles

2 Saturn V
4 Saturn 1 B

Spacecraft

6 Command modules
2 Lunar modules
1 Skylab experimental space station

Description of Apollo Spacecraft Options 

Single joint docking mission with Soviets - Mission would
launch a modified Apollo spacecraft in 1974-75 to rendez-
vous and dock with the Russian Salyut space station. U.S.
spacecraft would subsequently conduct a 7-14 day earth
resourccs photo mission. Benefits would be laraelv diiO-
matic, since the mission would not provide any earth re-
sources data that could not be acquired by unmanned'
satellites.

. Three Apollo-type earth resources and orbital science 
missions - In addition to the joint docking mission, two
subsequent missions would use two-man crews in Apollo
spacecraft to conduct astronomy and physics, zero-gravity
manufacturing and materials experiments, evaluate astro-
naut ability to perform on-orbit repair, conduct earth
surveys, and perhaus allow foreign or female astronauts.
Program could launch one mission per year in 1975-77
without building new hardware.

Description of Second Skylab (1976)

A second Skylab would be about 14 times as large as an Apollo
spacecraft, permitting longer duration flights, increased experi-
ments, and more sophisticated experiments. Since a duplicate
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of the first Skylab would produce little new knowledge, improve-
ment would be needed in both the quality and quantity of science
and applications. An improved Skylab would have the following
capabilities: artificial gravity mode, substantially enhanced
manufacturing capabilities, a stellar (vice solar) astronomy
package, an automated earth resources film cannister return
system, and compatible docking ports for a possible rendezvous

with a Soviet spacecraft.

Description of a Space Station 

A Space Station would be designed with the capability to function

between five and 10 years (vice 1.5 years for Skylab). With a

6-man crew, it could conduct 24-hour operations not feasible
with Skylab. A Space Station would be able to conduct experiments

in bioscience, medicine, and earth resources not planned on Skylab.
A station could also make advances in space manufacturing of
vaccines, high purity medication, lightweight metals, and optical
glass.

Advances would be made in medicine, biology, and metallurgy.
Scientific data return would not be appreciably greater than
unmanned data return. In the Space Station the realization of
applications is enhanced beyond simple observations of the earth

by the ability to conduct major on-board manufacturing experiments.

Analysis of Options (See Table II-B)

Table II-B presents data to assist the analysis of the program
options for post-Skylab manned space flight. The major effects

of the prc.)yLcutt opLiolib ct.Le bulluttd.Liza below:

. Apollo Spacecraft - Least costly of program options

for manned space flight. Experiments of low priority.
International prestige and cooperation could be enhanced
with joint flight or flights with Russians. Marshall
Space Flight Center could be closed in FY 1974. Further

actions reducing the manned space base would depend upon
future program decisions regarding manned space flight.

. Second Skylab - Intermediate option in terms of budge-
tary impact. Larger spacecraft permits better experi-
ments than possible in Apollo spacecraft. However, even

improved experiments would be only marginally better
than possible with unmanned spacecraft. The Marshall
Space Flight Center could be shut down in FY 1974.

. Space station - The most costly of the program options.
While it would enhance international prestige, the
scientific return would be of low priority. There
would be no change in the NASA institutional base.
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Apollo Spacecraft
Single Joint  nodking 3 Missions

BA - Outlays BA
Budgetary impact ($M)
(direct program - does not include FY 1973 22

impact on institutional base 1974 100
described below and costed in 1975 86
Table II-F) 1976 15

1977

Contractor employment impact 12/72
Peak year

Impact on institutional base  

Scientific experiments

Practical applications experiments  

OST ranking of experiments  

International prestige  

Duration of hiatus in manned space flight  

300
4,500

Outlays 

Second
Skylab

BA Outlays 

Space
Station

BA Outlays 

13 60 35 50 30 50 30
70 110 90 250 170 300 200
90 200 165 500 400 700 540
45 190 190 400 440 1,100 940
5 40 120 300 360 1,300 1,220

FY 74 - Close

Marshall Space

Flight Center

(Ala) (8,600

employees)

. Astronomy and

earth physics

. Earth resources

photos

Low priority

Brief space

- spectacular

1-2 years

1,600
9,000

FY 74 - Close

Marshall
Space Flight

Center (Ala)

(8,600
employees)

. Astronomy
and earth
physics

• Earth
resources

photos
. Simple zero

gravity
manufacturing

Low priority

U.S. program
would be less
than that of
USSR

1-2 years

1,300
22,000

FY 74 - Close
Marshall
Space Flight
Center (Ala)
(8,600
employees)

. Biomedicine
• Astronomy

• Earth

resources

Low

priority

U.S. program
about equal

to USSR

plans

3 years

1,300
58,000

Keep present
Center staffing

• Biomedicine
. Astronomy

• Earth resources

experiments
. Advanced space

manufacturina

(vaccines,
metals, glass

Low priority

U.S. program
would be more

sophisticated

than USSR's

5 years



International cooperation  

Capability to conduct manned space flight - man

months in earth orbit (1972-80)  

Advancement of technology

12
Apolo Spacecraft

Single Joint Docking 3 Missions

BA Outly.,

. Joint flight with
Russians

2

No effect

(technology

already in hand)

Second

Skylab

BA Outlays BA Outlays 

. Joint dock-
ing with
Russians

. Possible

flights
with
foreign
astronauts

5

No effect

Space

Station

. Joint docking .
with
Russians

. Possible

flights
with foreign
astronauts

36

Some new

technology to

improve
science and

applications
return

BA Outlays 

Possible
international
crews

180

Significant

advances
(lightweight
computers,
communications,
life support)
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Implications for the 1980's 

Longer range and far more costly alternatives exist which
should be mentioned because they have been actively con-
sidered by NASA in the recent past. A manned trip to Mars
is, of course, the most ambitious undertaking possible in
the 1980's. Such a trip would probably be preceded by either
a lunar orbiting space station or temporary (30-day) manned
lunar base. Nuclear propulsion in the form of some derivative
of NERVA would be required.

A space base, with an international crew of up to 100 men,
would be a possibility for the late 1980's. Another manned
system would be a polar orbiting, or a synchronous orbiting,
space station for earth resources, communications, and
meteorology.

While the Apollo-type missions are alternatives for the 1970's,
a different class of missions would be required to exploit
manned space in the 1980's.

Implications for a Reusable Shuttle 

All of the options reviewed can be conducted with existing
launch vehicles if a continued manned program were desired.
However, the true value of looking at these manned program
alternatives is that they are representative of the types of
manned activity that could be conducted with alternative
space transportation systems. Only the need to resupply a
Spcict SLaLiun beyiix Lu jubLify iflvSLiiiy in a iUSbii shuLLle
capability. In a sense, a commitment to a shuttle is ar. impli-
cit commitment to a subsequent space station program.
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D. The Future Space Transportation System 

Introduction 

In order to reduce the cost of space operations in the

1980's and beyond, NASA strongly supports investing at

least $12B in the development of the space shuttle trans-

portation system during the 1970's. The space shuttle

recommended by NASA would be a manned, reusable, two-

stage (with expendable external propellant tanks) system

which could carry NASA, DOD, and commercial payloads to

and from earth orbit.

This section analyzes the options for future space

transportation systems ranging from continued use of

expendable rockets to the development of reusable space

shuttles.

Objective 

The objective of the future space transportation system

is to reduce the total investment and operating costs

(launch vehicles plus payloads) of space operations.

The future space transportation system should be looked

upon as a means of achieving space program objectives

in the most efficient way rather than as a goal in

itself.

Alternative space transportation systems are as follows:

1. Baseline shuttle - A manned, reusable two-stage
(with expendable external propellant tanks) system

which could be operational by 1979. The shuttle

consists of the orbiter which carries satellites

or manned modules to and from low earth orbit and

the booster which provides the liftoff thrust for

the orbiter. Development options are as follows:

a. Concurrent development - Development of the

orbiter and booster would proceed concurrently

(total investment about $12-163).
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b. Phased development - Development of the orbiter
would proceed in FY 1973 while development of
the booster would be deferred. From 1978-1983
the orbiter would be launched by interim expend-
able rockets such as the S-I-C or the Titan III
(total investment about $13-16B).

2. Minimum technology shuttle (Mark I/II) - A manned
reusable, two-stage system which would rely upon
state-of-the-art technology to the maximum possible
extent during the initial phase (Mark I) (e.g.,
J-2-S engines vice high pressure engines in the
orbiter; current technology avionics). Technology
advances would be incorporated during a later phase
(Mark II). Development of the orbiter and booster
would proceed concurrently. Mark I would extend
from 1978-83 (total investment about $11-13B).

3. Expendable boosters - Expendable rockets, such as
the Saturn I B or the Titan III, which are used to
launch manned or unmanned spacecraft and satellites.
Options include:

a. Current expendables - Boosters currently being
produced (investment $ .2B plus $1.3B for Big
Gemini to resupply Space Station).

b. New expendables - Growth versions of the Titan
III (total investment about $ .6 plus $1.3B for
Big Gemini).

4. Deferral of program decision until FY 1974 - This
option would allow more time for study of alterna-
tives and advancement of technology.
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Economic.nal.ysis of the Options 

Potential cost savings - When developed, the shuttle has
the potential for reducing the cost of space operations
by:

• Recovering satellites for refurbishment or
updating (65% benefits).

• Reusing launch vehicles (30% of benefits).

• Relaxing payload size/weight constraints which
currently increase design and fabrication costs
(5% of benefits).

Cost savings analysis - Table II-C presents a cost
savings analysis in which each of the space transporta-
tion system options are compared to new expendable
rockets (Titan III derivative). Lines 2-8 show the
sensitivity of the cost savings to changes in assump-
tions. A 10% discount rate is used unless otherwise
indicated.

• Hypothetical shuttle - This option (which would
have the most cost-effective combination of non-
recurring and recurring costs) has been included
to show a best case option for the shuttle. The
hypothctical r'1- 4-4--1- has similar charactcristics
to several configurations which have been consid-

ered by contractors and which might be examined

further if a program decision were deferred until

FY 1974.

Baseline - Line 1 is based upon a mission model

requiring an expendable rocket launch rate of

59 per year (compared to the projected 1972-77 U.S.

average of 39 per year). Line 1 assumes that the

shuttle development schedule will be met and that

actual shuttle costs will equal NASA estimates

(e.g., $12B for Baseline Shuttle, concurrent

development).

Discount rate - Cost savings are highly sensitive

to the discount rate. The baseline rate is that

used by DOD (10%). Lines 2 and 3 show the effect

of varying the rate.
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• De3,37 in shuttlyerational readiness - In order

to maintain equal capability, later phase-in dates
quiLu the purchase of additional current expend-

ables, thereby decreasing shuttle savings. Either
development schedule may not be met or performance
problems could ground the shuttle for several years.
Line 4 shows this effect.

• Mission model changes - Lower launch rates reduce
the savings from all alternatives. NASA and DOD
have recently revised downward their projected
launch rates. Line 5 shows the effect of reducing
the mission model by 10% for all users. Line 6
shows the effect of decreasing DOD's launch rate
by 25% (to a much more realistic level).

• Potential of cost overrun - The ratio of actual

development costs to estimated costs for 12
systems built during the 1960's was 1.2. Line 7
shows the effect of increasing development cost
estimate by 20%.

• Launch costs higher than NASA estimate - Line 8

shows the effects of doubling the launch costs
for the shuttle options.

Conclusions from Economic Analysis - OMB staff conclusions

are as follows:

7\4- 1(.19- nll e-Nc-,
save less systems cost than does the New Expendable
(Titan III derivative).

2. Even if the discount rate is reduced to 8%, the two
options being reviewed by NASA (Baseline - Concurrent

and Mark I/II) show only marginal savings relative to

the New Expendable.

3. Changes in any one of several assumptions would further

reduce estimated savings for the shuttle options.

4. The uncertainties in the assumptions are such that all

of the shuttle options would be likely to have a nega-

tive return (e.g., investment and operating costs are

likely to grow and the mission model likely to decrease

relative to NASA assumptions). See Attachment II for

OMB staff evaluation of shuttle uncertainties.

5. Because shuttle savings are sensitive to the phase-in

period, phased development of either the booster or of

technology (e.g. Mark I/II) is not cost effective.
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Cost Savings Analysis ($ Millions) 
Present Value of Savings Compared to Expendable Rockets2/

Investment 1973-1985

Line 4,fr 

1. Baseline (Shuttle

phase-in 1978-81:

59 expendable launches

per year)

2. Decrease discount

rate to 8%

3. Increase discount
rate to 12%

4. Shuttle phase-in

1978-83

5. Mission model based

on 54 expendable

launches per year

6. Decrease DOD launch

rate by 25%

7. Development cost

estimates increased

by 20%

8. Double cost per launch

•
Table II -C

New Baseline Shuttle
Minimum

Technology Hypo-
Concurrent PhasedExpendable (Mark I/II) thetical

Rockets Development Development Shuttle Shuttle

$.6B $12 to $16B $13 to $16B $11 to $13B $9 to $11B

-$1000

500

-$1900

-500

-$1300

$0 to $200

-$400

1200

-1800 -2500 -2000 ' -1000

-1500 -2200 -1600 -900

-1100 -2000 -1400 -500

-1200 -2000 -1400 -500

-1300 -2200 -1600 -900 co
-1200 -2100 -1400 -600

1/ Preliminary OMB staff estimates. Calculated by time-phasing NASA estimates of total costs

and applying 10% discount rate. (Cost of reusable space tug, operational in 1985, included.

2/ Titan III derivative (sometimes called New Expendable) used for the analysis.
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Analysis of Options According to the Criteria 

Table II-D presents data to assist the analysis of the options

for the future space transportation system. The major effects

of each of the program options are summarized below:

• Baseline Shuttle (concurrent development) - This option

would have the greatest near-term budgetary and con-

tractor employment impact. It would also have the

lowest cost per launch when developed. There would

be no change in NASA's institutional base. Lower

future year operating costs could lead to an increase

in the rate of scientific and applications flights.

There would be major advances in technology and a

demonstration of the U.S. leadership in space capa-

bilities. As shown on Table II-C, this option does

not appear to be cost effective when compared to

new expendable rockets.

• Baseline Shuttle (phased development) - This option

would alleviate near-term funding peaks, but would

have a greater total investment cost than the Base-

line (concurrent development) option. Launch costs

of $40M with an interim expendable booster would
have a negative effect on cost-effectiveness.

Otherwise, this option would be comparable with
the Baseline (concurrent development) option.

• Mark T/IT - This option would reduce near-term

budgetary peaks and total investment costs below
those of the Baseline Shuttle. The cost per launch

would be double that of the Baseline Shuttle during

Mark I and 22% higher than the Baseline Shuttle
during Mark II. Because of decreased requirements
for the booster, Marshall Space Flight Center could

be reduced by 50% starting in FY 1974. As shown on

Table II-C, the Mark I/II shuttle would be less

cost-effective than the Baseline (concurrent)

shuttle. Otherwise, this option would be comparable

to the Baseline (concurrent) shuttle.

• New EITIf_nslable - This option would require only

about 5% of the investment cost of the shuttle

option and would require no funding in FY 1973.
However, the cost per launch would be 1.3 - 7

times as much as the baseline shuttle depending

on payload size. The Marshall Space Flight

Center could be closed starting in FY 1974. This
is the most cost-effective of the program options.
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Because of the higher operating costs, this option
would be less likely than the shuttle options to
cause an increase in the rate of scientific and
practical applications flights. This option does
not retain the shuttle's ability to conduct 1-2
week sortie missions or to recover satellites for
refurbishment. However, the Titan III would be
able to launch all other payloads.

Preserving future options in FY 1973 - Deferring a decision
on the Shuttle until FY 1974 is primarily a tactical option
and has not been ranked against the criteria for selecting
among transportation system options. This option would
require a continuation of approximately the FY 1972 funding
($100M) and employment levels (3,000 positions). This
option has the following advantages and disadvantages:

• Advantages 

- Avoids the need to make a decision before the fall of
1972 which would be apt to provoke criticism no matter
what choice was made.

- Reduces FY 1973 budget requirements.

- Allows further study of other alternatives besides the
current NASA preferred system.

lead time items.

- Disadvantages 

- Program already has been extensively studied and a
sufficient basis for a FY 1973 decision probably will
exist.

- Strings along several aerospace firms which are making
major contributions of their own resources in the hopes

of receiving the contract.

- Increases the hiatus in manned space flight from 5 to 6

years.
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Table II-D

Options for the Future Space Transportation System 
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Baseline Shuttle

Concurrent Phased

BA Outlays BA Outlays 

Mark I/II Shuttle
(Phased Technology) 

BA Outlays 

New Expendable
(Titan III series) 

BA Outlays 

Budgetary impact ($M)
(direct program - does not FY 1973 228 93 228 93 228 93
include impact on insti- 1974 960 650 800 550 640 450 50 30
tutional base described 1975 1,550 1,200 1,100 900 1,000 800 100 75
below and costed in Table IV-A) 1976 1,800 1,600 1,300 1,100 1,250 1,100 150 120

1977 1,950 1,80'1 1,300 1,200 1,200 1,200 20J 150

Total investment ($B)  

Cost per launch when developed (aM)  

Contractor employment impact

12-16

4.5

12/72 3,700
Peak year 85,000

Impact on institutional base  

First manned orbital flight  

Sortie mission capability for scientists

(1-2 weeks)  

Scientific/practical applications return  

Keep present

Centers

1979

Yes

Lower operating
costs could in-
crease level of

13-16

40.0 (interim)
4.5 (final)

3,500
55,000

Keep present
Centers

1979

Yes

Same as

concurrent

11-13

9.0 (Mark I)
5.5 (Mark II)

3,400
50,000

FY 74 - Reduce
Marshall Space
Flight Center
(5,000 employees)

1979

Yes

Same as

concurrent

activity, esp.
commercial

International prestigg.  Demonstrates Same as Same as
leadership
in space

capabilities

concurrent concurrent

Duration of hiatus in manned space flight .. 5 5 5

Advancement of technology  Major (thermal Same as Advances made
protection concurrent
systems, avionics,
rocket engines)

at a slowei'
pace than
concurrent

0.6

$6M-30M depending

on payload size

4,500

Close one Center

(9,000 employees

during FY 1974

1977-78

No

Less likely than
shuttle to cause

increase in level

(:)," activity

Would depend on
nature of
payloads

3-4

Minor
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III. Program Options for the Unmanned Space Program

Introduction

This section analyzes program options for three major portions

of the unmanned space program: The Grand Tour of the Outer

Planets; The Viking Mars Lander and Orbiter; and the High

Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO). These programs have

been selected for analysis since they require the largest

amounts of funding of any individual projects in the current

unmanned space program.

Planetary Exploration - Grand Tour of Outer Planets 

Objectives 

Conducts exploratory scientific investigations of the outer

planets--Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, the

Asteroid Belt, and interplanetary space. The investigations

will provide new knowledge about the origin, history, and

dynamics of the solar system to better understand the evolu-

tion of the earth and its environmental processes.

40 Background 

Because of the alignment of the outer planets from 1976 to 1979,

a very rare opportunity ( 175 year) is available to conduct outer

planetary missions by using three-planet gravity-assisted

swingbys (Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto and Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune).

•

Definition of Spacecraft Options 

1. Thermoelectric Outer Planets Spacecraft (TOPS) - This option

would require development of subsystems of high reliability,

long life and survivability, control and repair, and high

data rate storage and return.

2. NASA-recommended spacecraft - This option would reduce the

size and capability of several components, subsystems, and

science instrumentation of the spacecraft. However, the

spacecraft would have a good probability of being able to

perform the missions.

3. Outer Planet Explorer - This option would require modifications

of the Outer Planet Explorer and redundant equipment that

would increase spacecraft weight and cost but would not have

the same capability as the NASA-recommended spacecraft.
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4. Modified Pioneer - The Pioneer could not carry all science
instruments and would have no data storage, low data rate
return (especially required for the TV imaging instrument)
and limited power capacity.

Analysis of the Spacecraft Options (See Table III-A)

Table III-A presents data to assist the analysis of the space-
craft options for the Grand Tour. The major effects of the
options are summarized below:

1. Thermoelectric Outer Planets Spacecraft (TOPS) - This option
ranks highest against all the measures of scientific return
listed on Table III-A. In addition, the advancement of tech-
nology would be the greatest. However, the budgetary impact
would be the largest of all the options.

2. NASA-recommended spacecraft -- Although this option would
decrease scientific return, NASA believes it would accomplish
the major scientific objectives of the Grand Tour at 25% less
cost than the TOPS option.

3. Outer Planets Explorer - This option would result in a major
reduction in scientific return and in advancement of tech-
nology for only a 13% decrease in total costs relative to the
NASA-recommended option.

4. Modified Pioneer - This option has inherent technical limita-
tion which would severely limit the scientific return of the
program in return for a 33% reduction in total costs relative
to the NASA-recommended option.

Definition of Mission Options 

1. Conduct baseline program - Two spacecraft would be launched
in 1977 to Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto and two spacecraft in 1979
to Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune.

2. Delete the Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto Missions and fly current 
spacecraft to Jupiter and Saturn - Two spacecraft would be
launched in 1979 to Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune. Saturn would be
covered by Pioneer and Explorer spacecraft.

3. Cancel Grand Tour and rely on Pioneer and Explorer missions 
to Jupiter and Saturn - Rely upon Pioneer or Explorer class
satellites to Jupiter and Saturn, which have been identified
by the Space Science Board as priority planets in terms of
their interest and accessibility.
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Analysis of Mission Options (See Table III-B)

▪ Conduct baseline program - This option ranks high in terms
of scientific return ana advancement of technology. However,
the budgetary impact would be the largest of all the options.

▪ Delete Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto; fly current spacecraft to 
Jupiter and Saturn - This option reduces scientific return
while not greatly reducing overall program cost--e.g.,
eliminating one launch (25% of the program) saves about
$75M (10% of costs). This is because most of the program
cost is associated with R&D for new spacecraft concepts and
payloads.

• Cancel the Grand Tour program and rely on Pioneer and Explorer
missions to Jupiter and Saturn - This would have the least
budgetary impact. The Space Science Board has suggested that
as a fallback position lower cost missions of the Pioneer and
Outer Planet Explorer class would be recommended. The major
disadvantage of this option is that the opportunity for large
scientific return and technology advance would be foregone.



Exploration of the Outer Planets - 

Spacecraft Options 

Budget impact ($M)

4
Table III-A

Thermoelectric Outer NASA-Recommended Outer Planets Modified
12.121pacecraft (TOPS) Spacecraft Explorer Pioneer 

BA Outlays BA Outlays BA Outlays BA Outlays 

FY 1973 40

1974 160

1975 200

1976 160

1977 110

Total cost (FY 72- ($M)  

Contractor employment impact

25 29 20 25 18 20 15
110 127 90 110 80 - 85 60
185 162 145 140 130 110 100
160 128 130 110 115 85 90
135 87 110 70 95 60 75

1,000 750 650 500

12/72 800 600 500 400

Peak year 9,000 7,000 6,000 5,000

Scientific return

. Experiment weight (lbs.)   220 130 200 119

. Experiment power (watts)   104 78 56 38

Data return (bits/second from Neptune)  1,000 150 15 38

International prestige   May eventually generate Same as TOPS Same as TOPS Same as TOPS

popular appeal

International cooperation   Exchange of scientific Same as TOPS Same as TOPS Same as TOPS

data

Advancement of technology  Long life (9 yr) systems; Long life Current Current

improved data handling (9 yr) technology technology
and storage systems



Table 111-B

ExploratfLon of  the Outer Planets - Mission Options.b"

Missions Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto (1977)  
Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune (1979)  
Jupiter-Saturn (1976-78)  

Budgetary impact ($ M)

5

Baseline

Program

2
2

Delete Jupiter-Saturn-
Pluto; fly current spacecraft

to Jupiter and Saturn

BA Outlays,

FY 1973 29 20
1974 127 90
1975 162 145
1976 128 130
1977 87 110

Total cost (FY 1972-79) ($M)  

Contractor employment impact 12/72
Peak year

Scientific return  

Mission trip time (years)

Grand Tour  
Direct missions to single planets  

750

600
7,000

Co;ers 5

planets with
NASA-4:ecom-
mended
spacecraft

Jupiter 

1.5

1.5

2
2

Cancel Grand Tour;
fly current spacecraft
to Jupiter and Saturn 

BA Outlays BA Outlays

15 10 .1. 10
35 25 20 15
70 55 40 35

135 110 25 30
150 145 20 25

700 175

300 300
6,800 1,800

Covers 3 planets with
NASA-recommended space-
craft. Pluto not
visited. Saturn covered
by Pioneer (reduced

performance)

Saturn Uranus Neptune 

Covers only Jupiter and

Saturn. Pioneer
spacecraft (reduced
performance)

Pluto

3.1 6.0 9.4 8.8
5.8 16.0 31.0 46.0

1/ Assumes use of spacecraft recommended by NASA in the FY 1973 budget unless otherwise specified.
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Planetary Program - Viking Mars Lander/Orbiter,

Objectives 

Advance knowledge of Mars by conducting scientific investi-
gations from orbit, in the atmosphere, and on the surface.
Emphasis will be placed on obtaining biological, chemical,
and environmental data related to the existence of life on
the planet at present, in the past, or possibly in the future.

Background 

• The Viking Mars landing missions will involve two orbiters
and two landers. Both missions are scheduled to be launched
in 1975.

• The Viking program was approved as a new start for FY 1969
with the first Mars landing scheduled for 1973. However,
the program was rescheduled as a result of budgetary action
for a first landing in 1975. The original cost estimate
for the 1973 landing was $380 M including launch vehicles.
The current estimate is about $850 M.

• During FY 1972 NASA is expected to complete detailed design
and to conduct spacecraft and preliminary design reviews.
Fabrication of the first developmental landers to be used
in the tuting program will begin.

Definition of Options

1. Conduct the baseline Viking program - The two missions
would be conducted as planned.

2. Drop the orbiters from missions - This option would allow
the program to proceed with the two landers.

3. Cancel one of the missions - In this option one orbiter/
lander system would be deleted. In addition, a launch
vehicle would be excluded. The purchase of spacecraft
hardware, scientific instrumentation and systems inte-
gration would be reduced.

4. Defer missions - This option would stretch out the Viking
program to the next Mars launch opportunity in 1977.

•
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5. Cancel Viking - Under this option all work on the Viking
missions would be terminated.

Analysis of options (See Table III-C)

1. Conduct baseline Program - This option ranks highest in
scientific return. In addition, the science data from
this option will determine the priority of Mars in the
planetary program and what future missions will be con-
ducted there. This option would enhance the nation's
international technological image by demonstrating that
a landing on a distant planet can be accomplished.
However, this option would not significantly advance
technology. The budget impact of this option would be
significant in FY 1973--$256 M in BA and about $180 M
in BO; however, FY 1973 is the peak funding year and
requirements decrease in future years.

2. Drop the orbiters from the missions - This option would
permit savings of about $290 M from the total program
and about $60 M in FY 1973 BA thus reducing the budget
impact. However, a large amount of science return will
not be possible. More significantly this option adds
risk to the missions because one of the functions of the
orbiter is to select the landing sites.

3. Cancel one of the missions - While this option would •
reduce the program's budget impact by approximately
$350 M, risks are put into the program. Dual launches
insure against launch or spacecraft failure and
maximize scientific return. NASA would strongly object.

4. Defer missions - This option would have about a $60-80 M

budget impact in FY 1973; however, future years could be

increased by as much as $400-450 M. Viking was deferred
in FY 1971 from 1973 to 1975. A deferral to FY 1977
would increase the program's development lifetime to
eight years and increase costs to $1.3 B.

5. Cancel Viking - This option would reduce FY 1973 require-
ments by $250 M. This option ranks lowest in scientific
return. In addition, the international image of the U.S.
in the space program would be reduced--the Russians have
missions underway and planned to Mars.



Table III-C

Planetary Exploration - Viking Mission Options 

Criteria Baseline Program 

8

Drop Orbiters Cancel One Mission Defer Viking Cancel  Viking 

Budgetary impact
FY 1973 BA  

FY 1973 outlays  

Peak year outlays  

256

180

256

190

150

190

180

130

180

60-80

50

225

-0-
45

45

Total cost  850-900 560-610 500-550 1.2-1.3B 132

Contractor employment impact

12/72  6,600 6,700 6,000 5,500 -0 -

Peak year  8,000 7,300 6,800 7,500 6,500

Scientific return  Data on pos- Lose imaging Jeopardize Delay Forego data

sible life on and site science if data on on life on

Mars selection

capabilities
technical

difficulty or

launch abort

life Qn
Mars -

Mars

International prestige .  Could have

considerable
• popular

interest

Same as
baseline

Increases risk

of failure
Little
effect

Little else of
popular
appeal
scheduled

in 1975

period
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Astronom Hi .h Ener Astronomical Observato HEAO)

Objectives 

HEAO is designed to provide the scientific community with an
astronomical observatory beyond the filtering effects of the
earth's atmosphere. HEAO will observe the galaxy and the
universe in the x-ray and gamma ray region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. These observations are expected to yield
new insight into the nature and evolution of the universe.

Background 

• HEAO A and B have been approved as new starts for FY 1972.
The total estimated cost for the two spacecraft including
launch vehicles is $210-280 million (excludes tracking and
data acquisition).

. HEAO A, scheduled for launch in 1975, is designed to do a
full sky survey with relatively crude pointing for source
and background radiation.

. HEAO B, scheduled to be flown in 1976, will have a finer
pointing capability to permit larger duration observations
of selected high energy sources.

• All other major NASA astronomy programs have been deferred
in favor of HEAO. NASA's Astronomy Missions Board has
carried HEAO as a top priority project for two years. The

Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences

has given strong advocacy for HEAO and recommends the

program even under budget constraints. OST has vigorously

supported HEAO.

Definition of options 

1. Conduct the current program - Aside from the scientific

objectives of the missions, NASA argues that this approach
would maximize return on the mission by using a large

spacecraft with a variety of experiments.

2. Defer the HEAO A  and B Program - A deferral of this program

would save $16 million in 1972 and $70 million (estimated

in NASA cost run-out for spacecraft and launch vehicle) in

1973.
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3. Reduce the scope of HEAO program - This option would

include a spacecraft about half the size of the current

spacecraft. In addition, substantial savings would be

possible in science instrumentation. A smaller launch

vehicle would be used.

Analysis of the options (See Table III-D)

1. Conduct the current HE20 A and B program - This option

would rank high in the acquisition of scientific data.

It would also have the greatest budget and employment

impact.

2. Defer the HEAO program - This option would reduce the

budget impact of HEAO in FY 1973 (quantified in

Table III-D). In lieu of HEAO, programs could be

approved within the total astronomy program, such

as increased sounding rocket activities, airborne

research (including newer high-flying aircraft), and

ground-based facilities improvements and additions.

There is no launch urgency surrounding the HEAO program.

The delay would be in getting scientific return--a two-

year deferral would mean a first launch in 1977. The

strongest argument for HEAO has been that it will provide

a national laboratory capability in space to study areas

of energy spectrum that cannot be observed from the

ground. The strongest argument advanced by ground

astronomers against space astronomy and especially HEAO

is that space observations are 100 times more expensive

and that fewer scientists are involved.

3. Reduce the scope of HEAO program - This option would

reduce the scientific return capability of the spacecraft.

In the HEAO program celestial bodies would be studied in

the x-ray and gamma ray regions simultaneously, thus

permitting coordinated observations and mapping of the

sky. This option would permit the total cost of the

HEAO program to be reduced by about $85-130 million and

reduce requirements in FY 1973 by $28 million in BA and

$15 million in outlays. This option would maintain balance

in the astronomy program by permitting increased studies

in all regions of the energy spectrum (i.e. optical,

infrared, radio, and high energy).
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Table III-D

High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO) - 

Program Options 

Criteria Baseline Program 

Budgetary impact
FY 1973 BA   42
FY 1973 outlays   25

Peak year outlays   55

Total cost   230-280

Reduce HEAO 

20
15
40

125-150

Cancel HEAO 

Contractor employment impact

12/72   1,000 600 -0-

Peak year   3,000 1,500 -0-

Scientific return  . Largest and most Reduce scientific None

sensitive experi- return by 30-40% 
ments (one
instrument
5,000 Ibs)

. 100x better
resolution to
study extra-
galactic energy
sources

. First cosmic ray
studies--to
100,000 BEV

International prestige   Little effect Little effect Little effect

Advancement of technology   Mostly existing Same as baseline None

technology
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Note: This paper has not attempted to compare HEAO with

ground-based astronomy projects. A separate analysis

on this subject is being prepared by EST staff for

the Director's Review.
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IV. Summary of Program Options 

Table IV-A presents data which makes it possible to estimate
the FY 1972-77 budgetary effects of combinations of program
options for manned and unmanned space flight. The base against
which the program options can be applied is Table I-C, which
presented the runout costs of the current activity level for
NASA's on-going programs.

Tho following summary table provides an illustration of how
to use Table IV-A. Suppose one desired to construct a space
program which would (a) cancel Apollo 17, (b) initiate a
single joint docking mission with the Soviets, (c) proceed
with the concurrent development of the baseline shuttle, and
(d) conduct the Grand Tour with Explorer spacecraft. The
calculation would be as follows:

1972 1973 1974
BA BO BA BO BA

NASA On-going Program. .3,315 3,181 3,096 3,100 2,600

A-1. Cancel Apollo 17 -9 -5 -92 -60

B-1. Joint docking
mission +22 +15 +100

C-1. Baseline shuttle
(concm-renfl +228 +93 +960

D-3. Outer Planets
Explorer -4 -3 -17

Revised Program 3,306 3,176 3,250 3,145 3,643

Table IV-A presents data which allows similar projections to

be made through FY 1977 ($4.2B peak in FY 1977 for the above

case).

Case A-4 assumes the elimination of the current capability to

conduct manned space flight and hence should not be used with

subsequent manned flight options.

Three of the post-Skylab manned options assume the closure or

reduction of the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville,
Alabama. In making the projections from Table IV-A, care should
be taken not to count the closure of this Center twice or to
assume the closure of this Center if a shuttle option is selected
(e.g., a combination of Case B-1 and Case C-1 should not be
assumed to result in the closure of MSFC).
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Space limitations have not permitted an analysis of the full
range of possible program initiatives for space sciences and
applications and aeronautics above the current rate of activity

projected in the NASA On-going Program. NASA has projected

increases in both of these programs which have been included
in Section G of Table IV-A. Examples of space science and
applications new starts include HEAO C&D, Earth Observation

Satellites, and a Disaster Warning Satellite. Examples of

aeronautics new starts include Conventional Take-off and Lift

(CTOL) quiet engine and a low density short-haul experimental

aircraft.
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Table IV-A

Summary of Program Options

1972

(millions of dollars)

NASA Ongoing Program-i"  

1973 1974
BA

1975
BA

1976
BA

1977
BABA BO BA BO

3,315 3,181 3,096 3,100 2,600 2,275 2,275 2,275

Manned Program

A. Reductions in Apollo/Skylab

-5 -2 -84 -791. Cancel Apollo 17  

2. Cancel Apollo 16 and 17  -20 -10 -113 -109
3. Cancel Skylab  -120 -60 -465 -460 -261
4. Cancel Apollo 16, 17, and Skylab and -180 -120 -650 -625 -325

eliminate manned capability  -40 -30 -215 -180 -380 -400 -400 -400

B. Post-Skylab Manned Options

- - 22 100 86 15 -1. Joint docking mission  
- Close one Center in 1974  - - - -90 -165 -190 -190

2. Three Apollo spacecraft missions  - - 60 110 200 :1 90 40
- Close one Center in 1974  - - - -90 -165 -190 -190

3. Second Skylab  - - 50 250 500 400 300
- Reduce two Centers in 1974  - - - -60 -90 -90 -90

4. Space Station  - - 50 300 700 1,100 1,300

C. Space Transportation System

1. 3aseline shuttle (Concurrent)  (In Ongoing 228 93 960 1,550 1,800 1,950

(No Center closure) Program)

2. 3aseline shuttle (Phased)  228 93 800 1,100 1,300 1,300

(No Center closure)
3. Mark I/II shuttle  228 93 640 1,000 1,250 1,200

(Reduce one Center)  -60 -90 -90 -90

4. New expendable (Titan III series)  - - - - 50 100 150 200

(Close one Center in 1974)  -90 -165 -190 -190

D. Grand Tour

(15) (8) (29) (20) (127) (162) (128) (87)
1. Included in Ongoing Program

(NASA-recommended spacecraft)  

2. Thermoelectric Outer Planets Spacecraft

(TOPS)  - - +11 +5 +33 +38 +32 +23

3. Outer Planets Explorer  - - -4 -2 -17 -22 -18 -17

4. Modified Pioneer  - - -9 -5 -43 -52 -43 -27

I/ See Table I-C. No funds for Shuttle except in FY 1972.
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5. Delete Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto missions

(fly current spacecraft to Jupiter

1972
BA BO

1973
BA BO

1974
BA

1975
BA

1976
BA

1977
BA

and Saturn)  - - -14 -10 -92 -92 +7 +63

6. Cancel Grand Tour (fly current spacecraft

to Jupiter and Saturn)  -12 -6 -14 -10 -107 -122 -103 -67

E. Vikina
1. Included in Ongoing Program (Baseline)  (187) (110) (256) (180) (185) (100) (35) (25)

2. Drop Orbiters  -20 -10 -66 -30 -64 -34 -16 -

3. Cancel one mission  -30 -18 -80 -60 -60 -40 -15 -10
4. Defer  -115 -80 -180 -150 +110 +250 +100 +75
5. Cancel  -87 -90 -256 -135 -185 -100 -35 -25

F. HEAO

1. :ncluded in Ongoing Program (Baseline)  (22) (10) (42) (28) (65) (73) (41) (21)
2. Reduce HEAO  -9 -2 -22 -10 -15 -20 -10 -6
3. Cancel  -22 -10 -42 -28 -65 -73 -41 -21

G. Othe)2_22fsible new starts
1. Space science and applications  - - 75 50 75 75 75 75
2. Aeronautics  - - 25 25 25 25 25 25
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V. An Illustrative Future Space Program

•

The illustrative program would complete the remaining
scheduled Apollo and Skylab manned space flights. This
program would postpone the space shuttle indefinitely.
However, the illustrative program would not preclude the
possibility that eventually the shuttle might become more
economica attractive and be initiated in the 1980's.
In the meantime, the illustrative program concentrates upon
manned orbital flight using expendable launch vehicles.
From FY 1975-1978 Apollo Spacecraft would be utilized,
followed by the development and use of modular space stations.

The unmanned science and applications programs would be
expanded. The Grand Tr9 of the outer planets (NASA base-
line), Viking, and EAO and B would be continued, followed
by new science and plications satellites in future years
(e.g. Large Space Telescope; Earth Observation Satellites).

The ranking of the illustrative space program according to
the criteria is shown in Table II-D, under "New Expendable
Rockets." Marshall Space Flight Center would be shut down.

The following assumptions would be implicit in the illustra-
tive space program:

1. That, while space is still important, it is no longer
of such high priority as Lo 'lustily a ma1of increabe in
funding levels (after FY 1973, funding held below $3 V.

2. That the unmanned portion of the space program will
produce a wide range of benefits from space in terms of
scientific knowledge and practical applications.

3. That the manned program with expendable rockets would
be justified primarily from the standpoint of inter-
national technological image and maintenance of tech-

nological capability.

•

. That NASA's institutional base should be reduced.

5. That the duration of the hiatus in manned space flight

should be relatively brief (from 1974-1975).
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The following table summarizes the illustrative future space
program:

1973 1974 1975-77 

Manned Space Flight (1,078) (878) (630)
Apollo (Complete)   133 -
Skylab (Complete)   529 261 -
Shuttle (Cancel)   - - -
Operating base   298 221 134
Manned program with expendable

rockets (joint docking and
second Skylab)   72 350 450

Life Sciences; advanced missions 46 46 46

Space Science and Applications (857) (850) (875)
Science (Continue Grand Tour,
Viking, and HEAO)   590 A625 )(625

Practical Applications   267 225 250

Advanced Research and Technology (210) (220) (225)

III Space Technology  90
Aeronautics  120 

100 100
120 125

_Tracking and Data Acquisition   260 259 259

Technology Utilization   5 5 5

Construction of Facilities   50 30 * 30

•

Research and Program Management
(Shutdown Marshall Space Flight
Center and reduce Kennedy Space
Center)   708 668 576

Total BA   3,168 2,910 2,600
(Outlays)   (3,150) (3,000) (2,650)
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VI. Conclusions 

1. There are no easy or obvious solutions for what the future
space program should be - the preferred program alternative
depends upon the relative value assigned to each of the
criteria presented in Chapter I.

2. An unmanned program could capture virtually as many science
and applications benefits as a manned program, at roughly
one-half to two-thirds of the cost.

3. However, an unmanned program would not greatly enhance our
international technological image or maintain our manned
space flight capability.

4. Thus, in terms of resources required, the major policy
issue for the future space program is the role of man in
space. The alternatives for manned space flight come down
to three:

a. Terminate manned flight and concentrate on capturing
scientific and practical applications benefits from
unmanned satellites (less the $2 B per year in the
1970's).

b. Continue manned flight with expendable rockets with
the realization that 144-4-1.n. dircct progrmatic
benefit is likely to result but that our technological
image and capabilities will be preserved (about $2.5-3.0 B
per year in the 1970's).

c. Invest in the shuttle which, while economically
00- dombtful, offers the hope that a productive role can

be found for man as an integral part of a transpor-
tation system designed to reduce the cost of space
operations (about $3.5-4.0 Op per year in the 1970's).

5. The relative priority of apace versus other national needs,
as expressed in the future annual level of funding antici-
pated for NASA, is obviously a crucial factor (e.g. if a
$4 B per year peak is not considered realistic, the base-
line shuttle should not be selected for development).
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6. The FY 1973 budget decisions should be consistent with a

well defined longer range view of the future space program.

7. Once the preferred program alternative has been selected,

NASA's institutional base should be resized accordingly.

The lower program options allow more opportunity for

reducing NASA's base.
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Attachment I-A

Manned Space Flight

FY 1972 Positions

Civil .

Service JPL

Support

Service Total

Marshall Space Flight
Center - Huntsville, Ala . 5,507 3,070 8,577

Manned Spacecraft Center -

Houston, Tex  3,935 5,386 9,321

John F. Kennedy Space
Center - Fla  2,544 6,260 8,804

Space Science and Applications

Goddard Space Flight
Center - Greenbelt, Md 4,187 5,881 10,068

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) - Pasadena, Calf  3,990 5,690

Wallops Station -

Wallops Is., Va  

rxuvailt.:cu. (=Au

462 352 814

Technology

Ames Research Center -

Moffett Field, Calf  1,824 551 2,375

Flight Research Center -

Edwards, Calf  508 217 725

Langley Research Center -
Hampton, Va  3,596 1,241 4,837

Lewis Research Center -

Cleveland, Ohio  3,879 387 4,266

Space Nuclear Systems Office
(NERVA)  108 - - 108

Headquarters  1,800 - 703 2,503

Total  28,3501/ 3,990 25,748 58,0881/

11 Does not include the recent reduction of 850 civil servants
which has not been distributed by Center yet.
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Attachment II

OMB Staff Evaluation of Shuttle Uncertainties 

This paper attempts to give a best estimate of the important
variables in the analysis.

Mission model 

The launch rate implied by the baseline mission model should
be revised downward.

- DOD launches - Recent projections of the number of DOD

launches are about 20% lower due to:

• Decreases in projected DOD space budget, and

• Increasing productivity of satellites (unclassified
source):

- DOD recently launched one satellite designed for a
mission that previously required two separate
satellites.

- The number of recoverable satellites dropped to five
in 1970, yet the total days in orbit were nearly as
many as DOD obtained in 1968 by using eight satellites.

- NASA: Science and Applications missions - There is evidence

that cost estimates for the large satellites are too low.
NASA spokesmen suggest that whereas the given budget em-

ployed by the model will purchase six Large Space Telescopes,

it is more likely that three could be purchased. Reducing

the numbers of these satellites reduces payload benefits

estimated for the shuttle.

Payload  savings 

Savings in payload costs attributed to the shuttle are over-
stated.

- As stated earlier, savings previously estimated for DOD

satellites have been revised downward.
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- Savings resulting from relaxing weight and volume constraints
are not unique to the shuttle (e.g. given different incen-
tives, payload-designers of expendable launch vehicles could
also use the criterion of minimizing the system cost (payload
plus vehicle) rather than the current criterion of minimizing
payload weight). Payload cost estimates associated with the
Titan III system in this analysis reflect this new criterion.

- Shuttle payload costs were estimated by designing several
new low-cost payloads and estimating the reduction in cost
relative to expendable payloads. The ratio derived (low
cost payloads/current expendable payloads) was then applied
to the expendable payloads in the NASA/DOD baseline mission
model. However, more detailed analysis (developing factors
at the level of satellite subsystems) has shown initial
estimates of payload saving to be overstated)"

Vehicle cost estimates 

Cost estimates for the shuttle configurations used in this
analysis will probably increase.

- Between November 1970 and July 1971 contractor estimates
of the non-recurring costs of the two stage system (which
was the system examined in greatest detail during 1971)
increased by 11% as the design became better defined.

- Actual systems costs during the past two decades have
typically differed from estimated costs. From data (air-
craft and spacecraft) for systems developed during the
1960's, it appears that the average ratio of actual R&D
costs to estimated R&D costs is 1.2. The ratio increases
with the level of technological advance sought and the
lapse between the date of the cost estimate and that of
the system's operational capability. Applying the average
ratio to NASA estimates of shuttle R&D would reduce shuttle
benefits.

- Shuttle operating costs were not estimated by using
statistical methods. The method used resulted in a total
launch/turnaround cost of $5.1 M (excluding space tug).
The ground operations portion (e.g., maintenance, sustaining

1/ NASA briefing 9/24/71
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spares, and base support) was $2.7 M, approximately .5%
of vehicle investment cost. This compares with .1% for
aircraft operated by U.S. airlines and .5%-5% for military
aircraft. Even if shuttle maintenance costs were to be
.5%, some learning can be expected to take place before
this level were reached. Incorporating these learning
effects into the analysis would reduce shuttle benefits.

Shuttle plp.se-in period 

Cost-effectiveness of the shuttle is quite sensitive to the
date that it will be able to launch all satellites (excepting
those launched by the Scout). This analysis assumes that the
shuttle will be phased in over a three-year period and won't
capture all traffic until 1981. Earlier capture is unlikely
because:

- DOD would probably retain Titans for time urgent missions
until shuttle reliability were demonstrated.

- NASA recently deferred the date of the First Manned Orbital
Flight of the shuttle by six months to July 1979.

- Historically, development programs have not met targets,
e.g. for a sample of 11 aircraft engines developed durin
the 1950's, the date which the engine passed the 50-hour
test averaged 11 months beyond that originally predicted.

Economic life of the system 

The analysis has employed an infinite time horizon when dis-
counting the costs. At a 10% discount rate, this procedure
is similar comparing the cost-effectiveness of the alternative
systems for 50 years, rather than restricting it to 1978-1990.
The time horizon of an analysis refers to the economic uselife
of the system. It has been argued that expenditures on R&D
never becomes uneconomic (i.e., scientific and technical
knowledge produced will be used in developing subsequent
systems). However, when using an infinite time horizon for
public investment projects, it must be assumed that all con-
ceivable and technically feasible alternatives are being
evaluated at the time the project selection is made. The
shuttle analysis which has been performed does not appear to
have satisfied this condition. For example:
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- Although development of new expendables (e.g. a pressure

fed, cheaply produced, booster) has been analyzed for the

phased development of the shuttle, it has not been analyzed

as an alternative to current expendables, nor to the shuttle

system itself.

- There appear to be alternatives to the shuttle which might

capture some of hypothesized payload benefits:

• The Soviets currently place some payloads in a recoverable

cannister, the latter being mass produced.

• One aerospace contractor has proposed building a robot

satellite which would attempt to correct the direction

of spin of ATS-5 which is now spinning clockwise rather

than counterclockwise. This R&D project would cost about

$30 M and would seem to hold some promise for future

repair of satellites on orbit. Under the shuttle mode,

the Large Space Telescope would be repaired on orbit by

men controlling teleoperators from within the shuttle.

A robot satellite might be able to operate in a similar

manner. Furthermore, an unmanned reusable space tug,
which could recover satellites from synchronous orbit,

would require some of the technical characteristics of

a robot satellite.

Qualitative uncertainties 

- Effecting low cost operations for a space shuttle would,

require significant departures from NASA's historical
experience. Although it has been envisioned that the

shuttle would be launched under "airliner-type" operations,

NASA has historically been an R&D agency, treating each

launch as if it were unique. This procedure implies high

operations costs.

The hypothesized standardization of payload design may
lag the shuttle operational date. For example:

• There are currently 17 different tape recorders used

in NASA spacecraft, yet NASA spokesmen estimate that
three tape recorders would be adequate to cover the

range of requirements.

• NASA spokesmen currently state that there are components
which are triple-redundant to spacecraft yet these
components have never failed. Hence, it appears that
some savings could be made for expendable-launched
satellites.
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Attachment 1I-A

Cost of the Manned Space Flight Program - Emphasis on the NASA 
in-house capability.

Data on the following pages shows that $1,715 million in FY
1972 budget authority is devoted to manned space flight. Of
this, $985 million is in support of the NASA centers and
their capability to safely launch and recover on-going Apollo-
type missions. The remaining costs are for development of
unique Apollo science hardware, the Skylab workshop, telescope,
spacecraft and launch vehicles, space shuttle engine and
technology, and space station planning.

The bulk of the institutional costs are carried under "Flight
Support" and "Center Operations" which are ill-defined because
NASA has historically categorized them as Apollo support. The
following observations can be made:

Flight Support 

- NASA plans to phase out all of this contracted work after
completion of Skylab.

- NASA has done little to consolidate in-plant factory support
for Apollo spacecraft and Saturn launch vehicles. The launch
vehicle in-plant situation is particularly expensive ($75
million).

- Apollo spacecraft support at Houston ($50 million) is redundant
r‘f nt O np,=, .11,1 n* f,*,y ;n Le-,a

Simulator and automatic checkout activities are also redundant.

- Lunar Module work will drop by over $30 million after Apollo 17.

- Cape Kennedy civil service engineering oversight of contracted
work may be excessive. However, they are the core of the
Nation's launch system design team.

- Cape Kennedy and the Air Force Eastern Test Range have many
duplicative activities. However, consolidation studies have
achieved little success.

Operating Base 

- NASA plans to reduce the funding of the Operating Base as
follows:

FY 1972 FY 1973 FY 1974 FY 1975 

535 535 525 440
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- Mission Control Center capability is under-utilized, even
with upcoming Skylab.

- Check-out equipment and spacecraft simulators at Houston,
Angeles, New York, and Cape Kennedy are redundant.

- Astronaut training and support, including their fleet of
40 T-38 aircraft, is excessive in the face of the reduced
level of manned space flight activities.

2

Los

- Marshall in-house support for Skylab is more than 2,500
positions. NASA does not attribute costs of civil service
or support service personnel to programs they support.
Consequently, true cost of Skylab is several hundred million
dollars higher than the budget would indicate.
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Manned Flight Base 

111 Total Manned Space Flight Funding (1972 BA) 

•

Apollo science  
Skylab hardware  
Flight support 21 
Center operations 2-1 
Shuttle technology  

Other R&D  

Tracking activities -II

I/ Costs of institutional base

Detail of Flight Support:

Activity 

Apollo spacecraft factory  
Apollo guidance factories  

Lunar Module factory  
NASA Labs and Apollo checkout
Saturn 1st stage factory  
Saturn 2nd stage factory  
Saturn 3rd stage factory  

3

R&D RPM C of F Total

40
535

40
535

275 95 370
295 235 5 535
100 20 120
30 30
80 5 85

1,355 335 25 1,715

Location(s)
1972
BA

Los Angeles 12
New York,
Los Angeles 11
Long Island 14
Houston 50
New Orleans 24
Los Angeles 29
Los Angeles 21

Subtotal hardware   (179)

Apollo spacecraft checkout   Cape Kennedy 13
Lunar Module checkout   Cape Kennedy 17
Checkout equipment support   Cape Kennedy ' 8

Subtotal spacecraft checkout (38)

Saturn 1st stage checkout   Cape Kennedy 19
Saturn 2nd stage checkout   Cape Kennedy 7
Saturn 3rd stage checkout   Cape Kennedy 12
Saturn guidance checkout   Cape Kennedy 11
Related launch vehicle checkout   Cape Kennedy 8

Subtotal launch vehicle

checkout   (60)

Cape Kennedy civil service salaries 48
Cape Kennedy facility costs, Air Force

reimbursement   47

Total flight support   370
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Detail of Operating Base 

Manned Spacecraft Center (Houston)
1972 BA

Checkout, test, quality control  21
Automatic checkout support  8
Logistics (spacecraft movement)  7
Mission Control Center  35
Astronaut training and support  30
Civil Service salaries  79
Related operating costs  27

Subtotal Houston  (207)

Marshall Space Flight Center
Engine contractors, Mississippi Test and Los Angeles 22
Huntsville support service contractors  65
Civil Service salaries  104
Related operating costs  26

Subtotal Marshall  (217)

Kennedy Space Center
Air Force reimbursement and support services  53
Launch instrumentation, computer center  22

Subtotal Cape Kennedy  (75)

Other
Tjennel

.1.11L.uy.Lat-Lull contracLoE;
NOAA support  • 7

Contract administration  8
Advanced development  12
Construction and maintenance of facilities  5

Total Operating Base   535


